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(ABSTRACT)

The increasing focus on the underachiever has

intensified the search for affective education models.

Underachievement is frequently associated with a low self-

concept. Current studies are sparse, indicating that Mentor

Programs may improve self-concept, but empirical assessments

are lacking.
»

This study investigated the efficacy of a mentor model

on self-concept and achievement variables of intermediate

school underachievers.

. A Mentor Program model was implemented with an

experimental group of 55 underachieving students in a

Fairfax County, Virginia, intermediate school. A 42 student

control group of underachievers in another Fairfax County

intermediate school were monitored. Forty education staff



members served as mentors to the experimental group of

students. The study was of a quasi-experimental, non-

equivalent control group design.

Primary measurement instruments used were the Self-

Concept and Motivation Inventory (SCAMIN), an appropriate

measure of self-concept in the school setting, the Grade

Point Average (GPA), the standard measure of academic

achievement, and the Failure Rate, including students

retentions and classes failed.

Four research questions were investigated. For testing

overall effects of the treatment/Mentor Program at the

school level, a Value Added Analysis was performed. For

testing the hypotheses, the following analyses were

undertaken: ANCOVAs were performed on the achievement data;

t-tests and ANOVAs were performed on the self—concept data,

Chi—square, t—test, and ANOVA were performed on the failure

data. Canonical Correlation Analysis was performed to

explain the relationship between the predictor measures and

the criterion measures. Descriptive and ethnographic

information in the form of quantitative and qualitative data

analyses added to the breadth of the assessment.

Results revealed that the Mentor Program produced

positive, nonsignificant gains at the experimental school.



The gains were better than those at the control school, but

not significantly better. Analysis of the results also

disclosed changes in the study design should be considered

for future research. Recommendations include two year

assessments, multiple school comparisons, and longitudinal

studies.

Post program results from teacher ratings, mentor and

students evaluations were positive, providing qualitative

statements of program worth. The findings and conclusions

drawn from this study serve to further improve program

evaluation and assessment of Mentor Programs.
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CHAPTER ONE — DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROBLEM

INTRODUCTION

Underachievement has become a major topic of scholastic

inquiry in the 80's. According to recent studies,

underachieving students exist in this country in 'epidemic

proportions‘ (Smart, 1985). The Underachievement Institute

reports that large numbers of children who are very capable

of learning are simply not performing up to their

capabilities (Rimm, 1985). The findings of Pecaut (1979),

from The Institute of Motivational Development, reveal that

underachievers are students that lack three critical values

related to academic achievement: (a) persistence to

completion; (b) meeting deadlines; and (c) independent

functioning. No category of student is immune from this

problem: the disadvantaged, the slow learner, the gifted

student, the learning disabled student, the minority

student, and the non-categorical, non-labeled student

(Greene, 1986; Rimm, 1985). .

Schools and parents are frustrated by the performance

of their students whom they perceive as not performing up to q

their potential. Underachievers sit in virtually every

classroom, wasting educational resources, trying the

patience of the best teachers, manipulating parents and

1
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destroying their own confidence. These children direct most

of their energy toward discovering ways to avoid learning in

either dependent or dominant ways (Kaufmann, 1981; Rimm,

1985). Pecaut (1979) reports only 66% of teachers believe

they have received any training to effectively teach

underachievers. Parents generally have even greater

difficulty in working with an underachieving youngster.

why do children underachieve?” Research on students

ranging in age from 12 to 17 suggests there are various

sources of student underachievement. The list includes

emotional problems, teacher troubles, peer pressure,

boredom, fear of trying and fear of growing up (Pecaut,

1979; Smart, 1985). Similarly, Rimm (1985) and Greene

(1986) report causes of underachievement to include lack of

motivation, values conflict, lack of environmental

nurturance of intellectual potential, developmental delays

or chronic health problems, specific learning disabilities

or general academic skill deficiencies.

Whatever the particular source or cause, under-

achievement is frequently associated with low self concept.

Purkey (1970) reports a strong reciprocal relationship

between a positive self concept and scholastic success and a

negative self concept and scholastic failure.
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Early adolescence is a vibrant period inthe life span,

marked‘byMWchanges that are critical to human development.

These changes occur physically, intellectually, socially and

apqglaggliyw at ~differing rates and in Adifferingw order

(Brazee, 1982). There is a body of literature that suggests

_ adolescents need teachers who are child-centered as well as

ts „bs aware sf their
needs to be a ··..„.„al

teacher" (Unks, 1983, p. 3).

The nature of self—perception appears to undergo the

same kind of dramatic change associated with an ado1escent's

physical, social and intellectual dimension. For thisä

¥.9§.§9IL;..„!l‘}„€l€ll§.„„€·„‘E.¥}9.9„Ä„·,.„E.FP„€„€§¥P§„,.NP·§}?.gay....„.?}3s„„.„s„s¥Bs„-,l<}„*3$?„„sf
¤;:_1=.<—;.r1.©.199-$_2.„s„s;L„€„s„2r25;s·:p;.„..©h§„1=„.é,s,..2.a.i,§...9,?*19F ·
Given the important role of the school life environment in

the concept of self, the task of determining how to enhance

or debilitate se1f—concept development. These aspects

include climate, grouping, curriculum organization, peer and

other interaction, academic achievements and home-school

relations (Beane, 1979).

hiddlg_sghggls„ihave~aMunlqué~¤pDQILHBlE¥„E9iQ§§}2E„9“d
„.

9adolescentlsselfw concept. Typically, these programs have

been labeled "Homebase," “Advisor-Advisee," or "Small Group

—ä
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Guidance" (Doda, 1976, p. 9). Counselors are in a position

to play a vital role in initiating and maintaining complete

affective education programs that would address the self-

concept needs of underachieving student clients.

Two special concepts add up to affective education:

relationihips between teacherv and vstudents, and (b) the

daystnat,

E
l,(George,1982; Chase, 1975).7 Too many teachers are living

with the threatening and inhibiting notion that affective

education only happens when highly structured "valuing"

sessions are conducted with complicated counseling

techniques. If self-concept is important, then affective

education can be perceived as the 4th R--relationships. The

stage is set for teacher—advisee or other such programs in

the school.

By "relationships," we mean those caring relationships

that will help positive self-concept development. In a

school of 800 or more students, where a teacher meets as

many as 125 students a day, it is virtually impossible to

develop the kinds of relationships with students that allows

a teacher to make a significant difference in the lives of

students. Using a mentor approach, teachers become mentors
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who make a difference by acting as interveners in the

educational process. The proposed Mentor Program provides a

forum for education regarding personal and interpersonal
‘

competence with an adult who is committed to helping each

advisee (underachiever) experience personal and academic

growth. The current popularity of the term in higher

education suggests that mentors may play a significant role

in development and transition by pointing the way and

offering support (Daloz, 1983).

The research of such affective educators as Purkey

(1970, 1984), Glasser (1969), Chase (1975) and Beane (1982)

support the notion of self-concept and self—esteem

enhancement in the school setting through either curriculum

or interpersonal relationships. While Chase (1975) and

A Beane (1982) advocate incorporating self-concept activities

into the curriculum, Glasser (1969) and Purkey (1984; 1987)

support a teacher—student humanistic approach toward

underachievement.

Affective education theorists believe that if a teacher

would get personally involved with students, most school

failure could be eliminated (Glasser, 1969). The research

of Haring-Hidore (1986), Obler (1977), and Turkel and

Abramson (1986) supports this notion. Findings suggest

retention rates were reduced with academically deficient
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students participating in mentoring programs in secondary

and college levels.

Chase (1975) focuses on, "the other side of the report

card" (p. 2). He explains that it is that half of the

report card that tells what the teacher thinks of the

student's attitudes, social habits, emotional stability,

study skills, class participation and homework

responsibility. It is this affective domain that is

directed to social-emotional issues which consume at least

half of the teacher's time. Chase (1975) suggests that we

do for social and emotional growth what we have done so well

with reading. He calls it a "Right To Feel Good About

Yourself Program" (p. 3). Given a program designed to

improve students' self concepts by the students gaining

insight into "who they are," before they are concerned with

"where they are," mentoring becomes an affective process

that brings about cognitive outcomes.

BACKGROUND

Fairfax County, Virginia

In Northern Virginia, the Fairfax County School Board

priorities are implemented through the Annual Operating ·

Plan, which contains specific objectives for the current

school year. In 1984, the Board adopted a six-year plan A
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which included the goal addressing underachievement.

Fairfax County serves a student enrollment of approximately

129,000. The diversity in the student population includes a

student minority population of 21.6%. As the total minority

student population continues to grow steadily, it has become

increasingly important to address the needs of the

underachievers in this population. In his State of the

School System Address, Dr. Robert Spillane (1987) offered

the following demographic data and trends provided by Dr.

Harold Hodgkinson, (author of 'All One System: Demographics

of Education, Kindergarten Through Graduate School'):

"By the Year 2000, one in three Americans will be
non-white and minorities will cover a broader
socio-economic range than ever before....making
simplistic treatment of their educational needs
less useful. Historically, Black students have
been the largest minority group in Fairfax County
schools. Currently, 9% of the minority enrollment —
is Asian, 8.7% is Black and 3.8% is Hispanic" (p.
3)•

I According to the comments of Dr. Hodgkinson, as they

relate significantly to Fairfax County's minority student

achievement efforts and to its special needs schools, his

bottom line is:

"The rapid increase in minorities among the youth
population is here to stay. We need to make a
major commitment, as educators, to see that all
our students....have the opportunity to perform
academically at a high level. There will be
barriers of color, language, culture, attitude
that will be greater than any we have faced
before, as Spanish-speaking students are joined by
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those from Thailand and Vietnam. The task will be
not to lower the standards but to increase the
effort. To do so will be to the direct benefit of
all Americans, as a new generation of people
become a part of our fabric, adding the high level
of energy and creativity that has always been
characteristic of groups who are making their way
in America. Their numbers are now so large that
if they do not succeed, all of us will have
diminished futures. This is the new reality" (p.
4).

Based upon a review of the literature on

Teacher/Advisee and Mentor Program models, this researcher

drafted an affective education model designed to meet the

self-concept and academic needs of underachievers; majority

and minority, herein referred to as the "Mentor Program." A

pilot study, financed through a Fairfax County Minority

Achievement Grant, was conducted by this researcher at

Glasgow Intermediate school during the 1985-1986 school

year. Glasgow served a student population of 830 seventh

and eighth graders. Approximately 49% of the student

population was classified as minority. The school offered

English as a Second Language (ESL), Gifted and Talented (GT

local and center), Learning Disability Resource (LDR) and

Learning Disability Self-Contained (LDSC), and Chapter I

Compensatory Education. The population had a representation

from 54 countries and included 27 primary languages.

A needs assessment revealed that Science Reasearch

Associates (SRA) reading scores of Blacks, Hispanics and
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S Asians were 22 percentile points below Whites. Similar

discrepancies existed in Language Arts scores between Blacks

and other student populations at Glasgow. For the past two

years, failure rate for the entire school averaged

approximately 7.7%. End of the year 1984-85 failure rates «

were: Blacks 11%, Hispanic 8%, Whites 6% and Asian 3%. In

addition to reducing poor achievement and failure, the .

objective was to improve motivation and self-esteem of all

underachieving students.

The Mentor Program was designed to give early

identification and personal attention to the academic

improvement of pupils with Ds and Fs in academic subjects.

The roots of the program lie in suggestions emanating from

the school's Minority Achievement Comittee as an approach

to be applied to the problem of underachievement by all

students, including minority underachievers. Components of

the program became part of the school's mission statement,

annual operating plan, and school improvement objectives on

minority achievement, as mandated by the county. The

school's guidance department, working with administrators

and teachers, developed a program called the Mentor Program.

Intermediate students, grade 7-8, in the program were called

Mentees. Volunteer staff persons working with the students

were called Mentors. y
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The Pilot Program population consisted of 40 Mentors

(educational staff) and 80 Mentees. The program had five

major components: 1) orientation for students and parents,

2) inservices and meetings for Mentors and parents,

3) Mentor-Mentee weekly meetings, 4) group guidance study

skills monthly sessions, and 5) program evaluation (see

appendix A). This researcher served as program manager.

Program assessment included qualitative and quantitative

data collection and analysis.

Program evaluation results revealed growth in Grade

Point Average (GPA) from pre program to post program, growth

in self-concept as reported by the Self Concept and

Motivation Inventory, a reduction in school failure rate

from the previous school year, and positive responses from

students, Mentors and parents. The program evaluation

served to help plan the 1986-1987 school year program and

provided two lines of inquiry relating to expansion and

assessment: (1) the need to expand the Mentor Program for

underachievers a second year offering the intervention to

continuing mentees and to newly identified underachievers,

and (2) the need to subject what occurred last year to the

rigors of a study.

A quasi-experimental study was conducted during the

1986-1987 school year. It included an experimental school
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and a control school. Partial support for this study was in

the form of a Fairfax County Minority Achievement Grant.

Like the Pilot Program, the study was designed to buttress

the support milieu of underachievers, majority and minority

students, so that grades, self-concept and overall academic

and personal growth would improve. Hence, the 1986-87 study

was conducted to subject the pilot mentoring model to

empirical testing in an attempt to establish efficacy.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

q
A review of the literature on assessment of teacher-

advisory programs and tutoring interventions disclosed few

studies. Yet, a review of the studies assessing counseling

interventions with underachievers and low achievers finds

many calls for programs that assess these interventions

using a control group for comparison (Chase, 1975; George,

1982; and Wilson, 1986). There appears to be no distinct

line of research that could be found with respect to

mentoring in academic settings. Furthermore, a dearth

exists in the literature on mentors in the public education

at the secondary, intermediate and elementary levels,

therefore:

'rj_1_<_—;_/§_9g5;§„,„„9„£.-.¤¤his ls-tudy-..w.as.. *29-.-CQIl¢$l§S„„§Il. ¤f

j -5
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Program on self—concept and achievement variables

Eämmiddle school underachievers.

PURPOSE OF STUDY

f Ghia $„F‘¥¢¥„„„!{ä§$w¤f¤ld=„... ¤> *=<> ¢°¤d¤<=t@
Q a study of the efficacy of a Mentor Program model withj

®intermediate school underachievers, and (b) to identify the;

énique problems on assessing such a model.wwwwas

accomplished through completion of thehwh

following tasks:

1. Review of the extant literature.
Q 2. Identify measurable characteristics of self
2 concept.

Q 3. Classify measurable characteristics of
achievement. Q

\\
4. Compare pre and post effects of Mentor Program. Q

— 5. Assess the linkage between Mentor Program and
WQ

underachievers.
Q

E 6. Validate the Mentor Program effects on academic

a°"i°""‘T‘„f??w¥}E„,„„?i? W1??ä„iF??‘ifiEä.:,2.„..„„_.. .„,,(

.__Q)__wItwas expected that the findings would be useful for

program evaluation and serve as a guide to further improve

the empirical assessment of future mentor programs.
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS

To accomplish the identified purposes above, the scope

and the direction of the investigation were determined by

the following research questions. The independent variable

is the treatment; mentoring. The dependent variables are

achievgment and self—concept growth:
° 1. what .isAiinrthef difference between pre and post

experimental and control groups on GPA gain,
adjusted for initial SRA Growth Scale Value (GSV)
(composite) and Education Ability Series (EAS)
(ability) scores?

2. What is the difference between experimental and
control groups on self—concept, as measured by a
comparison of pre and post SCAMIN scores on the
four variables measuring self—concept?

3. What is the difference between experimental and
control groups on failure rate as measured by end
of year student failure rates?

4. What is the relationship between the predictor
(independent) measures and the criterion
(dependent) measures?

HYPOTHESES

The hypotheses of the investigation were stated in null

form to facilitate statistical treatment of the findings.

The hypotheses will be tested on the basis of mean

differences on the dependent measures after seven months of

student participation in the mentor program.
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Each research question listed in the Statement of the

Problem was keyed to one or more hypotheses:

1. There is no difference between experimental and
control groups on GPA gain, adjusted for initial
SRA GSV (composite) and SRA (ability) scores.

2. There is no difference between experimental and
control groups on self-concept, as measured by a
comparison of pre and post SCAMIN scores on the
four variables measuring self-concept.

Sub-hypotheses:

(a) There is no difference between experimental
and control groups on pre and post
achievement needs variable.

‘

· (b) There is no difference between experimental
and control groups on pre and post
achievement investment variable.

(c) There is no difference between experimental
and control groups on pre and post role
expectations variable.

(d) There is no difference between experimental
and control groups on pre and post self-
adequacy variable.

3. There is no difference between experimental and
°control groups on failure rate as measured by end
of year student failure rates.

4. There is no relationship between the predictor
(independent) measures and the criterion
(dependent) measures.

LIMITATIONS

Subjects will be from two schools in a suburban upper-

middle class district. The experimental school has a 51%

white population and a 49% minority population, which
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includes 9% Black, 15% Hispanic and 25% Asian. The mean SRA

composite score was at the 67th percentile and the mean EAS

(ability) score was at the 65th percentile for the 1986-87

school year. The school offers English as a Second Language

(ESL), Gifted and Talented (GT Local and Center), Learning

Disabled (LDR and LDSC), Speech Impaired and Chapter I

Programs. The control group school has a 61% white

population and a 39% minority population, which includes 9%

Black, 9% Hispanic, and 21% Asian populations. The mean SRA

composite score was at the 76th percentile for the 1986-87

school year. The school offers English as a Second Language

(ESL), Chapter 1, Gifted and Talented (GT local), Learning

Disabled Resource (LDR), and Speech Impaired programs.

Students were seventh and eighth grade intermediate

school students. Identified underachievers were from the

following school populations: the disadvantaged student,

the slow learner, the gifted student (GT local), the

learning disabled resource student (LDR), the minority

student and the non-categorical student. Underachievers and

low achievers were participants.

Subjects were from two different schools. They were,

therefore, subjected to the grading characteristics unique

to individual teachers and departments in each school.
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Random assignment of schools and students to treatments

was not possible in this setting. In a pseudoexperimental

design, the following were threats to internal validity:

history, testing, selection-maturation interaction,

mortality and statistical regression. Threats to external

validity were the reactive or interaction effect of testing

and selection bias for the comparison group.

Mentors varied in their individual style.

Participation in one preservice and three inservices, close

monitoring of mentor-mentee meetings, plus the use of a

Mentor Guide were attempts at addressing confounding

variables.

é?éÜal§;effect may have influenced first quarter grades,

SCAMIN pretest.scores, and teacher ratings on experimental

group data. Mentcring was a part of the climate at the

experimental school, as treatment began taking effect as the

school year began. aläawthorne effect may have confounded

performance on self-concept pretest.
‘rFy

¤~e

The control group experienced some contamination due to

several factors: (a) An unclear understanding by the

control school contact person of what a control group meant

in terms of no intervention or treatment, and (b) the desire

to provide an intervention to an identified group of
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underachievers as a response to the mandate to address

minority achievement in Fairfax County Public Schools. The

intervention, while not a mentor program, took the form of a

series of career preparation activities, counselor-student

meetings and monitoring of grades, and comunity tutors for

some of the control subjects. This information was revealed

„ to this researcher after post testing.

DELIMITATIONS

Underachieving students were from two intermediate

. schools in Area II of the Fairfax County Public School

system, Northern Virginia. These schools have been

identified as "special needs" schools.

Students were identified as underachievers from

applying specific criteria (see definitions section).

Sample groups were small.

Since the students were not randomly selected for the

study, and the treatment took place at the school level,

instead of the student level, the random unit became

technically the school. Therefore, since there is only one

school in each comparison group, N=l.
I
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The analysis of covariance was considered an

· inappropriate strategy for the analysis of the SCAMIN data

according to the author (N. Milchus, personal communication,

August 17, 1987).

'DEFINITIONS

Achievement--For purposes of this study, academic

achievement will be measured by a comparison of Pre Program

(First quarter interim grades) and Post program (Final)

Grade Point Averages (GPA). A GPA is a computed mean score

from the six grades awarded for the quarter as recorded on

the student record. Grades are determined according to the

official Fairfax County Public School grading scale which

is: A=94-100, B+=90-93, B=84-89, C+=80-83, C=74-79, D+=70-

73, D=64-69, F=below 64. The following points were awarded:

An A=4.0, B+=3.5, B=3.0, C+=2.5, C=2.0, D+=l.5, D=l.0 and

F=O. Grades are a meaningful measurement of student

performance to student, teacher, and parent. The GPA, while

providing a global assessment of performance, is usually the

chief criteria for promotion (Wilson, 1986). In this study,

achievement is the dependent variable.

Affective Education--Programs that typically enhance the ·

student's self—concept and effect a change in the non-

cognitive areas of self-esteem and motivation (Doda, 1976).
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In this study, mentoring becomes the affective education

program. It is the treatment or independent variable.

Failure--For purposes of this study, failure is defined by
A

two variables: a) End of school year student failure

(retention) rate, which occurs in Fairfax County Public

Schools when a student fails English and/or Math as recorded

on the final grade report, and b) number of classes failed

by students as recorded by the end of the year final grade

report. In this study, failure is a dependent variable

related to the achievement measure.

Mentee—-Term commonly found in the literature and used in

this study as basically the individual who is the object of

this study. A mentee is the seventh or eighth grade

intermediate student participant in the Mentor Program, who

has been identified as an underachiever.

Mentor-—An educational advisor and advocate for the

underachiever; that "significant other." Uniquely, each p

mentor strives to improve academic performance of the

student by acting as an intervenor in the educational

process. For purposes of this study, a mentor should be

viewed in terms of a "teacher helper" concept, distinct from

a pure counseling concept. Volunteer educational staff

(teacher and administrators) served as mentors.
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Self—concept-—For the purposes of this study, self-concept

is defined by the Self—concept and Motivation Inventory

(SCAMIN). Two factors are combined to provide for the

concept of self-esteem: Self-Concept and Motivation. Self-

Concept is made up of two cofactors: Role Expectations and

Self-Adequacy. In this context, therefore, self—concept

means Role Expectation, which is defined as the positive

acceptance of the aspiration and demands that the student

thinks others, significant others, expect of him. The

second cofactor of self-concept is called Self-Adequacy,

which is defined by SCAMIN as the positive regard with which

a student views his present and future probabilities of

succeeding in life. The second factor is Motivation, which

is made up of two cofactors: Achievement Needs and

Achievement Investment. Therefore, motivation defined by

SCAMIN means Achievement Needs, the first cofactor, which is

the positive regard with which a student perceives the

intrinsic and extrinsic rewards of learning and performing

in school. The second cofactor is Achievement Investment

(or failure avoidance), which is the awareness and concern

toward shunning the embarrassment and sanctions which are

associated with failure in school. Anxious failure or

failure anxiety stifles achievement. In total, we will be

looking at four variables that measure self-concept and

motivation (Milchus, Farrah and Reitz, 1968). In this

study, self-concept is the dependent variable.
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Underachiever--For purposes of this study, an underachiever

as defined in the Intermediate and Secondary Teacher's Guide

Grading and Reporting to Parents, Fairfax County Public

Schools, August 1986, will be used (See Appendix B). One or

more of the following criteria will serve to identify the

learning characteristics of the underachiever; A student

whose school performance falls below the performance levels

indicated in standardized aptitude tests (a comparison of

the SRA GSV Composite and EAS ability scores); a student who

is on the D, F list in English and/or Math at interim time

of the first grading period; a student who exhibits specific

signs of an underachiever consistent with the

Underachievement Profile from the Institute of Motivational

Development (Appendix A). The behaviors most frequently

observed in their student clients include: (a) Scores

average or better on intelligence tests, but consistently

brings home poor grades; (b) Shows little initiative in

doing household chores, not a self-starter, must be nagged;

(c) Is immature in relationships with adults, sees any

criticism as being "picked on;" (d) Has a short attention

span; (e) Can do well only when he/she feels like it; and

(f) Lacks self—confidence especially around kids his/her own

age (P. Spevak, personal communication, July 26, 1986).

Students were identified at First Quarter Interim time

through teacher or counselor referral, based upon this set

of criteria.
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ASSUMPTIONS

The following assumptions are made in this study:

1. Achievement is a goal of education.

2. Self—concept is related to achievement.

3. Underachievers are an increasing concern of
educators.

4. Historically tutors (one—on—one) have been
employed to provide academic support to
underachieving students.

5. Teacher-advisee programs are an accepted current
state of the art approach to affective education
in the schools.

6. The Self-Concept and Motivation Inventory is an
appropriate instrument.

_ NEED FOR THE STUDY

This study is important because it represents one of

the few attempts to assess the impact of a teacher—advisee

(mentor—mentee) approach on improving the self-concept and

academic achievement of underachievers. Whereas assessment

studies of tutorial programs is modest, current research on

assessment of advisory programs is sparse. Alexander and

George (1981) report that while such studies are, overall,

encouraging, there are still too few well-designed studies

of these programs to permit more than modest speculation

about their ultimate value. Furthermore, research on
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assessment has been recommended in the review of literature

(Merriam, 1983, Wilson, 1986).

„ As a preventative and alternative approach for special

’education, some researchers, (Ysseldyke and Algozzine, 1983;

(and Ysseldyke, 1983) suggests the development of alternative

(service delivery models for those students who need extra

« services to succeed in school but who do not qualify for

_ (special education services. They advocate putting more

/,energy into improving service delivery systems for children
ilwho

are failing in school than into clarifying precise

[definitions of specific labels. This study could show that

a Mentor Program is such a service delivery model. This

notion is supported by a position statement on Advocacy for

Appropriate Educational Services for all Children passed by

the Executive Board/Delegate Assembly of the National

Association of School Psychologists on April 10, 1985

(Education for the Handicapped Law Report, 1985). This

study is important from the standpoint that it illustrates

how special education is not the only viable alternative for

special help.

Another outcome of this type of intervention might be

the reduction in the number of completed referrals to

special education local screening committees. An increasing

number of children are being found eligible for Learning
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disabilities services in our nation (Kirk, 1984). In fact,

the enrollment showing the largest numbers of students in

special education who have not been served before peaks at

the age of 13. National enrollment in programs for the

Learning Disabled rose from 1,135,559 students (2.31%) in

1978-79 to 1,745,865 students (3.82%) in 1982-83. The

Seventh Annual Report to Congress shows the figures to be at

1,811,489 for the year 1983-84, making up 42 percent of the

total special—education population. For 1986-87, 43.6

percent were classified as learning disabled (1,926,097) _

(U.S. Department of Education, 1988). A review of the

literature suggests several explanations for the large-scale

Learning Disability (LD) identification. They range from

misdiagnosis and misclassification to an unwillingness on

the part of regular education to modify curriculum and

programs in order to better meet the diverse needs of all

children (Kirk, 1986; Chalfant, 1985; Algozzine, 1985;

Tugend, 1985).
(

In a summary of the National Task Force Report, which

identified practices and procedures currently being used to

identify Learning Disabled students in the nation's schools,

Chalfant (1985) identified nine factors contributing to

misidentification.
’Of

the nine factors, the fourth factor

could be explained by practices in those schools which

either (a) did not provide a support system to borderline
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students who are ineligible for special education services

or (b) did not have a system for helping classroom teachers

cope with these problems in the classroom. (Chalfant, 1985;

Algozzine,1985).The
data reported in the Eighth Annual Report to

Congress indicated that despite the overall decrease in the

numbers of children served in the age group 12-17, there is

„ a surge of referrals at the age of thirteen years old (U.S.

Department of Education, 1986). Additionally, data in the

Sixth Annual Report to Congress indicated there is a

corresponding rise in assessments at the junior high level

(U.S. Department of Education, 1984). The Tenth Annual

Report shows the total number of handicapped children served

peaked at age eight and slowly declined until age 14, when

there was a slight increase in the 1985-86 school year (U.S.

Department of Education, 1988). Once a child is referred to

the local screening committee, the chances of a special

education label resulting are high (Wilson, 1985; Ysseldyke

·and Algozzine, 1983). The effect of teacher referrals on

being self-fulfilling prophecies is a notion supported in

the literature (Ysseldyke and Algozzine, 1983; Tugend,

1985). Conversely, if a mentorship intervention could serve

as a preventative and/or an alternative to special

education, it might also serve to influence a reduction in

the number of referrals to the local screening committee and
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ultimately impact on a reduction in the number of labeled

learning disabled students in the school.

Researchers in the field of special education

identification (Reynolds and Wang, 1981; Reynolds, 1985;

Moran, 1985; Lambert, 1988) propose a challenge for special

education and regular education to join forces on a

collaborative basis to find ways of serving all students

special or not. This notion is supported by Madeleine Will,

Assistant Secretary for Special Education and Rehabilitative

Services. will (1986) calls for the development of

creative, new multi—pronged strategies between regular and

special education staff at the building level to serve the

students with learning problems who do not fit neatly into

"compartmentalized delivery systems" (p. 5).

A mentoring relationship is created to meet important

developmental needs for the student client, yet equally

important are the benefits both Mentor and Mentee derive

from this partnership. A serendipitous outcome may have _

been professional growth in terms of staff development.

Clearly, there were qualitative outcomes that were not

subjected to the rigors of empirical testing. In

educational studies of this nature, it will be important to

look at the practical significance of the findings as well

as any statistical significance.
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SUMMARY AND ORGANIZATION OF STUDY

The search for affective education program models has

grown more intense with the increasing focus on the

underachiever. A few studies seem to indicate that a Mentor

Program has affective consequences, but empirical

assessments are lacking. The pitfalls and barriers to such

an empirical assessment are not well understood. It was the

purpose of this study to assess whether a teacher/mentor-

student/mentee program would enhance the student's self-

concept and achievement, and, tangentially, to learn what

needs to be done in order to correctly measure the results

of such a program.

The remainder of the study will consist of four

chapters to include the following: Chapter Two, a review of

related literature; Chapter Three, methodology and

procedures; Chapter Four, the analysis and interpretation of

the data; Chapter Five, summary, conclusions,

recommendations, and researcher's commentary.



CHAPTER II - REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to review the literature

and explore the state of the art relevant to this study.

Answers were sought to two basic questions: a) What has

been the findings of previous researchers and practitioners

in the field? and b) What implications were made for

further research? This chapter will be divided into «

sections relating to essential constructs of the problem

statement. The first section discusses the self—concept and

achievement research for this study. The second section

highlights the current literature on the underachiever, the

population from which a sample is drawn for this study. The

third section reviews the literature on affective education

interventions. The fourth section summarizes the literature

on mentoring and mentorships; origins and practices. The

fifth section summarizes assessment of a one—to-one

relationship with underachievers found in the literature.

The conclusion summarizes the implications for a mentoring

relationship found in the literature review as they relate

to assessment and measurement of affective education

programs.

28
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ASSUMPTIONS AS STARTING POINTS

The six assumptions in Chapter One serve as the

starting point for this study. However, they require

clarification in order for the reader to understand the

theoretical and conceptual framework influencing this

research. It is further assumed that two of the listed

assumptions are common knowledge among educators in the

field. These are: (a) that achievement is a desired goal

of education (lst assumption), and (b) that underachievers

are an increasing concern to educators (3rd assumption).

The first assumption stands alone and needs no discussion.

The third assumption, because of its current focus, is

further clarified by the literature presented in this

review. The second assumption suggesting self—concept is

related to achievement is supported by a review of the

literature on this relationship. While these two

constructs, self—concept and achievement, are dependent

variables in the study, it is not the intent of this study

to test this relationship, but rather to provide the

theoretical background for the study's direction. This does

not preclude, however, that the findings could challenge

this assumption. The fourth assumption: that tutors have

been employed to provide academic support to underachieving

students for remediation of skills, is included in this

literature for purposes of establishing a research base on
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cognitive assessment practices and procedures of a one-on-

one relationship. The fifth assumption: that teacher-

advisee programs are an accepted state of the art approach,

is documented by the literature on affective education in

the schools. This assumption provides the conceptual

framework for the treatment intervention. The sixth

assumption, regarding the self-concept instrument, is

discussed in Chapter Three.

SECTION ONE: SELF-CONCEPT AND ACHIEVEMENT

One is not born with a concept of "self." Yet, each

person develops such concept over the years and thus comes

to view the "self" in a given way. There is a body of

literature that suggests a linear relationship between self

concept and academic achievement at each grade level. This

same literature also indicates that change in either concept

is related to and associated with change in the other

(Purkey, 1970). The relationship between self—perception

and achievement has been established in numerous studies and

reviews (Brookover, 1962; Combs and Soper, 1963;

Coopersmith, 1967; Purkey, 1970). The findings of these

researchers have revealed that students with high self-

esteem tend to achieve better academically than those with

low self-esteem. In fact, self-esteem appears to have a
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stronger relationship to school achievement than ability or

motivation (Coopersmith, 1967).

Over the past two decades, self-concept has become a

central part of many human personality theories and the

basis for numerous programs in education. Theorists (Combs

and Snygg, 1959; Rogers, 1967; Combs, Avila and Purkey,

1978) have postulated that maintenance and enhancement of

one's perception of self are the motives behind all human

behavior. Generally known as self-concept theory, this

basic assumption can be applied to the classroom. How a

student views himself as a learner can directly affect his

classroom behavior and academic performance. Examination of

this basic assumption has led to a vast collection of data

relative to the significance of positive self-concept, the

sources of self-esteem and the relationship of self-concept

to academic achievement (L. Jones, 1980).

Definitions of Self Concept and Achievement

Of all self-prefixed terms currently employed to

identify or describe some facet of the self, the terms self-

concept and self-esteem remain the most popular. Germain,

(1978) sought to clarify the differentiation between the

self constructs by defining them. He defined the self, as

"that which is real, true or absolute about an individual."
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It comes into existence when an individual becomes a

separate entity. The second construct, self-concept, was
”

defined as "the result of an individual's beliefs about the

self." Self-concept begins when an individual is aware of

being a separate entity. According to Germain (1978), the

individual can differentiate those events emanating from or

involving one‘s self from those events that are not related.

Self-concept can, therefore, be defined as the description

of self, while self—esteem is defined as the judgment

concerning the worth or value of the self (Beane and Lipka,

1979). There are feelings and values about the concepts and

beliefs about self. This valuation component is called

self—esteem (Germain, 1978).

The importance of positive self-regard has been

supported by Coopersmith (1967), who studied the antecedents

of self-esteem in nearly 1800 children over a period of

eight years. He found pervasive and significant differences

in the experiential worlds and social behaviors of persons

who differed in self-esteem. Persons high in their

estimation approached tasks and persons with the expectation

that they will be successful. Conversely, person with a low

self-regard approached tasks and persons with negative

expectations and self—defeating behaviors (Coopersmith,

1967; Jones, 1970; Johnston and Markle, 1981). A
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Self-image, a related term, represents the composite of

a child's conscious and unconscious perceptions about

himself (Greene, 1986). This composite reflects the child's

experiences in life. Positive life experiences tend to

produce children who like and accept themselves. Such

children are typically achievement oriented. Greene (1986)

refers to a self-image/self—esteem loop, which is created to

reflect the child's perceptions of himself. He reports a

positive self-image encourages the growth of self-esteem,

which in turn encourages positive expectations, which

encourages achievement. The loop turns in both directions;

achievement stimulates self-esteem, and self-esteem

stimulates achievement.

Greene (1986) adds additional elements to the child's

. sense of self. They include self-appreciation, self-

acceptance, and self-confidence. He refers to this amalgam

as the "child's self-quotient, or SQ" (p. 69). The child

who has a low SQ will generally have difficulty achieving

because his lack of self-esteem, self-appreciation, self-

acceptance, and self-confidence will directly impact on his

level of expectations. The irony of this, however, is that

achievement might permit the child with a low SQ to feel

better about himself, but the child's low SQ functions to

inhibit achievement. In his work with over six thousand

I
underachieving students, Greene (1986) has found this
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relationship of self—image and achievement inextricably

linked.

The emerging literature is so vast on this variable

that for purposes of this study, self-concept is described

to mean self—concept of school ability (Brookover, 1962;

Brookover and others, 1964; Purkey, 1970). Because of the

lack of a fine distinction between all self-prefixed terms

currently employed to identify or describe some facet of the

self, the term self-concept defined by the Self—Concept and

Motivation Inventory (SCAMIN) will be employed. It includes

two major factors, Self·Concept; made up of prole

expectations and self-adequacy and Motivation, made up of

achievement needs and achievement investment. These factors

allow for quantitative assessment.

Measures of scholastic achievement for purposes of this

study means academic performance as measured by the grade

point average and failure variables and includes teacher

ratings of those student behaviors and skills necessary for

academic performance (see Chapter One, Definitions Section

for operational definitions). These measures of achievement

are supported in the literature (Jones, 1970; Turkel and

Abramson, 1986; Wilson, 1986).
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Self-Concept in Adolescents

Adolescents, in contrast to children, perceive in

themselves sets of underlying abilities, motives and

personalities. The adolescent is able to infer a set of

beliefs and personal styles that are unique while assessing

their competencies in order to review their self-concept,

personal philosophy and identity. Purkey (1970) reported

the self is organized into spirals representing beliefs

which everyone holds about oneself. The self is the center

of his or her personal universe. Everything is observed,

interpreted and comprehended from this personal vantage

point. Human motivation is a product of the universal

striving to maintain, protect and enhance the self. To that

end, Johnston and Markle (1981) summarized that students

' with high self-esteem approach tasks with the intent that

they will succeed, whereas students with low self-esteem

believe they will fail.

~ Age focused research regarding self-perceptions

revealed important information about adolescents (Brookover,

1962; Guerriero and Coldiron, 1975; Goodwin, 1977; Bailiffe,

1978). In a study that included interviewing 381 inner

city, junior high school students, Bailiffe (1978) found

that almost ten percent consistently saw themselves as

incapable of learning. Among the findings regarding self
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perceptions was the finding that almost half of these

students wished they were someone else. Consistent with

this finding was a finding reported in a study by Guerriero

and Coldiron (1975) who found that forty-nine percent of the

eighth graders reported that they often wished they were

someone else, while thirty-four percent were made not to

feel good by their teachers. Goodwin (1977) found that

fifth and eighth grade students from conventional homes had

significantly higher self—esteem than counterparts from

unconventional homes. Given the growing number of students

coming to school from single-parent homes, this study has

particular importance.

The research of Brookover (1962; 1964) supports the

generally high correlation between self-concept/esteem and

school achievement at the middle school level. He and his

colleagues reported correlations of .42 and .39 between

grade point average and self—concept for one thousand urban

seventh graders. While this relationship is not strong, it

is statistically significant.
i

A significant decrease in both self-regard and

attitudes toward school apparently occurs with advances in

age _and grade level (Morse, 1964; Katz and Zigler, 1967;

Schwartz, 1967; Kremer, 1981). The major findings of these

studies and others support the view that the self-concept
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develops in a basically continuous and stable fashion across

the adolescent years. Peer relations were found to be a

major factor in contributing to a child's self—image and

self-esteem. The better accepted a child is by his or her

peers, the better adjusted that child is.

Not only do peers influence self-concept, but teachers

do as well. Spaulding (1963) found a significant

relationship between a student's self-concept as reported

and the degree to which teachers are calm, accepting,

supportive and facilitative; and a negative relationship
I

between a student's self-concept and the teacher's behavior

when it involved personal, private talks with students.

Other research (Chamberlin, 1981; Wolf, 1981; Turner and

_ Purkey, 1983; Today's Education, 1982) support this notion

of teacher influence on self-concept of adolescents.

The schools are doing something to effect the self-

concept of students, but not what many educators are hoping

for. The longer a student attends school, the less

favorable his or her self-concept becomes (Kremer, 1981).

Low self-concept students were also found to enter a form of

conflict whenever they succeed, because success defines

their own self-expectation. In recording case studies of

underachievers, Greene (1986) reported they may go so far as
7

to reject the success they have earned by sabotaging their
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own efforts. Relative to this notion, Liska (1975)
,

identified the way in which self-concept may affect behavior

by pointing out that an individual will seek consistency.

That consistency may take the form of disruptive behavior in

order to reinforce the established image. Children like

this do not give themselves permission to succeed in school.

for this to happen, Greene (1986) recomends that the child

has to extricate himself from the self-defeating cycle that

was controlling his life and the lives of those with whom he

interacted. He may need counseling support for this to

occur.

Self-Concept of Ability

Self-concept can not be understood if its multi-

dimensionality is ignored. In a study of 559 fifth graders,

inferred self-concepts based upon responses by peers,

teachers, and academic measures were collected. REsults

indicated student, teacher, peer agreement was statistically

significant for most self-concept dimensions. Academic

achievement scores were significantly and positively

correlated with self-concepts based upon self-reports in

academic areas, but not non-academic areas. The findings

demonstrate the formation of self-concepts is affected by

different processes than the self-concepts inferred by

significant others, and that academic self-concepts are
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affected by different processes than the academic

achievement which they reflect (Marsh, 1984).

Self-concept of ability is a better predictor
of”

success in school than is over—all self concept (Brookover,

1965; 1967). Jones and Grieneeks (1970), administered

affective instruments to 411 girls and 466 boys, all of whom

were sophomores at the University of Texas. The non-

intellectual measures employed were Identity Rating Scale,

Self-Concept of Ability, and Self-Expectations. These,

along with a measure of scholastic aptitude, were used to

predict scholastic achievement. All variables were

positively associated with achievement, and all, with the

V exception of self expectation and scholastic aptitude were

positively associated with each other. Their findings

inferred, at this developmental period, that self-perception

appears to be the most accurate predictor of academic

achievement.

Results of a study involving 3,254 students in grades 5

through 8 at four middle schools, support the assumption

that a student's self-concept as a learner (self—concept of

ability) was significantly related to his or her behavior in

the classroom (Branch, Purkey, and Damico, 1976). These

studies suggest there is a persistent relationship between
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self-concept as a learner and student disruption, although

conclusions as to cause and effect remain unformed.

There exists a strong reciprocal relationship between a

positive self-concept and scholastic success and a negative

self-concept and scholastic failure. Results of Purkey‘s

research strongly supports the assumption that a student's

self-concept as a learner was significantly related to his

or her behavior in the classroom. Bailiffe (1978) suggests

that improving the concept of self as a learner will

probably increase the probability of academic success. This

approach is supported by Greene (1986), who advocates an

intentional quotient (IQ) for students to become convinced

they can learn. His case study findings suggest self-

assessment exercises to gain insight into goal-setting,

effort, and intentionality. It should be noted that self-

concept and esteem appear necessary, but not sufficient for

academic success (Purkey, 1970). For instance, if the task

is far beyond the ability or achievement level of the

student, positive self-esteem will be of little help (Beane

and Lipka, 1979).

The findings reported by Branch, Purkey, and Damico

(1976) suggest compelling philosophical and psychological

reasons for teachers and other helpers to be greatly

concerned with how students feel about themselves as g
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learners. Self—concept as a learner may account to a larger
degree for academic achievement and it may be enhanced by
teacher action. To the extent that schools allow students
not to achieve, they are serving as a debilitating factor in
this area (Beane and Lipka, 1979).

Underachievement, Failure, and Self—Concept Development

Kremer (1981) reported the research by Combs (1964) who
summarized the relationship between underachievement and
self—concept. In his study, underachievers differed from
achievers in that they saw themselves as less adequate, less
acceptable. They demonstrated an inefficient and less
effective approach to problems and showed less freedom and
adequacy of emotional expression.

Today, increasing numbers of students fail to gain a
successful identity and react illogically and emotionally to
their failure. No matter how sensitively teachers and
parents handle a retention, the students understand that
they are being taken from their agemates because of some
failure (Smith and Shepherd, 1987). According to Byrnes and

Yamamoto (1984), this upsets them and causes them to feel
shame. Next to blindness and death of a parent, children _
rate the idea of retention as most stressful.
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Glasser (1969) believes that if a child can succeed in

school, his chances for success in life are excellent. If

he fails at any stage in his educational career, his chances

for success in life are greatly diminished. He says, "Those

who fail usually resent school, continue to have poor self-

images, and too often become serious problems for the school

and for society" (p. xi). According to a survey of 17 major

metropolitan districts, students who are held back a grade

are four times more likely to drop out than those who have

never been held back (Hahn, 1987).

The body of literature on the gifted underachiever

characterizes self-attitude problems centering around

several behaviors. They include: (a) failure to make

proper identification with adults, (b) anti-social behavior,

over hostility or anger, (c) narrow range of interests, (d)

low aspiration level and (e) blaming others for failure.

Causes of these behaviors range from slowing of brain

growth, poor nutrition, peer influence, "burn out," and

family pressures (Gallagher, 1975; Rim, 1984).

For many children, the desire to achieve in school is

hampered by experiences at home. The necessity of learning

cannot compare to the necessity of surviving at home as a

family member. Allers (1984) found adolescents from broken

homes exhibited proportionately more anxiety and I
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restlessness than was typical for someone their age with

both parents living in the home. They were preoccupied with

the family change and had difficulty attending to tasks.

Daydreaming and depression were common. Some youngsters

became very sensitive to criticism. Findings suggested

stresses associated with divorce, contemporary films or

television programs may result in free-floating anxiety.

This finding is supported in the literature on adolescents.

Elkind (1981) found that free-floating anxiety can take the

form of severe depression and contribute to suicide in

adolescence.

Conversely, Glasser (1969) does not accept the

rationalization of failure commonly accepted today, that

young people are products of a social situation that

precludes success. He contends that blaming failure on

homes, communities, culture, background, race, or poverty

serves two purposes: (a) it removes personal responsibility

for failure, and (b) it does not recognize that school

success is potentially open to all young people. He

believes that if a student can gain enough responsibility to
t

work hard in school, and if built-in barriers to success are

removed from all schools, many of the "detrimental

conditions" can be overcome (p. 5).
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It's not just the stress of schooling, but how the

stress is perceived and responded to that will determine

whether or not the young person experiences school "burnout"

(Elkind, 1981, p. 174). Learned helplessness is a "flight

reaction" response which can occur in school when a child is

confronted with learning tasks that are too difficult for

his or her perceived level of ability (Elkind, 1981, p. 176;

Greene, 1986). Children with learning problems are not the

only ones at risk. Those with subtle or hard-to-define

problems are also psychologically vulnerable. Because

underachieving children seldom experience significant

success at anything they undertake, they lack tangible proof

of their ability. They conclude they are incapable of

success and adopt a negative self-image. Underachieving

children may develop phobic reactions to protect themselves

from having to confront their limitations. They prevent

failure by expecting very little for themselves and from

themselves. Greene (1986) found this acquired helplessness

to manifest itself in an unhealthy symbiotic dependency

between children, parents and teachers.

SECTION TWO: UNDERACHIEVEMENT AND THE UNDERACHIEVER

As many as fifty percent of students in school

underachieve according to the literature on underachievement

(Pecaut, 1979; Rimm, 1985; Greene, 1986). Underachievers
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fall into a grey area in the field of education. While

agreement exists that the problem is of great magnitude, no

universally accepted definition of underachievement exists.

Implicit, however, is the common thread that underachievers

do not perform to expected levels of perceived or tested

ability or aptitude. More simply stated, underachievement

represents a discrepancy between children's performance in

the classroom and their intellectual abilities.

Researchers and practitioners in the field of

underachievement have attempted to differentiate types of

underachievement. According to Greene (1986) under-

achievement manifests itself in the following three basic

forms:

"l. Generalized underachievement.
‘

The child who
_ manifests underachievement functions at a level

below his potential in many areas of his life.
He/she may have athletic ability, academic ability,
and/or artistic ability, yet fail to perform ~
commensurate with his potential. Although he/she
may 'get by,' he/she seldom excels. Typically,
parents and teachers attribute his underachievement
to laziness, irresponsibility, or insufficient
motivation.

2. Selective underachievement. The selectively under-
achieving child develops his/her ability in one or
more areas but functions marginally in other areas.
He/she may choose to perfect his musical skills
because he has natural musical talent but avoid
athletics or specific academic -subjects because he
lacks_ natural facility or interest in these
subjects.

3. Nonachievement. The nonachieving child typically
has poor academic skills, poor social skills, and
low self—esteem. The problems of the nonachieving
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child are often compounded by irresponsibility.
This self-defeating behavior functions as a
psychological defense mechanism. The chronically
irresponsible child is protecting himself from
frustration and failure. The defense mechanism
offers little protection; it simply guarantees
continued failure. The child himself does not
perceive this paradox. Before the nonachieving
child will risk establishing goals and seeking
success, his learning and/or emotional problems
must be resolved" (pp. 45, 46).

Definition of Underachiever

The literature is replete with vague and unrefined

definitions of underachiever. Precise measures of

underachievement are not available. This can be attributed

to several factors. These include: (a) the complexity of

the many overlapping causes and characteristics of

underachievement, (b) the subjective nature of the informal

identification process and the lack of agreement on the true

measures of ability and performance and, (c) the lack of

agreement on the precise discrepancy between ability and

achievement relating to the formal methods involved in the

criteria for identification of underachievers. The third

factor has become an issue under particular attack by those

who question the cultural bias of ability measures such as

IQ or aptitude tests. These tests supposedly are objective

and allegedly not dependent on irrelevant variables like

teacher prejudice or social class, but they are nevertheless

subject to criticism. In short, it is argued that tests
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based on white middle-class socioeconomic group expectations

I
7

should not be used on persons not of that group because the

test puts them at an initial disadvantage and may lead to

their mistakenly being classified as underachieving

(Turnbull and Turnbull, 1982; Lambert, 1988).

When one considers that grades represent the child's

achievement relative to his ability or compared to other

children, and that they can vary with the child's teachers,

the issue of performance becomes even more complex.

Moreover, measures of ability are confounded by school

achievement. While IQ remains relatively constant, a

continuing underachievement pattern can have a depressing

affect on an IQ test score (Rim, 1985).

Definitions range from a conceptual characteristics

approach (Pecaut, 1979; Kaufmann, 1981) to a quantitative

approach (Rim, 1985). From research completed on student

clients ranging from 12 to 17, Pecaut (1979) defines

underachievers as students who don't complete tasks with any

consistency, don't work well within structured environments,

such as school, and don't function well without supervisors

monitoring virtually every move. In other words, they lack

three essential skills related to achievement: (a) per-

sistence to completion, (b) meeting deadlines, and (c) inde-

pendent functioning.
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Kaufmann (1981) provides a conceptual definition of

underachievement as existing over a continuum; school

underachievement and/or life underachievement. 4 She

separates differences in underachievement into two

categories: contextual or behavioral in nature. In a

contextual sense, underachievement can be school—re1ated

(i.e., curriculum offering conflict) or overall life time
V

underachievement (i.e., extending after school into adult

life). In contrast, a behavioral difference is described as

aggressive, hostile, or withdrawn behavior.

Rimm (1984) defines underachievement as a discrepancy

between the child's school performance and some index of his

or her actual ability. Ability may be defined in terms of

test scores or only parent or teacher observation of the

child. Parent or teacher observation includes the "hunch"

by someone who knows the child, that he/she could be doing

much better in school than he/she is doing (p. 27).

_Theories of Underachievement

Emergent theories on underachievement by authorities

resulting from their practices with child and adolescent
I

underachievers have been established (Pecaut, 1979;

Kaufmann, 1981; Rimm, 1985). These theories relate to

achievement patterns and characteristic which have aided in
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the identification process. Kaufmann (1981) classified

underachievement in terms of behavior patterns; either

aggressive or withdrawn, whereas, Rimm (1985) classified

underachievement characteristics into five dimensions

related to competition. Similarly, Pecaut (1979), founder

of The Institute for Motivational Development, pursued the

emotional issues of underachievers. According to Pecaut,

underachievers and their parents fall into four groups or

categories:

1. Trust seekers. "Early in their lives, something
interferes with these children's normal
development: a divorce, perhaps an alcoholic
parent. As a result they feel insecure and
threatened by their outside (school) environment.
They daydream or, as adolescents, they continually
are falling in love" (p. 2).

2. Independence seekers. "These children often suffer
from poor parent—child communication. They see
that their parents value good grades, so they fail.

‘

They always seem to be working against their own
best interests" (p. 12).

3. Approval seekers. "These children often are
subject to regular criticism by their parents.
They are so eager to please them that they choke
up. When they do poorly, their parents get angry.
When they do better, they get no positive feedback.
This child may freeze on tests and spends excessive
time cuing off the expectations of other people"
(p- 3)-

4. Dependence seekers. "The worse this child does in
school, the more his parents sit on him.
Eventually, he comes to fear that if he does well,
his parents won't pay any attention to him" (p.
11).
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The Institute of Motivational Development, serving over

3,000 students a year, has developed an underachievement

profile as an aid in the identification process for parents

and teachers. A list of twenty behaviors provide a

description of what to look for in an underachieving

pattern. A scale is provided as a guideline to help

determine the degree of underachievement. This

4Underachievement Profile was used by both schools in the

study as part of the identification process (Appendix A).

Kaufmann, in Rimm (1985) summarizes underachievement as

having three major components: (a) generalized

underachievement, which is described as underachievement in

multiple academic areas, (b) long-term underachievement,

which is described as a minimum of two or three year

underachievement pattern and, (c) an emotional response to

the underachievement. She presents two general responses to

underachievement which include: (a) an aggressive, hostile

response (i.e., refusal to comply with rules, request; vies

for attention in a variety of ways) or (b) a withdrawal

response (i.e., will attempt nothing in work or class

activity).

In the Cupertino Project study (Rimm, 1985) the most

comon characteristics of gifted underachievers were the

following: (a) school work was consistently incomplete,

(b) vast gap between qualitative level of oral and written
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work, (c) test phobic, poor test results, (d) profound

interest in single area, (e) school phobia, poor attendance,

(f) very low self-esteem, (9) sincere belief no one likes

him/her, (h) an autonomous spirit, (i) inability to function

constructively in any group, (j) wide range of interests,

(k) tendencies to continually set goals too high, (1) no

apparent satisfaction from repeated demonstration of

acquired skills, and (m) not motivated by the usual devices,

such as teacher enthusiasm, rewards, or group interests.

Although these findings are specific to gifted

underachievers, a comparison to Pecaut's (1979, 1985)

generalized underachievement profile can be found in the

motivational items.

Similar to Pecaut (1979), Rimm (1985) has developed an

Achievement Identification Measure (AIM) for parents, which

is intended to identify student underachievement

characteristics. The central underlying dimension of AIM

related to underachievement is learning to cope with

competition. Whereas Pecaut's theory deals with emotional

issues, Rimm's theory is socially oriented. Arguing that

society is highly competitive, two points are essential:

(a) our schools and families reflect competitive and human

values, and (b) these comparisons reflect whether a child is

a winner or a loser. Central to this theory is the issue of

control. The other dimensions of AIM are responsibility and
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self-control. Achievers are described as dependent or

dominant conformers or non-conformers.

Identification of the characteristic pattern of an

underachiever syndrome is a step toward a theory of

assessment of the underachievement. The formal use of the

AIM approach to identification was rejected for purposes of

this study, as its specific design was intended for the

gifted underachiever. Whereas, the Behavior Profile, used

by the Institute of Motivational Development, may be applied

across all types of student underachievers. However, the

gifted literature contributed to the knowledge base

regarding theoretical foundations of behavioral

characteristics of underachievers in general.

Sources of Underachievement

Contributing factors of underachievement range from

physical causes, emotional crises, family and peer

relationships, the school environment, discouragement, poor

study skills, and an inefficient approach to learning.

Svenson (1977), in a Swedish study on the qualitative

differences of learning, reported the results of examined
I

study skills of high school students over a learning period.

Detailed findings suggested that three factors contributed

to achievement with regard to studying: (a) A holistic
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cognitive approach was preferable to an atomistic approach

(i.e., learnings were related to concepts versus memorizing

parts of the text), (b) sufficient study time was essential, »

and (c) elaborate study techniques (i.e., oral, written,

discussion) proved to be more successful than one single

technique.

While psychologists and practitioners in the field of

underachievement place the origins of underachievement

patterns in the home, there are four common sources of

underachievement according to Greene (1986):

1. Learning problems. "The child who cannot learn
efficiently must function at a level below his
potential. Poor reading skills, poor math skills,
poor writing skills, poor concentration, poor study
skills, and poor organizational skills can pose
seemingly insurmountable obstacles to achievement"
(p. 46). The learning disabled or low achiever is
in this category.

2. Family problems. "The child who experiences
dissension and stress at home will have difficulty
functioning efficiently in school. The strain
created by family problems is carried to the
classroom and can interfere with academic
achievement. Emotionally charged conflicts at home
distort a child's perspective about himself or his
ability" (p. 46). The child of a bitter custody
divorce is in this category.

3. Emotional problems. "Children who are experiencing
emotional turmoil are seldom able to work at a
level commensurate with their potential. Fear,
insecurity, anger, and depression divert the
emotional energy required for achievement" (p. 46).
The unhappy child who is in conflict with himself
seldom possesses the self-esteem and self-
confidence requisite to achievement.

4. Cultural influences. "Certain subcultures do not
provide support systems that encourage traditional
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achievement. for example, children who belong to
gangs rarely achieve at the same level as children
who have joined the science club or the school
newspaper. Children from poverty—stricken ghettos

— may also lack realistic role models for traditional
achievement. If they feel that it is futile to
establish goals and to strived for success, they
will either accept underachievement or
nonachievement as their fate in life or will strive
for those symbols of achievement that are realistic
in their subculture" (pp. 46-47). The Chapter One
child, the minority child, and the ESL child on
"free lunch" are candidates for this category.

Underachievement Interventions

A review of the literature on underachievement

interventions produced numerous studies. They reported

strategies designed for group or individualized instruction.

Group interventions included grouping within the classroom,

ability grouping within subject disciplines, grade level

grouping, organized support of study skills, programs aimed

at disadvantaged groups of children, such as federally

funded Chapter One programs, English as a Second Language

programs, alternative and vocational educational programs,

and teacher and parent education (Greene, 1979).

Similarly, individualized instruction included programs

that fall under PL 94-142 (The Education for A11 Handicapped

Children Act) as learning disabilities resource and center

programs, tutoring support, peer tutoring programs, advisor- ,

advisee programs, mentorship programs, and counselor
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intervention programs. Qf all of these, mentorships was

listed as an intervention which had the portent of impacting

life—time underachievement. By having a very significant ·

person in one's life, a mentor serves as a motivation for ß

achievement (Levinson, 1978; Webb, 1983; Torrance, 1984).

Since assessment of an underachievement program was a

focus, rather than its etiology, the review of the

literature concentrated on studies involving underachievers

and low achievers. Although, underachievers and low

achievers were terms used interchangeably in the literature,

a trend emerged to describe underachievers as possessing a

discrepancy between ability and academic achievement as

measured by standardized tests and grades (GPA). Low

achievers came to mean students failingv in at least one

academic course. Teacher referrals were most commonly used

in the identification process (Rimm, 1985; Wilson, 1986).

Counselor Interventions With Underachieving Students

Instructional counseling for chronic underachievers has

been recommended in the literature as approach to the

problem of adolescent failure among students who demonstrate

no significant intellectual incapacity (Martin, Max, and

Martin, 1980). These authors suggest a model that uses

interaction between family and school personnel for academic
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skill development. The model includes counseling goals,

preassessment, objectives, instructional activities, and

evaluation of learning and instruction components.

Instructional activities are linked with teacher-counselor

meetings, family planning meetings, academic skills

counseling, tutoring and individual counseling.

This general instructional counseling framework can be

seen in the construction of more specific counseling

interventions and programs for underachieving students.

Baker (1983) presented three prevention and skill building

counseling programs implemented by school counselors in an

attempt to share their skills beyond the traditional

counseling·on—demand role. While the emphasis in Martin

(1980) was on academic skill development, the emphasis in

Baker (1983) was on self-concept improvement.

In a study involving underachieving students in grades

ranging from 7 to 12, students were placed in one of three

different preventative and skill building counseling

programs (Baker, 1983). The students in grades 7 to 9 were

placed in five to ten member structured counseling groups

which met for 12 sessions of 45 minutes for a period of 3

months. Twenty—eight topics were systematically presented

to the groups. A post attitude measure revealed students

preferred the structured approach over the traditional
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counseling-on-demand. An attitude measure indicated program

participants showed increases in self-concept in the

cognitive restructuring groups, whereas modest gains and

trends favoring dyads (teacher matched with student) were

reported in the Guerney Enhancement Training of

Underachievers program.

An exhaustive review of research on assessment of

counselor interventions with low-achieving and

underachieving elementary, middle, and high school students

was reported in the literature. Wilson (1986) found a trend

in changes in the counseling approaches and research designs

of studies with these underachieving populations as

subjects. Focusing largely on published investigations and

studies using grade point average as a dependent variable,

this researcher reviewed 19 investigations conducted between

1960 and 1983, of which only 8 had one experimental and one

control condition.

A table described the type of study; underachievers or

low achievers, participants' voluntariness, counselors, and

treatment, time format and effect on GPA. Cf these studies

involving underachievers, three were conducted with

elementary school students (grades 1-6), and ten with high

school students (grades 9-12). The most frequently used

criterion for identifying students as underachievers was a
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discrepancy between ability and academic performance as

measured by standardized tests and GPA. whereas failure of

at least one academic course and teacher referral were most

commonly used in the selection of low achievers. Of the six

studies involving low achievers, one was conducted with

elementary school students, one with middle school students

in grades 7-8, one with students in grade 8-10, and three

with high school students. Treatments ranged from group

counseling, individual counseling, parent counseling,

structured versus unstructured approaches, study skills

counseling, combination programs, and long versus short

treatments. Voluntary versus nonvoluntary participation was

also analyzed.

Findings suggest that group versus individual

counseling may be more effective in increasing academic

performance. Of the 15 studies using group counseling as an

experimental condition,
‘7

had positive findings, whereas

only 2 out of 6 interventions using individual counseling

yielded positive results. One of these studies involved

intermediate students using a control group. This study

involved semi-involuntary low achievers and included 8

counselors using a direct individual counseling treatment,

two to five 30 minute sessions over one semester.
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Findings revealed a significant difference in GPA in

favor of counseled students. Regarding structured versus

unstructured approaches, overall directive and behavioral

programs were more effective than were person-centered

programs in raising GPA. Length of treatment as measured in

weeks was also a relatively good predictor of success in

improving GPA. Interventions lasting more than 12 weeks

were more successful. Programs in which students

volunteered for treatment were more successful than were

programs with nonvolunteer participants. Of the four

studies involving nonvoluntary participants, three were

ineffective in raising GPA, whereas 7 of the 11 studies with

voluntary or semivoluntary student participants showed

positive results. Of the five studies that included study

skills instruction, four had positive findings. The results

of this review indicate that parental involvement is also a

significant dimension in predicting the effectiveness of

interventions with low achievers and underachievers in a

school setting.

The importance of providing for follow-up evaluations

was demonstrated in three investigations in which the

researchers reported positive results that were not evident

immediately at posttreatment. The author concluded that

this comprehensive review of the literature revealed a

marked decline in the number of published experimental
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studies conducted with low-achieving and underachieving

elementary, middle, and high school students over the last 2

1/2 decades. Of the 19 studies in this review, 12 (63%)

were conducted between 1960 and 1969, 5 (26%) between 1970

and 1979, and only 2 (11%) in this decade (Wilson, 1986).

Another approach to the problem of underachievement

reported in the literature involved the use of a core

teacher, to whom high school students were assigned three

periods a day (Fitzpatrick, 1984). In this study, one

teacher was selected who would be able to deal with the

students in a manner that would allow the students to get

close to him yet demand respect. Twenty- ninth grade

students, who did not perform poorly enough to qualify for

special education services, yet were not motivated enough to

be successful in regular programs were assigned to a teacher

for their English, geography and a flexible third subject.

The teacher concentrated on improving the students' self-

concept and study skills, with the goal of improvement in

academic performance and motivation. Although no

statistical data were reported, it was revealed in a follow-

up study after 10th-grade that none of the students had
’

dropped out of school and only three of the original 15

participants had failed the first term of 10th-grade. These

findings suggest that the success they experienced in ninth

grade followed them into 10th-grade.
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SECTION THREE: AFFECTIVE EDUCATION INTERVENTIONS

Teacher—Advisory Programs

The assignment of students to teachers for affective

development is not new. Two special concepts add up to

affective education: the development of growth—producing

interpersonal relationships between teacher and students,

and effective utilization of that part of the school day

that focuses primarily on the socio-emotional development of

students. Both are important parts of the emphasis on

personal development in fully functioning middle schools

(George, 1982). Teacher-advisee programs generally focus on

the second of the two functions as a context within which

better student-teacher relationships can develop. Some

broad goals of teacher—advisee groups can be placed in two

categories: (a) self-knowledge and (b) groupness, or

"community." Self—knowledge goals include letting students

get to know each of their teachers well, helping students

get to know each other exceedingly well, and helping

students get to know themselves. "Groupness" goals include

helping the group care about the group itself, helping the

group learn to work together, helping the group learn to

talk and listen together and helping the group be self-
(

directed (Gatewood, 1975; Doda, 1976, p. 9).
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Advisory programs emphasize that one of the roles of

teachers is to support the learning program and personal

growth of a small group (15-20) of students through warm,

nurturing, individualized attention. The teacher/advisor

serves not only a significant role with the students but

also with the student's parents, becoming the link between

home and school. A manual on how to develop a teacher-

advisory program delineating the characteristics of a

successful advisory program for adolescents was reported in

the literature on advisement in secondary education (Moore,

1981). Components included a focus on the individual,

regular meetings, teams, staff commitment, guidelines,

materials, staff development, needs assessment, program

implementation and evaluation.

ln another study similarly described, the teacher-

advisor was called a "Mentor" (Webb, 1979). This idea of

teacher as mentor is presented in a study where 20

elementary children are assigned a mentor from the time they

enter school to the time they leave. The mentor serves to

monitor each child's academic and personal progress. Time

for advisement was provided weekly in the school schedule.

Findings suggest the mentorships of this nature can benefit

many types of students, gifted or not.
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The teacher-advisee program provides a forum for

education regarding personal and interpersonal competence

with an adult who is committed to helping each advisee grow

stronger and more positive about himself. Typical programs

have students in a homeroom for approximately 15 to 30

minutes each day. A number of activities can be devoted to
4

self-concept building and academic improvement (Hubel, 1976;

Moore, 1981; George, 1982).

A review of the state of the art on teacher-advisory

models reveals that academic advice is as much a function of

the teacher-advisee program as is the social and emotional

growth function (Alexander and George, 1981; Daresh and

4Pautsch, 1983). Evaluation of the Webster Middle School

teacher-advisor program indicated considerable success in

helping students to understand and develop their personal

needs, values, and shared social responsibilities, which has

influenced the school in "humanizing" its practices (Daresh

and Pautsch, 1983, p. 13). Yet, test-taking and study

skills development came to be an important element of this

program. They reported that the teacher advisee arrangement

served as a powerful way to enable teacher and student to

develop strategies for improving academic performance.

Although current research on advisory programs is

_sparse, the Middle School Task Force Report (1977-78)
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recommended that an advisory-based grouping should begin the

school day. Alexander and George (1982) reported recent

research conducted by the University of Florida on the

advisory program at Lincoln Middle School. In a survey,

students were asked questions which examined their relation-

ships with and perceptions of their advisor—teachers. The

advisor-teachers were asked questions on the centrality of

‘ advisor programs to a middle school experience and the

amount of preparation required for an effective effort.

Some of the students' responses were that they

perceived their advisor-teachers as caring for them and for

the other students in the group. They also thought their

group helped in their understanding of other people. The

students differentiated between academic and personal

problems. They indicated they would turn first to their

advisor for help in solving academic problems, but would

seek out the guidance counselor for assistance with personal

problems. They felt the advisor-advisee group provided

skills for problem solving. They listed as their most

important activity silent reading and study hall; while

favorite activities were talking with a friend. Frequently

listed as a favorite teacher was their advisor.

A few significant differences emerged when qualitative

data in the form of questionnaire responses were analyzed by
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race, sex, interdisciplinary team and grades. The

differences reported were:

1. Blacks were more likely than Whites to believe that
their advisors cared about them and other students,
helped them solve problems, and understand other
people.

2. Females were more likely than males to believe the
advisor group helped them learn to solve problems.

3. There was no difference in response among students
by grade.

4. On team differences, a majority of students felt a
sense of belonging.

The significant teacher findings were an overwhelming

endorsement for the advisory concept for the middle school.

Likewise the universal perception was that the guidance

counselor played an active role in the program (Alexander

and George, 1981, p. 109).

This notion of caring is supported in a study on the

relationships that exist between perceived teacher behaviors

and the achievement of selected secondary students in

Virginia (Lambeth, 1981). Five categories of teacher

behaviors were examined; caring, respect, interpersonal

contact, course organization, and learning environment.

Findings revealed that the best single predictor of actual

and perceived achieving was caring.
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A further study of the advisor—advisee program at the

Lincoln Middle School observed that students from Lincoln

were more mature and easier to teach when they reached the

ninth grade than were students from several other schools in

the district. Only a very small portion of students

believed the advisory program was of no help or value to

them. A significant negative finding was the weakness

reported in school survival skills. Solving problems, using

time wisely and meeting deadlines were perceived as

unresolved difficulties by a significant portion of students

(Alexander and George, 1981).

While such studies are, overall, encouraging, there are

still too few well—designed studies of these programs to

permit more than modest speculation about the ultimate value

of advisor—advisee programs. More research in recommended

in the literature.

SECTION FOUR: MENTORING AND MENTORSHIPS

Mentor Origins

The concept and role of mentoring comes to us from

ancient Greek mythology. Its origin is found in the

Odyssey, when Odysseus, the King of Ithaca, appoints his

trusted friend, Mentor, to watch over his son, Telemachus,
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as he sets off on a ten—year journey during the Trojan war.

The goddess Athena, assumed Mentor's form and accompanied

Telemachus in the search for Odysseus after the war, acting

as guide and offering prudent advice (Noller, 1983; Boston,

1976).

In the full treatment by Homer with regard to the role

of Mentor, three points stand out: First, Mentor exercised

his/her tutorial function within the context of a wider

range of responsibility; i.e., the care of Odysseus'

household. Second, Mentor functions as a channel for

guidance and wisdom which comes from beyond him. He

functions as a "spiritual guide," somewhat as a gatekeeper

to a larger world beyond. What the mentor transmits is not

exclusively his or her own. It is something like a

tradition or value system to which he/she has access and for

which he/she is willing to serve as a conduit and speaker.

Third, Mentor is presented as the companion in Telemachus'

guest for his father, during which he comes into his(Q8n

adulthood. Thus, we come to think of a mentor as a

companion to the pupil as he moves toward the responsibility

of adulthood, offering encouragement, advice, and the wisdom

of the adult world as the pupil is ready to take on the

larger world on his/her own terms (Boston, 1976, p. 2).
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Defined as a teacher or counselor, friend or con-

sultant, critic or sponsor, coach or Supporter, "guide by

the side," facilitator or advisor, the mentor is perceived

to serve the mentee in an enabling role (Frey and Noller,

1983). Readings from exhaustive reviews of the literature

on mentoring (Noller and Frey, 1983; Alleman, Nejedlo, and

Powell, 1984) show parallels in the description of the

mentoring relationship and its participants, but less

agreement on the precise meaning of the term, "mentor."

Despite this problem, "mentoring" has captured the creative

spirit of a wide range of individuals and groups.

Within the past few years, mentoring has emerged as a
M9

popular topic in several arenas. The literature on

mentoring is divided into three sections; the mentoring

phenomenon in adult growth and development, mentoring in the

business world, and mentoring in academic settings. While

the focus of the review of the literature was on the latter,

the scope included the more comprehensive data base on

mentoring in the corporate world and adult development as it

applies to the theory and practice of mentoring in the

school setting. From the business, adult and higher

education literature, the following elements were gleaned:

history and origins, the concept of a mentor as a role model

and motivator based on current developmental theory, the

complex nature of the mentorship role, and the guidelines
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for developing and implementing formalized, mentor programs

within an organization.

Mentoring and Adult Development

The father-like relationship between young Telemachus

and the wise, loving Mentor set a standard for

characterizing future mentoring relationships. History is

full of examples of such relationships: Socrates and Plato,

Freud and Jung, Haydn and Beethoven, and so on. From the

legacy of famous mentoring relationships comes the sense of

mentoring as a powerful emotional interaction between an

older and younger person, a relationship in which the older

member is trusted, loving and experienced in the guidance of

the younger. The mentor helps to shape the development and

growth of the protege or mentee (Merriam, 1983).

Several researchers of adult development have sought to

describe the complex nature of the mentor relationship

(Vaillant, 1977; Levinson, 1978; Roche, 1979; Daloz, 1983,

1986). Based on interviews with 40 men, Levinson and his

colleagues were able to identify a number of eras in the

male life cycle. Each era, lasting about 25 years, contains

a series of growth periods defined by developmental tasks an

individual must perform at this time in the life cycle.

Levinson (1978) states that the mentor relationship is "one
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of the most complex, and developmentally important a man can

have in early adulthood" (p. 97). The mentor has several

functions. These include: (a) a teacher to enhance

intellectual development, (b) a sponsor who may influence

and facilitate, (c) a host and guide, and (d) a counselor

providing moral support. Levinson concludes, "The mentor

has another function, and this is developmentally the most

crucial one: to support and facilitate the realization of

the Dream" (p. 98).

This notion was supported in a study conducted to test

the theoretical premises of Levinson's theory of early adult

development (McCallum, 1980). The sample for the study

consisted of 137 students, age 17-25, from a private college

in southwestern United States, who had identified 33

instructional mentors. Findings on each of the task-related

variables involved indicated demonstrated significant

differences or relationships (p<.05) as hypothesized from

Levinson's theory of the Development of a Dream and Mentor

Influence. The mentor serves as a transitional figure, as

the protege evolves into being an adult with peer relations

with other adults. The internalization of their

"significant other" is a source of increased autonomous,

responsible action. According to Levinson (1978), the
”

mentoring relationship can last 2-10 years, reporting 2-3

years on average. Whereas Torrance (1984), in a follow up
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study, found it to last 2 to 7 years, with a mean duration
'

of 4.2 years.

The importance Levinson (1978) gives to mentoring in

adult development is supported by a longitudinal study of 95

Harvard graduates (Vaillant, 1977). The results support

Erikson's theory on child and adult development;

specifically, that stages must be passed through

sequentially and failure to master one precludes mastering

subsequent stages. The men judged to be most successful had

been capable of mentoring relationships in their careers and

personal lives. Those men judged to be less successful had

not had mentors.

In adult education, mentors serve as guides through

transition, linking them somewhere between a teacher and

tutor. Daloz, (1983) describes a mentor as guide, guru,

parent, friend; all these to learners lucky enough to find a

teacher willing to make a difference in their lives. He

believes mentors have a way of appearing at a crucial time

in the adult development process, offering both material and

emotional aid as they point the way.

U
Daloz (1986) refers to mentors as "that small, growing

band of practitioners who actually call themselves mentors,

and who by definition are committed to making an education
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of care really happen" (p. 19). He views education as

"something we neither 'give' nor 'do' to our students.

Rather it is a way we stand in relation to them" (p. xv).

Hence, the nature of that relationship is best grasped

through the metaphor of a journey in which the effective

teacher serves as guide or mentor.

At the adult level, "colleges without walls" have been

based upon the assignment of a student to a mentor.

Particular roles and responsibilities have been assigned to

the mentor who advises, counsels, evaluates and guides a

student toward the achievement of the mentor's educational

objectives. Even when the system is not predicated on such

a relationship, the mentor often plays diverse but definable

roles in education at the adult level (Frey and Noller,1983). ~
Mentoring in Business

The literature is replete with articles on mentoring in

the business sector. In this setting, mentoring is explored

from the perspective of career development rather than adult

development. Business and industry dominate the literature

with special adaptations and emphases relative to identified

needs. The corporate world looks to mentoring to promote

success among employees, to provide assistance in advancing
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within the organization, to develop potential among junior

members and to assure strong leadership for the future (Frey

and Noller, 1986). The business literature consists of

conceptual articles and data based studies. Mentorships for

women and minorities, a rare commodity in business, can be

currently found in the emerging literature on mentoring.

As a teacher or an advisor, Willie (1983) relates how

mentors played a strategic role in an individual's career.

In his book, Five Black Scholars, Charles Willie examines

the life and contributions of five outstanding black leaders

and educators who had mentors as pivotal persons in their

lives as young students at Harvard.

According to Shapiro, Haseltine, and Rowe (1978) a

differentiation among the various support roles brings some

clarity to the meaning of mentor in an organizational

setting. Conceptually, there are five categories of a

"patron system" in business ranging from peer pal to mentor.

A peer pal is someone in the same level as yourself with

whom you share information, strategy, and mutual support for

mutual benefits. A guide can explain the system but is not

usually in a position to champion a protege. A sponsor is

less powerful than a patron in promoting and shaping the

career of a protege. A patron is an influential person who

uses his/her power to help you advance your career.
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Finally, a mentor is an individual who assumes the role of

both teacher and advocate in an intense paternalistic

relationship.

Empirical studies of mentoring in business have looked

at the importance of mentoring in terms of career

development and gender. Roche (1979), who viewed the mentor

relationship in less emotional terms than Levinson, surveyed

1250 top executives in 1977. He found that approximately

two-thirds of the respondents had a mentor or sponsor; men

more typically had mentors than women. Other findings

indicated executives who had mentors made more money, were

better educated, had more job satisfaction, and were more

inclined to become mentors themselves. According to Roche

(1979), mentors have become prevalent over the past twenty

years. Roche's definition of mentoring is closer to the

notion of sponsorship or helping in contrast to Levinson's

definition of an intense emotional relationship.

‘ Mentors in the sense of a sponsor or helper are more

common than mentors in the classical sense. Women in

business have been studied by researchers Hennig and Jardim

(1977) and Phillips (1977). In both studies, women were

given in—depth interviews. Findings revealed that mentors

were a positive support on a primary or secondary level

until age 35; primary being more personal and secondary
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being more business—like. Researchers are quick to assert

that it is too early to say that all women and men need

career mentors.

Mentors and mentees both derive benefits from the

mentorship. Melia (1980) and Kram (1980, 1983) look at the

relationship from the mentor's perspective. Viewing

mentoring as a power strategy, undertaken to increase the

personal power of the mentor, Melia (1980) reports lthe most

important facets of the mentor relationship becomes the

~ trading of information and loyalty. She views the mentor

system as extending to the family connection. If used

effectively, this family system of mentors is powerful

because it is more certain, more reliable and thicker than

water. She claims that truly powerful people establish

power bases throughout their lifetime.

From a study of 18 relationships between mentors and

proteges within one organization, a theoretical model of

mentoring was derived that discussed benefits and drawbacks

for both members of the pair and the organization (Dram,

1980). In another study, Kram and Isabella (1983)

interviewed 25 pairs of managers, exploring mentoring and

lnetworking relationships. The two relationships were found

to share similar elements. These included: information

sharing, career strategizing, feedback, confirmation,
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emotional support and friendship. Additionally, peer

relationships were found to be potentially more enduring.

A study describing the career development of a

representative sample of women managers and executives in

American business and industry is reported by Phillips
3

(1977). Data were gathered on over 2600 individuals. Being

sponsored or groomed was one of the five factors named as
‘

most helpful to career success. Ingredients of a successful

relationship and ways to avoid potential problems were

presented. The conclusions suggest finding and making use

of the right mentor as the most crucial step taken in one's

career. Reported in the literature, were recommendations

for successful mentoring experiences, becoming a mentor, and

developing a formalized mentoring program, which can be

adapted and applied to the education setting (Phillips-

Jones, 1982, 1983).

Mentoring in Academic Settings _

Learning experiences are central to the mentor

relationship in academic settings. Wise by virtue of age

and experience, the mentor guides and cultivates the

intellect of the younger learner. Educational institutions»7

have a variety of applications dependent upon the level and

* purpose to be served. An ERIC Search using mentoring and
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education in either the title or the abstract for the period

of 1980-1987 revealed 327 doctoral dissertations on this

subject. Of these, most of the dissertations involved

faculty mentorships with graduate students. what typically

was described at the graduate level was the assignment of

doctoral‘ students to senior professors for advanced study

1 and research. A mentor in this context is thus the

equivalent of instructor and generally does not exert the

more intense, pervasive influence of classical mentoring

(Lynch, 1980; Reita, 1978; Busch, 1983; Jenkins, 1985;

Skrtic, 1985). while tasks and time frames are confined in

these circumstances, lasting contacts and friendships are

residual benefits of this kind of mentorship.”¢Networking,

the systematic process of developing helpful contacts,

linking people for assisting, supporting, and helping each

other find needed resources, information, job leads,

opportunities, and feedback is an outcome of mentoring in

education and other helping professions (Metha, 1979;

Rawlins and Rawlins, 1983; Alleman and Rawlins, 1984).J

Several new groups participating in mentoring programs

became evident in the literature; namely, health-related

organizations and counseling professionals. The Dictionary)

of Occupational Titles ranks mentoring as the highest and

most complex level of functioning in people-related ·

hierarchy of skills. Research by Alleman, Cochran,
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Doverspike and Newman (1984) reported that behind the

mystique of mentoring lies a group of behaviors rather than

a set of innate attributes characteristic of select

individuals. In an empirical study, 100 individuals in 50

dyads reported independently on several aspects of their

mentoring relationship with each other. Twenty-nine pairs

said they had a mentoring relationship and 21 pairs with

unequal rank, who worked together, did not acknowledge a

mentoring relationship.

Measurements included a personality inventory, an

adjective checklist and a leadership questionnaire.

Analysis of the data provided answers to six questions

relating to personal traits associated with a mentor—type

person. The findings demonstrated mentoring is a behavioral

phenomenon not dependent upon personal traits. The

difference between mentors and nonmentors was found in what

they did, not who they were.ß The evidence presented in this

study suggests that mentoring relationships can be enriched

by learning or encouraging mentor-like behavior rather than

‘
selecting certain types of people.7Ü The implications are

particularly important as guidance counselors are called

upon to develop formalized mentor programs (Gerstein, 1985;

Zey, 1984).
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Mentoring practices among administrators in higher

education and public school settings have been of interest

to some researchers (Moore, 1983; Krupp, 1984). Senior

teaching staff serving as mentors to junior teaching staff

have provided role models in some school systems (Laura and

Yee, 1985). This format has many advantages, not the least

of which is a means of sparking the interest of aging school

personnel as their expertise is tapped (Krupp, 1985).

While mentoring takes on several forms in the education

literature, the remainder of this literature search

primarily focused on mentor programs involving

underachievers at various levels since few programs were

reported at the middle school level. Mentor programs

include underachievers at the college and secondary and

elementary levels. The literature includes populations that

range from gifted underachievers to average underachievers

and include culturally and disadvantaged underachievers.

Mentoring the Gifted and Talented

Mentoring the gifted and talented learners at the

elementary and secondary school level emerged in mentor

literature. Applications ranged from programs linking

learners with special teachers, to suggestions for peer

tutors, to involvement of community mentors who share their
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particular expertise with able students. Although

Torrance's (1984) longitudinal study provides a wealth of

information about the influence of mentors on a creative

population, a study by Kaufmann, Harrel, Milam, Woolverton

and Miller (1986) reports the nature, role and influence of

mentors in lives of an identified population of gifted

adults.

The participants for this investigation were a

representative sample of the 1964-1968 Presidential Scholars

who were chosen as part of a national program to encourage

and reward academic excellence in high school seniors. As

part of a larger descriptive study of their educational and

professional histories, 139 individuals (68 men and 71

women) responded to items pertaining to the nature and

influence of mentors. Findings indicated a majority (66%)

of the group reported that their most significant mentors

had been teachers. Of these, most were encountered in

graduate (47%) and secondary school (29%). The functions of

the mentor that were most frequently described were role

modeling (61%), support and encouragement (58%), and

professional socialization (13%). At the time of the

survey, 28% of the mentorships were intact. A change in

location by either the mentor or mentee accounted for 81% of

the mentorships that had been terminated. No statistically

significant relationships were found between sex variables.
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Although this study did not provide a comparative study

between those who had mentors and those who did not, a study

by Torrance (1984), analyzed what damages may occur when a

person was mentorless. In a longitudinal study between 1958

and 1964, 400 subjects were originally given a battery of

tests on creative thinking. Follow—up data of adolescent

and adult creative behavior were obtained from 220 of the

original 400 subjects. In the longitudinal study, 10
I

questions were asked about the subjects' mentor experiences.

Findings suggested the presence or absence of a mentor made

a difference that could not be explained by chance. ?Mentors

were found to make a difference in the creative achievements

and educational attainments of mentees (Torrance, 1984).7

Mentorships for the gifted can be as simple as matching

of a specific interest of a students in the classroom with a

comunity resource wherein mentorship candidates select the

fields they wish to pursue and are paired with adults from

neighboring comunities who have agreed to work with

students. Conversely, mentorships can be as complex and

multidimensional as linking a number of students with a

community network around many interests. These formalized

relationships are called community mentor programs.

Several community mentor models involving gifted

students were reported in the literature (Digenakis and
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Miller, 1979; Hart, 1980; Sweet, 1980; Hamilton, 1980;

Purcell, 1981; Millar and Rood, 1983). Some studies

involved school and business partnerships with the goal of

tapping a future labor force (Sweet, 1980; Purcell, 1981).

Others provided job shadowing experiences to gifted junior

and senior high school students (Borman and Colson, 1978).

Several studies reported community mentor programs at the

elementary school level (Digenakis and Miller, 1979;

Bridges, 1980). These programs differed in grade level

targeted students and in duration of the study. In Bridges

(1980) 20 fifth and sixth grade GT students were matched

with community mentors of similar interests. Projects were

planned and completed in a two month time period. At

program conclusion, a mentor/mentee questionnaire was

administered. The results were reported favorably.

However, some problems were identified. These included

scheduling problems and the need for further knowledge on

mentoring by mentors.
'In

contrast, Digenakis and Miller

(1979) studied mentorship involving third and fifth grade

Gifted and Talented students. These mentorships existed

solely for the purpose of career exploration and as a

learning tool to study in—depth occupations.

A successful program involving approximately 26
A

elementary gifted children who were provided contacts with

aspiring local people called mentors was reported (Millar
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and Rood, 1983). Targeted students were either identified

as gifted and talented or referred by classroom teachers.

Treatment included parents, mentors, and students working

together to provide new experiences in learning that would

carry the students into new fields. An afterschool parent

Mentor Club was formed as a built-in mentor bank for these

participants. Assessment and evaluation in this study

included questionnaires and student interviews. Positive,

favorable comments from the data were reported. The

unfavorable comments centered around the fast-paced

activities and the expressed fear of students‘ feelings of

elitism. Questionnaire respondents wanted all facets of the

program continued. The overall feeling that it encouraged

individual students to recognize their interests and develop

creativity was indicated. Unfortunately, no hard data was

reported.

Comunity mentoring experiences can be found at the

intermediate level in the literature (Hart, 1980; Hamilton,

1980; Booth, 1980). Booth (1980) described special mentor

programs for 7th and 8th grade gifted children, which

involved a completed project and carefully structured logs

and schedules for one semester. Hamilton (1980) combined

the school and community for two semesters. The first

semester included one hour per week group sessions in which

students were provided experiences in problem solving and
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logical thinking. The second semester consisted of students

pursuing concentrated interests. They were placed with a

mentor in the school or from the community. Qualitative

results were favorable in both studies. Evaluation included

mentor, teacher, and mentee.

A mentor brokerage service, operating out of Cornell

University, served junior and senior high students, some of

whom were potential drop-out students (Hamilton, 1980). In

this study, mentor and apprentice were expected to give an

expanded view of themselves through a learning experience in

which the apprentice was matched with an adult who had the

skill the student wished to learn. The program contained

three major aspects: intake, placement, and termination.

Flexible scheduling was crucial and it purposely contained

no failure component. Qualitative evaluation was reported

favorable.

Research using mentors from primarily within the school

was reported in the literature on mentor programs in public

schools (Smith, 1962; Crockett, 1977; Beard and Densem,

1986). In an early study on mentorships, faculty members

serving as mentors were matched with a high school students'

intellectual pursuits (Smith, 1962). The role of the mentor

was in providing guidance throughout the period of study,

offering criticism, judicious advice, occasional praise and
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sympathetic understanding. The mentor was expected to guide

without leading and be competent in the subject matter

involved. Similarly, in Crockett (1977) high school

students were assigned to a Mentor Project, which included

mentor—teachers who advised students in their specialty

subjects focusing on special learning units and learning

experiences. The only data reported was the high (94%)

attendance rate at mentor/mentee sessions.

A more current mentor program found in the literature

was one based in the Education Department of the University

of Canterbury, New Zealand. The Learning Activity Mentor

Programme (LAMP) provides an advisory service where use of

mentors play an important part (Beard and Densem, 1986).

This study involved able students with poor self-concepts.

The sample consisted of fifteen "at risk" students, ages

thirteen and fourteen years old, who were selected to

participate in the program by a specific set of criteria.

In this study, student interviews, formal assessments, and

questionnaires were administered to program participants.

The length of the program was a minimum of one year.

Treatment involved implementation of a motivating mentor-

assisted learning unit, which varied in length from 4 weeks

to 18 months depending on the mutual agreement of student

and mentor.
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The program follows a theory proposed by Robert Merton

called the "Matthew effect," which says "those who are
(

initially successful have greater opportunities for future

success." The notion here is that success raises students'

self—concepts, and the expectations of others involved can

set in train a cumulative advantage (p. 113). The role of

the school counselor in this program was important in

clarifying and responding to the cognitive and affective

needs of the participants. He/she acts as a confidante, an

intermediary and a facilitator on behalf of students,

teachers and parents. In a supportive role, the counselor

and the program coordinator developed close student

relationships particularly in situations where there was

little "home-room" organization in the school.

Evaluation included pre and post program mentor and

student self assessments, specific project evaluation and

post evaluation by parents. While no hard data were

reported, the results appeared to be positive. One goal of

the program designers was to reduce constraints by not

demanding compliance in evaluation, thereby providing

schools and mentors adequate flexibility and some control

over response to needs of students.

Studies using preservice teachers and university

students as mentors to secondary, middle, an elementary
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students were also reported in the literature (Kley, 1980;

Gray, 1983; Harris, 1984; Silrun, 1986). Kley (1980) found li

that college students function well as mentors. In this

study, twenty junior high school GT students were mentored

by either college students, non—practicing teachers, and

other community professionals. In Gray (1983), the focus

was on advanced learning. These mentorships were called

Mentor—Assisted Enrichment Program (MAEP) and included The

Mentor Connection and the New York Mentor Program provided

support to the teachers and student participants without

participation grades. Both programs reported positive

qualitative evaluations.

A distinction between the concept of tutoring and the\l

concept of mentoring was drawn in the study by Gray (1983).

Whereas tutors functioned to remedy diagnosed learning

deficits and to overcome individual weaknesses, mentors

functioned to build on student's strengths, challenging them

to use higher level thinking skills. The intermediatev

school MAEP program contained a strong ESL component.

Authors of this study reported six major benefits as

outcomes of this program. They included: (a) self—concept

growth, (b) follow through on projects, (c) enabling, (d)

development of oral language facility, (e) real-life

opportunities, and (f) development of preservice teacher

skills. For all three studies, evaluation data in the form
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of surveys and interviews indicated the programs to be

immensely successful. Again, no hard data were reported.

A descriptive case study by Boston (1976) provides

excellent insight and guidance in developing the framework

for a formalized mentor model for the gifted and talented.

He summarizes that the mentor-pupil relationship in the

education of gifted children is akin to the sorcerer and

apprentice, adding that it is rooted in experiential leaning

with careful matching of mentor and student. What emerges W

from this study as essential to the success of the

mentor/student relationship includes: (a) the referencing

of both to the tradition, (b) the anchoring of the pupil's

learning in experience, and (c) the nature of openendedness

with regard to time and space. The study serves as a

resource for creating mentor program models. Based upon a ,

historic tradition of a mentor model, it offers suggestions

for guidelines outlining expectations for mentors and

students and raises implications about the selection process

for mentor programs.

With few exceptions (Torrance, 1984; Kaufmann, Harrel,

Milam, Woolverton, and Miller, 1986) the literature on

assessment of mentor programs for the gifted elementary and

secondary students in sparse and lacks quantitative

evaluation. Furthermore, studies involving qualitative
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evaluations make suggestions and recommendations for better,

well-designed studies to establish efficacy for such

programs involving mentorships.

Mentoring Underachieving High-Risk Students

No distinct line of research can be traced to

assessment of mentoring programs for underachievers.

Rather, a look at the literature on assessment of tutoring

relationships with underachieving students was explored.

However, an exhaustive mentoring literature search revealed

emerging research reported at the college level and only a

few studies reported at the secondary, intermediate and

elementary levels of public school education. At the

college level a number of researchers (Haring—Hidore, 1986;

Obler, Francis, Wishengrad, 1977; Oestereicher, 1985) have

reported programs at higher education institutions that

employ the "open—door" admission practices. These studies

offered tremendous insights into the superiority of models

and treatments for underachieving students at the college

level. Two well-designed studies were presented.

In a six year longitudinal study at City University of

New York, disadvantaged freshman students who had limited

academic preparation in high school were studied as to

effectiveness of overcoming students' academic, personal and
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adjustment difficulties in college (Obler, Francis,

wishengrad, 1977). The targeted population of students came

from predominantly low—income minority families in the New

York City area. The experimentally accessible population

were the newly admitted high school graduates. The

experimental program design was created to address the

U "revolving door" system where students go in and out with

little change in their academic abilities. The method of

treatment to offset this deficiency was a small college

program known as Teacher—Mentor-Counselor (TMC).

For each of the six years, 150 lower functioning

students were admitted into the program as experimental

students and 150 students having similar education

backgrounds as controls. These students received the same

services as the experimental group, but staff had little or

no comunication with each other. The experimental faculty

was trained to offer specialized counseling, tutorial and

personal services in addition to their instruction function.

Students and staff were divided into self-contained units.

Staff met with the experimenter weekly to monitor student

academic performance and formulate plans for intervention to

handle special problems.

The most characteristic feature of the TMC program was

the bui1t—in structure that encouraged constant interaction
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between students, instructors, counselors and remedial

staff. Under this structure, students were monitored on a

daily basis. The contact ratio between student and

instructors averaged six meetings per week. The ratio

between student and counselor averaged two meetings per week

and between remedial staff and students, three times per

week. This type of monitoring is rarely reported in

literature.

It was hypothesized that the TMC model would reduce the

failure rate through the integration of functions. Tables

reported the results separating populations by school year.

Data analysis included: (a) retention ratio, (b) number of

credits completed during freshman and sophomore years and

(c) grade deviation (positive or negative GPA). Statistics

were reported for number of credits completed. The findings

for the 1970 population indicated mean differences for the

experimentals and controls were significant at the .001
I

level for credits completed. For the 1971 population, the

mean differences for controls and experimental was

significant on at least the .05 level. for the 1972-1973

populations, the differences for controls and experimental

were significant at the .0001 level. For these groups, a

five-term comparison of experimental and control group

populations in changes of mean grade point average, revealed

the experimental population succeeded in maintaining a
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higher grade point index during their freshman year as

compared to their control counterparts. However, during the

third term, they fell below the controls, picking up again

iuring term five. Several explanations were offered for the

fluctuation in GPA.

The 1974-75 population data were similar. Addition-

ally, a survey was conducted to evaluate counselor/student

and faculty/student relationships. Pre-post measures were

administered. In both of the subjective evaluations,

students and faculty reported that the experience of

integrating services led to a more successful adaptation for

students in the experimental group than their control

counterparts. Student frustration and the repetition of the

high school failure experience in college were largely

eliminated in this group. In summary, integration of

services appeared to be a more successful model for

educating freshmen students who are academically deprived

than separate, attached, counseling services.

In a similar study by Oestereicher (1985), low income

students at Brooklyn College in New York, were admitted

regardless of their high school grades. Counseling,

tutoring and remediation were provided under Project Seek.

A major goal of this study was to learn more about the needs

of these students for tutoring/mentoring both in
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developmental freshman coursework and in their core

curriculum coursework. The experimental design included

twelve classes of students which included Seek students.

Random assignment of half of the classes to experimental

status and half to control status, yielded six experimental

classes with an assigned mentor and six control classes

without a mentor. The mentors' primary responsibilities

were to encourage the participation of students and to be

available as role models and homework helpers for

approximately 5 hours per week.

Student performance and attitudes were compared using

pre and post assessments. Scores were obtained from the

Brown/Holtzman Survey of Study Habits and Attitudes, on the

Daly/Miller Checklist on Student Writing Apprehension; and

questionnaires were completed on needs perceptions. Data

I collection consisted of attendance, final exam scores,

course grades, and pre and post writing samples. In

addition, the instructors were administered an evaluation

questionnaire.

Outcomes were based upon preliminary findings on those

students for whom full sets of both pre and post data were

collected and tabulated. The researcher reported a slight

deterioration in study habits and attitudes of struggling

Seek students from the start to the end of a difficult _
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course, regardless of whether they were experimental or n

control students. A small improvement in attitudes toward

writing for the experimental students was reported.

Regarding the experimental students on perceptions of their

benefits from the mentoring, 95% said they would recomend

mentoring to others, and 93% said they would like to see

their mentor after the course ended. Students gave high

scores to having a mentor in their class as a role model.

No statistical data were reported. While no attempt was

made to present the responses to the open-ended questions,

the author reported that they were extremely positive and

that a dominant reoccurring theme was the student‘s

perception that somebody cared.

Designing Formalized Mentor Programs
‘¥

Several authors have reported well-designed formal

mentor programs in the schools (Boston, 1976; Haring-Hidore,

1986). In Haring-Hidore (1986), suggestions for successful

planning and implementing mentoring programs are outlined

under three topics: planning, implementation and

commitment. Careful planning before the program is

implemented includes the following elements: (a) mentoring

as a part of a larger retention program, (b) establishing

clear goals and communicating them, (c) defining a cycle,

(d) establishing a monitoring system, (e) developing an
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evaluation component, and (f) careful selection of program

participants. Training and activities during implementation

include the following elements: (a) orientation, (b)

activities, and (c) interaction. The need for substantial

and continuing commitment includes: (a) program support

administratively and financially from all levels, (b)

commitments by mentors, and (c) comitments by mentees.

Strategies for effective mentoring have been reported f'

in the literature. Noller (1982, p. 24-37) lists essential

categories of strategies. These categories include:

1. Positive Attitude. Encourage the mentee to
approach life and goals with enthusiasm and to be
accepting of self and others.

2. Valuing. Encourage a person to examine beliefs and
ideals in an effort to establish personal values
and_goals.

3. Open-mindedness. Encourage a person to keep an
open mind to ideas.

4. Interrelations. The interaction between mentor and
mentee would be situations of sharing, caring and
empathizing.

5. Creative Problem Solving. Encourage the mentee to
use a creative problem—solving process.

6. Effective Comunication. Encourage a person to be
an attentive listener and an assertive questioner.

7. Discovery. Encourage the mentee to be an
independent thinker.

8. Strengths and Unigueness. Encourage a person to
recognize individual strengths and uniqueness and
to build upon them.
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9. Confidence. Assist a person in developing self-
confidence.

10. Awareness. Stress that an individual be aware of
the environment, be intuitive, be problem-
sensitive, and be ready to make the most of
opportunities.

11. Risk-taking. Encourage a person to be a risk-taker
and to be an active participant, not a spectator.

12. Flexibility. Share with a mentee the importance of
being flexible and adaptable in attitudes and
actions, looking for alternatives and seeing
situations/persons from different perspectives.

Although Noller and Frey (1983) caution that even a

careful design of a mentoring relationship does not always

assure a positive outcome, Haring-Hidore (1986) argue that a

carefully planned experience that has appropriate training

and activities and enjoys commitment from administration,

mentors and mentees increases the potential for success.

The function of mentors as role models is supported in
47

the literature (Claman, 1979; Merriam, 1983; Torrance, 1984;

Cooper, 1985). while Cooper (1985) contends that mentors

can serve black youth in many ways and advocates black role

models for black mentees, Torrance (1984) found that sex of

the mentor was less important than the mentor's

characteristics. In a longitudinal study on mentor
V

h relationships, 84% of the subjects said they had adopted

some of their mentor's characteristics. Although more males

' were mentors to both sexes, opposite sex mentors served as
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influential role models. This finding is consistent with

the mentoring research in business. Viewed from another

perspective, Claman (1979) found the mentor role of adult

with an adolescent to be beneficial in building a

relationship of mutual trust and respect. Through a case
l

study, his findings suggest that teachers should work at

being mentors. In that role, students are assisted by

adults to more readily accept adult prerogatives, to avoid

confrontation, and to develop independence and constructive

action. The implications of this are thought—provoking.

SECTION FIVE: A ONE ON ONE RELATIONSHIP WITH UNDERACHIEVERS

·% It appears, as an ancillary outcome, that mentoring

tends to benefit the mentor. All six mentors in the

previous study (Torrance, 1984) felt that the experience

influenced them to plan careers in a helping profession. By

helping others, these mentors felt the experience helped

them develop and improve their own skills. A comparable

outcome was reported in the literature on similar

experiences by tutors (Smith, 1975; Land, 1984). Tutoring

programs also have positive effects on children who serve as

tutors. In a review of peer tutoring programs that measured

self-concept and student achievement, Land (1984) found that

while most programs have been designed to help the tutee,
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studies suggest that, in some cases, the tutor may be

receiving the greater benefits.

Tutoring

In a synthesis of research on educational effects of

tutoring, Cohen (1981, 1982) found that while tutees showed

greater cognitive and attitudinal gains than did students

who were not involved in such programs, tutoring programs

had a smaller effect on the self-concept of children.

Assessment studies involving the use of community volunteers

as tutors were reported (Banta, 1980; Huggins, 1980; Adams,

1983; Holmes, 1985). Of these studies, the evaluation of

the Chapter I HOSTS Program, "Helping One Student to

Succeed," Vreported positive cognitive findings (Holmes,

1985), whereas the study by Banta (1980) reported positive

affective results. In the HOSTS program in the Portland,

Oregon Public Schools, a Retired Teacher Tutoring Project

component was added, combining the HOSTS tutoring methods

and materials in hopes that the added intervention would

increase reading achievement gains for elementary and

secondary low achieving students. The 1984-85 results

showed the gains to exceed the better than average gains of

tutoring during the previous year. The use of retired

teachers as tutors to low achievers was reported to be
al

·

highly effective intervention.
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In an evaluation study involving two elementary schools

in. the Lenoir City (Tennessee) school system, fourteen

volunteers, including 12 retirees tutored fourth and seventh

graders in reading. The volunteer tutoring program was

called the Retirement Power in Education Project (RPIE).

Findings indicated that while the tutoring did not produce

significant differences between tutored and nontutored

students in reading achievement, the one-to—one relationship

with an adult role model was found to have a favorable

impact on student self—concept, especially at the fourth

grade level. A study by Huggins (1980), described a

successful after-school tutoring program that involved

teachers, students, and parents as tutors to elementary and

secondary students. Findings reported higher scores in the

cognitive area on both minimum-competency tests and

achievement tests of student participants.

Researchers, recognizing the popular form of peer

tutoring and cross-age tutoring programs for purposes of

increased learning, are quick to point out the effects of

increased socialization and the development of a positive

self-image of those involved in peer tutorships (Cohen,

1981, 1982, 1983; Eisenberg, 1982, 1983; Land, 1984). A

meta-analysis of findings from 65 independent evaluations of

school tutoring programs showed that these programs have

positive effects on the academic performance and attitudes
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of both tutees and their student tutors. Tutored students
(

outperformed control students on examinations and developed

positive attitudes toward the subject matter covered (Cohen,

1982).

Tutoring Minority and Socially Disadvantaged Students

A review of the literature involving assessment of

tutoring interventions with minority students and socially

disadvantaged students produced a few good studies

(Eisenberg, 1982, 1983; Wright, 1982; Valenzuela-Smith,

1983). Whereas Eisenberg (1982-83) measured solely

affective changes in the motivation and self-confidence of

disadvantaged tutored children in Israel, Valenzuela—Smith

(1982-83) sought to determine whether a tutoring program

would change minority students' school achievement, school-

related. behaviors, and self-esteem positively. Moreover,

Wright (1982) sought to prepare and motivate students toward

college.

In the Israel study (Eisenberg, 1983), the affective

measure included the administration of the Tennessee Self

Concept Scale to experimental (tutored) and control groups

(nontutored) of elementary and secondary students. Pre-

test/post-test results over a two year study indicated that
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tutored children performed better on school-related

variables than non-tutored students. .

In an evaluation study (Valenzuela-Smith, 1983) on the

effectiveness of an experimental tutoring program for 22

Latino junior high students in Antelope Valley, California,

the tutorial system was based on personal analysis of the

students' learning problems: cognitive, cultural, social,

and emotional. Students were tutored by college students

proficient in Spanish and familiar with Latino culture.
i

They served as companions and role-models of achievement.

Assessment revealed no measurable improvement in reading

achievement, but informal conversations showed oral English

improvement. However, all of their report cards were marked

higher by their teachers. Students showed no measurable

self concept gains or improvement in attendance. However, a

significant correlation between self—concept scores and

teacher's behavioral ratings suggested that the less

frequently students evidenced inappropriate behaviors, and

the more they improved in this respect, the higher their

self-concept became. Journals kept by the students

indicated much improvement in self-esteemn and positive

attitude. All 22 students planned to attend college rather «

than dropping out of high school.
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An evaluation report (Wright, 1982) that covered the

Med—Cor program, a tutorial program designed to improve the

maturation, interest, and academic skills level of

predominantly Hispanic, Black, Asian and other non—anglo

junior and senior high school students in the Los Angeles

Unified School District had similar results. Students were

tutored by University of Southern California School of

Medicine students with the expectation that their academic

skills would increase to the extent that they would qualify

for acceptance by colleges and/or university health

professional schools. The three specific goals embraced by

Med—Cor included: (a) to improve self—esteem, (b) to

improve levels
’of

academic achievement, and (c) to obtain

access to postgraduate education and employment

opportunities. Findings suggested that self-esteem and

academic achievement improved and ”that the program met its

major goal of helping students become qualified and accepted

by colleges and/or university health professional schools.

Tutoring/Mentoring

A descriptive study that recognizes the tutoring/

mentoring relationship and its application in addressing

failure in the high school was reported by Turkel and

Abramson (1986). The underlying assumption in this study is

that, "mentoring recognizes that for potential drop—outs,
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academic progress is more likely to take place when it is

fused to a positive self—concept" (p. 68). By providing

City University students as tutor/mentors to underachieving

high school students, they serve as peer/adult role models.

Through the academic tutoring/mentoring process, these

mentors help students to deal with and overcome some of

their academic, school-related, social, and personal

problems. This approach goes beyond tutoring, as it

includes both the student's academic and affective responses

to his/her educational environment.

The population in the study were sixteen ninth grade

potential drop-outs in New York City. As part of a major

collaborative effort for school improvement between the City

University of New York and the New York City Board of

Education, the peer tutoring/mentoring pilot program was

developed. The mentors, who were university education

majors, assisted students by providing college role models

who offered advice, a personal relationship, and academic

skill development. Mentees were supervised by the high

school coordinator who was responsible for recruitment of

the mentees, the daily administration of the program, and

providing their necessary guidance. The university

coordinator recruited and selected mentors, provided weekly

supervision and incorporated the work of the mentors into

college course assignments. The university and the high
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school coordinators matched the mentors and mentees,

monitored their progress and, when necessary, reassigned

students to mentor/mentee pairs. The treatment lasted 2 1/2

months. Mentor/mentee pairs met at various times: study

hall, lunch, after school, and/or Saturdays. The mean

session duration was 60 minutes. Overall, there were 6.5

meetings for each of the sixteen mentor/mentee pairs. While

the design included a comparison group, no attempt was made

to describe its characteristics.

Program measurement included three major variables;

attitude toward school, attendance, and grade point average.

To examine the mentee's attitude towards school, the Quality

of School Life Scale (QSL) was administered on a pre—post

basis to the mentee group. For the ten mentees who

completed both scales, there was a significant difference at

the .05 level, indicating that the mentees had a more

positive attitude toward school at the end of their

mentoring experience than prior to it. On a pre/post ten

I
item Likert type questionnaire, mentors rated their

perceptions of mentee's attitude and abilities. The mentors

rated the mentees significantly higher at the end of the

program on both their attitude and abilities.

Attendance data and GPA data for the spring semester

were obtained for the mentee group and for a comparison
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group of ninth—grade potential drop-outs who were not being

mentored but who were receiving the same school guidance and

instruction. The mentored group had better attendance, but

the difference was not significant. GPA comparison data

revealed nonsignificant differences in favor of the group of

students in the program. All data tended to indicate more

positive outcomes for the mentored group than for their non-

mentored peers. While the growth in GPA between groups was

not significant, the growth within the groups was at the .01

level of confidence, without the inclusion of the chronic

truants. These findings lend support to the concept of

tutoring/mentoring as an important addition to the high

schoo1's efforts at dropout prevention. Future controlled

studies are suggested and future efforts at examining the

effects of the mentoring experience on the mentors as well

as the longitudinal effects on the mentees were recomended

(Turkel and Abramson, 1986).

· SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The literature on self-concept and achievement<Qé

variables established a strong relationship between self-

concept of ability and achievement in adolescents. How a

student views himself as a learner is further enhanced by

teacher interaction. In studies on underachievement, the

literature show that success begets success and, conversely,
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failure can be a debilitating factor in a child's future

educational life. While numerous theories, sources, and

forms of underachievement exist, a consensus is emerging

regarding the definition of underachievement and the

importance of intervention to underachievers. There appears

to be some agreement on the performance description of an

underachiever; namely, a discrepancy exists between the

student's school performance and some index of his or her

actual ability. There appears to be some agreement on the}

need for an intervention in the form of a one·on-one

relationship.
}“E———’//

Research supported forums for affective education that

address personal and academic growth, such as teacher

advisory programs, tutoring programs or mentoring programs.

The teacher-advisory literature demonstrated the importance

of child-centered teachers who support the learning and

personal growth of students through warm, nurturing,

individualized attention and who provide the link between

the school and home. However, while such studies were,

overall, encouraging, there were still too few well-designed

empirical studies of these programs to permit more than

modest speculation about the ultimate value of advisor-

advisee programs. More research was recommended in the

literature.
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The research on mentoring supports the notion of caring

in the definition of a mentor and that of a guide in terms

of outcomes for the mentee. If we accept as one fundamental

goal of schools to provide self-concept development to

underachievers so they can view themselves as learners, then

mentoring becomes an affective process that ultimately

brings about cognitive outcomes. With few exceptions,

studies involving mentorships with students lacked

quantitative evaluation. Assessment consisted of post

program questionnaires and surveys. Several well—designed

mentorship studies involving students at risk appeared in

the college and secondary levels, which included self-

concept and academic achievement. measures. A synthesis of

the literature involving counselor intervention programs
u

with underachievers produced assessment studies involving

academic achievement measures, specifically grade point

average (GPA). Similarly, the tutoring literature

contributed to the empirical design regarding assessment of

a one-to—one relationship on self-concept and achievement

variables, particularly in those studies where the tutor

functioned in the role of a mentor. All three bodies of

literature; teacher-advisory, tutoring, and mentoring

recommended assessment studies with empirical designs that

included an experimental and control group.
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Students need involvement with educators who are warm

and personal and who will work with their behavior in the

present. They need teachers who care and who will encourage

them to want to learn. A line of research suggests that a

mentor's greatest contribution lies in affective areas of

the total human experience, rather than in cognitive/

academic areas. Longitudinal research documented that

mentorships encouraged long—term relationships, helped

students become more aware of "mentors" in their lives and

planted the seeds for students to become a mentor to someone

in the future. The emphasis on leading the student to

values, life style, motivation and interests, could serve to

help a child commit herself/himself to success over failure.

When we think of life-long underachievement, the importance

of establishing a mentor relationship early on in life may

be the basis for establishing a successful mentorship later

-on in life that could aid in the transition to adulthood and

successful careers.

while mentoring programs hold promise as drop-out

prevention activities and college retention interventions, a

literature search of the secondary, middle and elementary

education levels revealed few mentoring studies reported.

Moreover, assessment studies were even more scarce. What

did emerge was an increasing number of articles discussing

one aspect or another of the mentoring concept. Mentoring
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has captured the imagination of a wide range of individuals

4 and groups from business, social services, and adult

education, to education of the young. The readings are

parallel in the description of the mentoring relationship

and its participants. while mentoring has often resulted

. from an informal liaison, it has more recently resulted from

a formal, planned or assigned linkage.
I

A comparison of Purkey's and Glasser's views

demonstrate essentially that they are saying the same thing;

that a successful learner is one that accepts himself or

herself as a capable human being, worthy of the esteem and

devotion of those with whom he or she comes in contact. A

successful mentor can build this supportive self-concept,

this successful identity, by providing the kind of nurtur-

ance and encouragement essential to enhance educational ~
opportunity. The attention, information and support can

extend and expand the learning opportunities for students.

While there exists no distinct line of research on

mentoring, the literature on underachievement, self concept

and achievement, tutoring, and teacher-advisory suggest the

mentor-mentee relationship has tremendous application to the

elementary, middle and secondary school setting. Evaluative

studies document, not only the value perceived by the

learner, but the satisfaction sensed by the mentor.



CHAPTER THREE — RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGIES

INTRODUCTION

This chapter sets forth the major aspects of the

research design and provides the rationale for this

investigation. Described are the research methodologies,

design of the study, the population and sample, treatment,

instrumentation, data collection and data techniques. A

theoretical basis for the study was presented in Chapter

One. The literature and research supporting this line of

inquiry were presented in Chapter Two. In Chapter Three,

the practical basis for the design of the study is

presented.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIES

There is a growing demand for measurable outcomes in

terms of student achievement as experienced by educators in

the field. The pressure to establish program efficacy has

forced educators to effect program evaluation at the

building level (Weber, 1986). This researcher, serving as

program manager, in cooperation with the school principal

and guidance director, planned evaluation components for the

1985-86 Pilot program. They included: (a) A compariscn of

110
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quarterly grade distribution data, (b) A comparison of pre

(First Quarter) and post (Final Grade Report ) program Grade

Point Averages, (c) A comparison of pre and post raw score

data for mentees on the Self—Concept and Motivation

Inventory (SCAMIN), developed by Milchus, Farrah, and Reitz,

(1968). This instrument was used to measure group data, not

_individual progress (Appendix C). Additionally, the 1985-86

school failure rate was compared to the 1984-85 school

failure rate (Appendix B). Qualitative data collection

included post program student, mentor and parent Mentor

Program evaluations (Appendix B).

Qualitative and quantitative program evaluation of the

1985-86 Pilot Program (N=80) resulted in positive outcomes.

There was an improvement in the final grade distribution,

final GPA and post SCAMIN scores. Attendance remained

relatively stable. The principal attributed the reduction

in the end of school failure rate to the impact of the

mentor program on underachievers. Reported in his School

Improvement Report to the Superintendent, he wrote,

"G1asgow‘s Mentor Program significantly impacted upon

overall improvement in the grades of all underachievers.."

"Also, fewer students failed in June 1986, compared to June

l985" (Johnson, 1986).
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It was a combined curiosity and interest in these

measurable outcomes that led this researcher to attempt an

empirical assessment of a mentor program for underachievers.

Several questions plagued this researcher. Just how

significant were these results? Would these students make

these gains under normal conditions? The qualitative data

from the students, mentors and parents evaluations revealed

positive implications for program continuance.

The important question still remained: Could these

evaluation components, or a portion thereof, be subjected to

the rigors of empirical testing? The answer to this

question was of particular interest to this researcher for

practical and theoretical reasons. First, this researcher

was responding to numerous requests for county inservices

and school consultations on how to develop and assess mentor

programs. Secondly, it was necessary to establish

measurable outcomes of a mentor model. The latter forms

the theoretical basis for the study. This line of inquiry,

supported by the review of the literature, led this

researcher to design an empirical study that would employ

statistical techniques for hypotheses testing at the .05

level of significance.

This shifted the emphasis from program evaluation, the

purpose of which is to discover worth, to educational
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research, the purpose of which is to discover truth (Hood,

g 1985). While the program at the experimental school

appeared worthwhile and would be continued a second year,

more knowledge was needed to establish program efficacy and

to generalize to other situations.

DESIGN OF THE STUDY

For the reasons set forth above, this researcher chose,

as primary, an experimental design employing empirical

methods of hypotheses testing over a descriptive study.

Secondary additional qualitative research methodology was

chosen to supplement this design. This approach relied on

ethnographic techniques such as pre and post teacher ratings

of student self-concept (experimental school), mentor

evaluations (experimental school), in-depth interviews with

the following persons: the experimental school principal,

Dr. William Johnson; the experimental school director of

guidance, Patrick Hickey; the author of the SCAMIN, Dr.

Norman Milchus; and the guidance director of another

intermediate school that replicated the Glasgow model,

Janice Stoodley, who shared °her mentor program data

collection with this researcher. The two-year mentee data

from the experimental school, Glasgow Intermediate, was used

as part of the descriptive summary as well. The

quantitative data, keyed to the major hypotheses, are
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reported in Chapters Four and Five. The qualitative,

descriptive, summary data are reported in Chapters Four and

Five in separate sections.

The design for this study is called the Nonequivalent

Control Group Design. It is one of _the most widespread

experimental designs in educational research. It involves

an experimental and control group both given a pretest and a

posttest, but in which the control group and the

experimental group do not have pre-experimental sampling

equivalence. This is a quasi—experimental design for

research. Its paradigm is symbolized by Stanley and

Campbell (1963) as §—§—§. The design is similar to the

Pretest-Posttest Control Group Design except that subjects

in the Nonequivalent Control Group Design are not assigned

randomly from a common population to the experimental and

control groups (Huck, Cormier and Bounds, 1974).

POPULATION AND SAMPLE

Demographic Data And Trends
ß

This study was conducted in two intermediate schools in

the Fairfax County Public Schools, located in Northern

Virginia, approximately thirteen miles from the Nation's

Capital. Fairfax County, a suburb of Washington, D.C., had
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approximately seven thousand teachers. Other demographic

data reported the average household income to be $51,000 and

the average home value was $150,000. Seventy percent of the

homes were owned rather than rented. Residents included

6.3% black and 5.8% other minorities. The student minority

population, 21.6%, however, was reported to be considerably

higher than the number of minority residents. Teachers in

Fairfax County must work with an increasingly diverse

student population with different educational needs, as the

demographic differences among the four geographic areas of

the school system change.

ACCESSIBLE AND TARGET POPULATION

The population for this study was 1986-1987 Fairfax

County Public School students. The target population were

all underachievers and the experimentally accessible

population of underachievers were seventh and eighth grade

students from two intermediate schools in Area II Division:

Ellen Glasgow Intermediate and Luther Jackson Intermediate,

recommended by the Office of Research and Evaluation as

comparable schools (W. Griffith, personal communication,

July 26, 1986). Both these schools contain students from

the same phenomenonical background.
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The experimental group was determined to be at Ellen

Glasgow Intermediate School and the control group was at

Luther Jackson Intermediate School. Both of these schools

were in Area II, a division of Fairfax County Schools which

comprises the south eastern portion of the county.

Moreover, both schools were identified as "special needs"

schools. The four factors considered in determining whether

or not a school was considered a "special needs" school

were:

1. Minority Enrollment,

2. Student Mobility,

3. Socioeconomic Status, and

4. Variability in Student Achievement (Fairfax County
Public Schools, May 27, 1987, p. 1).

All of the intermediate schools, to some extent, have

special needs. However, eight intermediate schools were

identified as being more heavily impacted by these factors

than others. For the 1986-87 school year, Glasgow ranked

number one and Jackson ranked number seven (Appendix B).

During the 1986-87 school year, the experimental

school, Ellen Glasgow Intermediate, served a student

population of approximately eight hundred fifty pupils. The

faculty consisted of sixty-four teachers, four

administrators, and three counselors. Approximately one
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hundred thirty students were on the D,F list at interim time

of the first Fall grading period. This list, generated from

interim reports recorded in the guidance department,

reported those students awarded a D or an F in one or more

academic subjects. School records secured by the school's

guidance director revealed this was typical of previous

years (P. Hickey, personal comunication, June 22, 1986).

The control school, Luther Jackson Intermediate, served

a student population of approximately six hundred eighty

students. The educational staff consisted of forty-six

teachers, four administrators, and three counselors.

Approximately one hundred eighty students were on the D,F

list at interim time of the first Fall grading period in

academic subjects.

The underachieving population at both schools was

identified through the use of the D,F lists and by applying

specific criteria (see Definitions Section, Chapter One).

Following the identification process, counselors met with

potential student participants to explain the goals and

· purpose of the program. Permission slips were sent home

with an explanation of the program to parents. Applicants

and parents attended Mentor Program orientations.

Counselors were responsible for collecting the signed

permission to participate forms.
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SAMPLING AND SAMPLE DESCRIPTION

The original sample of identified, volunteer students

for the experimental group at Glasgow was one hundred

mentees, assigned to fifty-four mentors. Twenty-four

mentees were second year mentor program student participants

(mentees continuing from the 1985-86 Pilot Program). Since

it was important to separate second year from first year

participants, those two year students were separated out.

That left seventy-six students new to the program for the

experimental sample. Due to mortality and absences during

the administrations of the SCAMIN, the final sample of

students remaining in the experimental group totaled fifty-

five. The experimental sample included twenty-seven seventh

graders and twenty-eight eighth graders. Special services

breakdown included: eight Learning Disabled students, two

Gifted and Talented (GTL) students, and four ESL students.

Ethnic breakdown included: twenty-seven white students,

fourteen Black students, seven Hispanic students, two

American Indian students, and five Asian students.

The original sample for the control group, at Jackson

Intermediate School, was forty-nine student volunteers. Due

to mortality, forty-two remained in the control sample. The

control sample included twenty-one eighth graders and

twenty-one seventh graders. Special services breakdown
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included: four Learning students, one Gifted and Talented

student (GTL), and three English as a Second Language (ESL)

students. Ethnic breakdown included twenty-five white

students, six Black students, six Hispanic students, and

five Asians.

Actual matching was attempted on the basis of ethnic

category, gender, ESL Special Education Services (LDR and

GT), and grade level. However, the numbers in the sample

for the separate groups were too small to warrant

statistical analysis. Moreover, in light of the de-emphasis

on gender differences, undertaking a separate analysis was

discounted (N. Milchus, personal communication, August 19,

1987; M. Bender, personal communication, August 25, 1987).

Approximately 97 students participated in the

experimental research study; 55 in the experimental group at

Glasgow Intermediate and 42 in the control group at Jackson

Intermediate, which did not contain a Mentor Program or

comparable intervention. Identified underachievers were

given an opportunity to participate in the experiment.

Randomization was not possible. Forty mentors from the

Glasgow staff, including teachers and administrators,

participated on a volunteer basis.
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TWO-YEAR SAMPLE AND COMPARISON SCHOOL

The two year mentees and the remaining non—SCAMIN

mentees remained in the mentor program, but were not a part

of the primary design of the study. However, the two year

student data (N=24) was presented in the descriptive sumary

sections of Chapters Four and Five. Additionally, the data

from Key Intermediate School Mentor Program, N=34, which

replicated the Glasgow Intermediate model, were included in

the descriptive summary sections of Chapters Four and Five.

THE TREATMENT - THE MENTOR PROGRAM

The treatment lasted seven months, from November, 1986

through May, 1987, and is described by the program

description found in the Glasgow Mentor Model (Appendix A).

The Glasgow Guidance Department, working with administrators

and teachers implemented an affective education program

called the Glasgow Mentor Program. The overall program
J

goal, set forth in the Mentor Program Guide, proposed:

"Underachievers will be provided an opportunity to overcome

deficiencies in all subjects, improve study skills, time

management skills, and test-taking skills, and develop self-

confidence as learners through participation in the Mentor

Program" (Appendix A, p. 6).
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The program objectives, as stated in the mentor guide,

included:

1. Foster development of a helping relationship
between student and mentor that may become the
basis for aiding students to deal more effectively
with academic expectations.

2. Develop strategies for improving individual
academic performance of underachievers.

3. Develop a positive working relationship with the
underachiever and his/her parents through improved
communication and increased parental involvement.

4. Improve underachievers' perceptions of themselves
as learners.

5. Provide inservices for staff development to
. mentors, enabling them to be effective educational

advisors to underachievers (Appendix A, p.6).

The Mentor Program had six major components (Haring-

Hidore, 1986). They included:

1. Identification of the population.

2. Orientation for students, parents and mentors.

3. Inservices for mentors and parent meetings.

4. Mentor-mentee meetings.

5. Group guidance study skills sessions.

6. Program evaluation.

The step-by-step procedures accompanying these

components were comprised of the·following:

1: Identifying the Population: The identification
process included: (a) targeting the underachieving
population, (b) obtaining permission to participate
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in the program/study, and (c) matching mentorships
as outlines:

(a) Through a needs assessment by the guidance
director, the underachieving students were
identified in October of the new school year,
at interim time of the first grading period,
using a specific set of criteria (Definitions,
Chapter I). Essentially, students were
identified based on: a) the list of students
receiving D or F in one or more academic
subjects, placing them in danger of failing,
b) teacher or counselor referral of students
not performing to full academic potential,
and/or c) needing support in developing
confidence as learners.

(b) Permission slips were sent home with student
applicants, which included a parent brochure
explaining the mentor program. Counselors
collected the signed student and parent
permissions to participate, which were due by
the fourth week of October. At the control
school, a brief orientation regarding the pre
and post administration of the self—concept
inventory (SCAMIN) was presented to identified
underachievers, using the same set of criteria
as the experimental school. Permissions were
secured by the control school contact
counselor the second week in November.

(c) Mentors selected 5 mentees from a list of
applicants, prioritizing preferences, and
indicating the number of students they wished
to advise using one of the following bases:
a) They were presently in their homeroom, b)
They were presently in one of their classes,
c) The student was one with whom the mentor
particularly desired to work (Appendix A, p.
45, 47). After careful matching of mentor to
student on a ratio that varied from one to
three, the guidance director assigned students
to the mentor's homeroom or class, where
appropriate. Program/study implementation

· took place the first week in November
(Appendix A, Timelines, p. 42).

2. Orientation Meetings: The program manager
scheduled orientation meetings for potential
student participants the second week of October.
Parent orientations were held the third week of
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October. Mentor staff orientations were held in
August of the new school year. These meetings
served to orient the mentors to the program goals
and objectives, timelines, and the mentor guide.

3. Inservices: Four inservices for mentors were held
throughout the school year. These inservices
served to introduce the mentoring concept, teach
mentoring skills, and review use of the mentor
guide through staff development activities.
Speakers and consultants on relevant topics were
secured. Three parent education workshops were

”

held throughout the school year.

(a) The Mentor Guide, included in Appendix A, was
prepared to provide guidelines for mentors
working with underachieving students. The
guide was divided into six sections: A
program discussion followed by five phases.
The first section of the Guide, Program
Rationale, included background, program
design, definitions, goals and objectives and
suggested work plans. The second section,
Phase I, Getting Started, included warm-up and
relation—building activities. The third
section, Phase II, Monitoring, included
activities that provide structure in
monitoring of academic progress. The fourth
section, Phase III, Communications, provided
copies of communications sent to parents, and
program timelines and information for mentors.
The fifth section, Phase IV, Evaluation,
contained program evaluation surveys and
assessments, developed by the program manager
and mentor comittee. The sixth section,
Phase V, Research, included journal articles
and current research on related topics. The
purpose of the mentor guide was two-fold: (a)
as a pre—service training model, and (b) as an
on-going reference for mentors. It was
reviewed and revised annually by the Mentor
Comittee. While the guide served as a basis
for operating, it was expected that the range
of "mentoring" varied with each individual
volunteer mentor.

4. Mentor-Mentee Meetings: The "heart and soul" of
the mentor program was the interaction between the
intervening staff person and the student in need of
assistance. This intervention occurred through:
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(a) Homeroom, where daily contact was encouraged
for an "affect check;" (i.e. Does he/she have
required materials and homework? How does the
student seem in appearance and attitude?).

(b) Meetings when mentors saw their mentees at
least once each week for academic progress
check, general assistance, and tutoring.

(c) Monthly meetings when mentors and mentees met
for academic support, relationship building
activities, playing sports games together, and
sharing refreshments.

(d) The end of the year activity where mentors
teamed together to play a game of softball
with mentees after school.

5. Group Guidance Sessions: Group guidance study
skills sessions for mentees, led by counseling
staff, were held monthly during fourth period.
Utilizing the Fairfax County Intermediate Classroom
Guidance Units Grade 7 and 8, topics ranged from
self-concept, time-management, learning styles to
test-taking skills (Fairfax County, 1985).

6. Program Evaluation: The program manager, in
cooperation with the principal and guidance
director, planned evaluation components for the
program to include quantitative (i.e. GPA growth,
grade distribution, failure rate, and self-concept
growth) and qualitative outcomes (i.e. behavioral
ratings by teachers, mentor, mentee, and parent
program evaluations, and number of reported
mentor/mentee afterschool meetings). For purposes
of this study, the measurement was keyed to
specific self-concept and achievement variables
(see Hypotheses Section, Chapter One). The Self-
Concept and Motivation Inventory (SCAMIN) was
administered by the principal the fourth week of
October to subjects at the experimental school and
the second week of November to subjects at the
control school as a pre—measure on self—concept.
Teachers were also asked to rate the mentees on the
Self—Concept Rating Scale as a pre/post measure at
the experimental school only (Appendix B, p.51).
Use of this instrument at the control school was
rejected in an effort to maintain a low profile.
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RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS

Affective Measurement

Affective growth as defined in this study, means the

change in the student's self—esteem and motivation scores as

measured by the Self—concept and Motivation Inventory herein

referred to as the SCAMIN (see Manuals of Interpretation and

Directions in Appendix C). This instrument has been used in

Fairfax County for prior research purposes. It was approved

for use in the Mentor Program pilot study during the 1985-86

school year by The Office of Research and Evaluation. The

authors, Norman J. Milchus, George A. Farrah and William

Reitz developed the SCAMIN to measure self—concept.

Self-concept is described by the authors as the

Academic Self-concept and is defined as how a child views

his role as a learner in school. It is the student's sum of

experiences, perceptions, attitudes, and feelings about

school and schoolwork. Two elements make up self—concept:

Role Expectations, which is the positive acceptance of the

aspirations and demands that the student thinks others,

"significant others," expect of him, and Self Adequacy,

which is the positive regard with which a student views his

present and future probabilities of success.
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Motivation, on the other hand, is the expressed need of

a child to achieve a goal in school, and the moderate

avoidance of the child toward failure in school, avoidance
u

below the point of anxiety. Motivation has a strong element

of cooperative adjustment toward school. Two elements make

up motivation: Achievement Needs which is the positive

regard with which a student perceives the intrinsic and

extrinsic rewards of learning and performing in school, and

Achievement Investment, which is the awareness and concern

toward shunning the embarrassment and sanctions which are

associated with failure in school. When achievement

investment is extremely high without support from the self-

concept, realistic avoidance becomes anxious fear. Anxious

fear or failure anxiety stifles achievement (Milchus, Farrah

and Reitz, 1968).

The Eighth Mental Measurement Yearbook reports the

reliability correlation coefficient for the SCAMIN Secondary

Form to be .93, which was obtained by the split-half method,
I

reflecting item homogeneity rather than test-retest

stability. They report this reliability is adequate for

group data and the inventories are appropriate for program

evaluation or research (Burros, 1977).

Validation studies of cross-correlation SCAMIN factors

with those of other self-concept tests was halted because it
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was thought that the different theoretical constructs of

various inventories and the intended purposes of each

inventory should remain apart. Validation studies, using

only the motivation part of SCAMIN-Secondary Form reported

correlation between Achievement Needs and Achievement

Investment was .62. Other Validation studies included the

Elementary Forms (Milchus, 1979).

Although the largest use of SCAMIN has been the pre-

post evaluation of innovative and compensatory education

programs in the United States and Canada, many research

quality dissertations, and longitudinal studies have used

this instrument. Other uses have been for its predictive

nature and for program evaluation (Milchus, 1979, 1987).

Each SCAMIN form was normed from approximately 1000

students. The stanines were read from the percentile

distributions rather than from the standard deviations to

correct to a normal distribution shape. Students were drawn

from ghetto, urban, and suburban areas where there iwas no

usual programming directed toward motivation or self-

concept. The norms are more heavily weighted toward urban

minorities than the population as a whole. Norm sites were

in Southeastern Michigan and the Los Angeles area where

sizeable numbers of Mexican Americans were incorporated.

Racial differences are small with a tendency for lower
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socio-economic racial minorities to be slightly higher in

Self-Adequacy and lower in Achievement Investment.

Descriptive Measurement — Quantitative

For the experimental school only, pre and post teacher

ratings on the Self Concept Rating Scale (Appendix B) were

used to measure observable growth in the areas of study

skills, class participation and attitude; those variables

referred to be Chase (1975) in The Other Side Of The Report

Card. This form has been successfully used as an affective

measure by guidance departments in other intermediate

schools in Fairfax County. Teachers were asked to rate

students on these variables when the student entered the

program and at the end of their program participation.

There were 55 possible points. Behaviors such gs

participating in class discussions, turning in assignments,

and interacting positively with others were rated by

teachers. Summary findings are reported in Chapter Four

under Descriptive Summary Findings. The rationale behind

not using it at the control school involved two issues:

(1) internal validity and _(2) confidentiality of

participants.

It was felt that if teachers were aware that these

students were being watched, they might do more than what,
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would normally be done and biases would enter their ratings.

This was an attempt at controlling a Halo Effect which could

affect internal validity. There was no attempt to control

for this at the experimental school since the treatment

students were openly monitored by mentors. However, for the

sake of consistency, the same mentor or teacher rated the

pre and post observations.

Cognitive Measurement

One form of measurement to be used to measure cognitive

performance of students participating in the study were

letter grades as recorded on student records at interim time

of the first grading period and the final letter grades,

using the Fairfax County grading system. The letter grades,

as awarded by the teachers, were computed for grade point

averages (GPA) for a pre and post measure of student

achievement. The GPA, while providing a global assessment

of performance, is usually the chief criteria for promotion

(Wilson, 1986). Refer to Definitions Section, Chapter 1 for

further explanation.

Failure rates were the second measurement of

achievement (or non—achievement) used in this study. By the

student failure variable (retention), it meant failing for

the entire school year as determined by a final F grade in
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English and/or Math or by failing to maintain a 1.0 overall

grade point average for the final grade point. Two other

variables on failure were analyzed for both schools. These

included the total number of classes failed by students

(retained or promoted) recorded on the final grade report at
I

the end of the school year for experimental and control

schools. The Guidance Director for each school records and

maintains these student records. The failure rates were

reported to this researcher after the grades were awarded by

the teachers and recorded by the guidance secretaries at

each school. Failure rates for the experimental and control

groups were reported, as well as failure rates for the

entire school. The former was for group comparison purposes

as keyed to the hypothesis testing, the latter was for

supportive information purposes.

QUALITATIVE DATA FOR DESCRIPTIVE SUMARY - Ethnographic Data

Student Evaluations--A student post evaluation survey

instrument was administered to the experimental group in

May, 1986. This instrument contained closed and open—ended

questions. The closed questions consisted of ten questions
V

pertaining to mentor program involvement, using a four point

Likert Scale, designed by this researcher in cooperation

with the mentor committee. For each question, students were

told to circle the best answer. The survey contained two
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open—ended questions at the end of the survey relating to

what they liked best and least about the program (Appendix

A, p. 54b). These responses were recorded by this

· investigator and are reported in Chapter Four under

Descriptive Summary Findings.

Mentor Evaluations--A questionnaire, consisting of ten

open-ended questions was administered to mentors as a post

program/study evaluation measure. This instrument was

designed by this researcher in cooperation with the mentor

committee during the 1985-86 Pilot _Program (Appendix A,

p.52). These responses were recorded by this investigator

and sumary findings are reported in Chapter Four under

Descriptive Summary Findings. The information is useful in

planning the next year's program.

Parent Evaluations--Administered in the Spring, 1986,

this survey used a Likert scale to measure attitude and also

included two open—ended questions (Appendix A, p.53, 54A).

It was developed by a Masters Degree student who was also a

mentor, and who shared her findings with this researcher (M.

Fredman, personal communication, May 20, 1987). Brief

sumary findings are reported in Chapter Four under

Descriptive Summary Findings.
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Participation Level--Mentor/mentee after school meeting

logs were kept and recorded (Appendix A, p.34). Number of

meetings were reported for each month and each grading

quarter. Summary findings are reported in Chapter Four

under Descriptive Summary Findings.

DATA COLLECTION

The guidance directors, guidance secretaries, and

guidance counselors were responsible for collecting data at

both schools. The SCAMIN instrument is one tool for

gathering data. Person—o—metrics did the scoring by Digitek

Optical Scanning (although hand scoring is not difficult).

Dr. Norman Milchus, author of the SCAMIN, personally did the

computerized scoring. Additionally, Dr. Milchus scored the

SCAMIN protocols from the second year students in the

Glasgow Mentor Program and from the other intermediate

school that cooperated in the study for supplemental data

purposes. A

P School records were used in collecting the letter

grades for the first quarter interim period and final

grading periods. The Glasgow Guidance Director and

Principal assisted in computing GPA's and administering the

SCAMIN for both groups. The SCAMIN requires 50 minutes to

be administered. Therefore, it took approximately two hours
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to adequately administer it at Glasgow twice (Fall and

Spring) and three hours to administer it twice (Fall and

Spring) at the control school, including travel time.

Collecting and computing group pre and post grade point

averages for both groups took approximately six hours, with

the use of the school computer to separate out the Mentor

student participants. Computing pre and post individual

student grade point averages for both groups took

considerably longer. _

The guidance counselors at Glasgow Intermediate School

were responsible for collecting the qualitative data to

include: the pre and post Self-Concept Rating Scales from

mentors and teachers in November and June, the post student

and mentor evaluations, and the participation level recorded

monthly and quarterly on the number of mentor/mentee after

school meetings.

DATA ANALYSIS

Most of the data collected from affective and cognitive

performance of students were analyzed by group comparisons

in order to discover any relationships. In order to report

the findings of the study in relation to the hypotheses,

pertinent data were tabulated, described and analyzed on the

input variables. Stanley and Campbell support the use of an
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analysis of covariance for the non-equivalent control group

design (Campbell and Stanley, 1966). Caution, however, is

urged in application of the analysis of covariance (Huck,

Cormier, Bounds, 1974). They contend that due to V

nonrandomization of subjects to comparison groups,

assumptions associated with the analysis of covariance might

be violated. The use of the analysis of covariance design

was used to control statistically any initial differences in

the students which might have been present and which might

confound differences between the two groups of students

(Huck, Cormier, Bounds, 1974). The F test was applied to

determine significance at the .05 level of significance for

the between group variance and the within group variance. A

SPSSX Package and SAS were used to verify most of the data.

For estimating effects of a treatment at the school

level indirectly through comparing observed effects of the

treated group with predicted untreated effects of the group,
—

a Value Added Analysis was performed.

For the achievement data, an ANCOVA was performed,

using pre GPA, SRA Composite (GSV) and ability (EAS) scores

as covariates to compare pre and post GPA gain between

groups.
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For the SCAMIN data, a t-test and ANOVA were performed

to compare pre and post means on four separate variables of

self concept for both groups.

For the failure data, a Chi-Square, crosstabulation was

performed to see if there was a difference between groups on

failure (retention) rate, an ANOVA procedure was performed

on the number of students failing one to six classes for

both groups, and t-test comparison between groups was

performed on number of students failing any class

(numbfail).

For explaining the relationship between the predictor

measures and the criterion measures, a Canonical Correlation

Analysis was performed on two groups and on three groups.

For the teacher ratings on the student Self Concept

Rating Scale, a pairs t-test was performed to determine a

difference between pre program and post program behaviors

that related to class performance.

For the two year data, two separate pairs t-tests were

performed to determine differences between pre 1985-86 pilot

program and post 1986-87 mentor program on GPA gain and

self-concept, as measured by the four variables on the

SCAMIN.
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For the third school, GPA, SCAMIN, and failure data

were collected and similar analyses were performed for

inclusion in the descriptive summary for linkage to study

design.

The responses from the student, mentor and parent

surveys were analyzed to determine their perceptions of the

mentor program impact for each surveyed population.

Finally, ethnographic information including the post

student, mentor, and parent surveys, mentor/mentee

participation level, plus the four interviews, compiled by

the researcher were collected for linkage to any of the

quantitative data.

SUMARY

The design and sample of the study, the treatment, the

instruments used in the data collection, and data analysis

were discussed in this chapter.



CHAPTER IV — FINDINGS

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to report the findings

of the study in relation to the research questions and the

hypotheses. Chapter One of this study posed the following

research questions:

1. What is the difference between the experimental and
control groups on GPA gain, adjusted for initial
GPA, SRA GSV (composite), and SRA EAS (ability)
scores?

2. What is the difference between experimental and
control groups on self·concept, as measured by a
comparison of pre and post SCAMIN scores on each of
the four variables measuring self-concept?

3. What is the difference between experimental and
control groups on failure rate as measured by end
of year student failure rates?

4. what is the relationship between the predictor
(independent) measures and the criterion
(dependent) measures?

Since the students were not randomly selected for the

study, and the treatment took place at the school level,
‘

instead of the student level, the random unit became,

technically, the school. The random unit, therefore, was

higher than the testing unit requiring the researcher to

test treatment effects at the school level. To test overall

effects of a treatment at the school level without testing

137
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the treatment, a value added analysis was performed (Byrk

and Weisburg, 1975).

VALUE ADDED ANALYSIS

Procedure

Value added analysis estimates effects of a treatment

indirectly through comparing observed effects of the treated

group with predicted untreated effects of the group. The

predicted untreated effects are found through regression

estimates based on relationships of the criterion variable

to group characteristics established in the control or

comparison group. Treatment effects. are assessed at the

school level in the following manner:

1. Control group scores on pre-GPA, SRA EAS (ability),
· SRA GSV (composite), grade, sex, ethnic background,

and achievement were regressed upon the post-GPA.
Results represented the relationship between the
characteristics of the control group and the
criterion variable (post—GPA).

2. A regression equation was found and predicted
values were generated based on that equation.

3. It was found that the variables explained 75% of
the variance in post-GPA.

4. Using the regression equation for the control
group, scores of the experimental group were
analyzed. Predicted values based on that
regression equation were computed.

5. The predicted values of each group were then
compared by a pooled t-test to assess whether or
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not there was a difference between group means,
which would indicate that the treatment group had
an observable effect/increased value over the
control group. ·

The results of the analysis comparing the predicted

values of each group are reported in Table 1. The t—test

indicated the means of the predicted values of the control

versus experiment groups were equal, p;.7501. Results of

this analysis indicated that the students reacted to the

treatment homogeneously; there was no significant difference

between means corrected for the characteristics of the

schools. The treatment, as studied in this design, did not

work.

In addition, a paired t—test that was run to assess

whether or not the difference between the means was

significantly different from zero indicated there was a zero

difference, p;.8373.

HYPOTÄESES:

Chapter One of this study posed the following

hypotheses stated in the null form to facilitate statistical

treatment of the findings:

1. There is no difference between the experimental and
control groups on GPA gain, adjusted for initial
GPA, SRA GSV (composite), and SRA EAS (ability)
scores.
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TABLE 1

T-TEST COMPARISON BETWEEN GROUPS ON
PREDICTED VALUES OF EACH GROUP

STANDARD
GROUPS N MEAN DEVIATION t DF p

· EXPERIMENTAL 55 2.08 0.58

CONTROL 42 2.12 0.75

-0.31 75.8 0.75*

Note. *p_>.05.
”

(
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2. There is no difference between experimental and
control groups on self—concept, as measured by a
comparison of pre and post SCAMIN scores on the
four variables measuring self—concept.

3. There is no difference between experimental and
control groups on failure rate, as measured by end
of year student retentions and number of classes
failed.

4. There is no relationship between the predictor
(independent) measures and the criterion
(dependent) measures.

The first three hypotheses are reported in this

chapter. The fourth hypothesis is reported both in Chapters

Four and Five, due to relevant results and findings that

were uncovered during and after the investigation‘s course,

but not in its initial design.

Following the value-added analysis findings, which

suggest the experimental design needs to be re-examined, are

the research findings from the hypotheses testing as

' follows:

HYPOTHESIS NUMBER ONE

The null hypothesis that there would be no difference

between experimental and control groups on GPA gain,

adjusted for initial SRA GSV (composite) and SRA EAS

(ability) scores was accepted. Displayed in Table 2 are the

results of the Analysis of Covariance comparison of groups
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on post GPA, adjusted for initial pre GPA and SRA composite

scores. Using the post measure as the dependent variable,

the ANCOVA procedure produced a probability level of p=.398,

which is above the .05 level of significance. Results

indicate that there was no difference between experimental

and control groups on GPA gain, adjusted for initial GPA,

SRA GSV (composite), and SRA EAS (ability) scores.

Reported in Table 3 is a listing of the achievement

q data by group. Included are the initial pre GPA scores,

post GPA scores, SRA EAS ability scores, and SRA GSV

composite scores. To indicate group differences on each

variable, analyses of variance were completed. An ANCOVA on

EAS (ability) scores for both groups produced a g—value of

.074, indicating groups were equal and, although near, not

different at the .05 level. An ANOVA on GSV (composite)

scores produced a E-value of .066, indicating groups were

equal, although near, not different at the .05 level of

significance. Initial group GPA means were 1.79 for the

experimental group and 1.99 for the control group. An ANOVA

on pre GPA found the groups equal on this variable. Post

group GPA means were 2.029 for the experimental group and

2.130 for the control group.

To review the research findings on group grade point

average, an analysis of covariance revealed that the
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TABLE 2

ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE: COMPARISON ON POST GPA:
ADJUSTED BY INITIAL SCORES

Source of
Variation SS DF MS F Sig of F

WITHIN CELLS 20.35 92 .22

REGRESSION 28.84 3 9.61 43.45 .000

METHOD .16 1 .16 .72 .398*

TOTAL 49.35 96 .51

Note. *g>.O5.
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TABLE 3

COMPARISON OF GROUP MEANS ON ACHIEVEMENT

Cell Means and Standard Deviations
STANDARD

FACTOR N MEAN DEVIATION

Variable.. POSTGPA

EXPERIMENTAL 55 2.029 .588

CONTROL 42 2.130 .863

Variable..PREGPA

EXPERIMENTAL 55 1.796 .550

CONTROL 42 1.993 .598

Variable..GSV

EXPERIMENTAL 55 396.964 54.302

CONTROL 42 418.071 77.215

Variab1e..EAS

EXPERIMENTAL 55 378.164 64.357

CONTROL 42 406.571 90.464
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difference between the groups was not significant at the .05

level of significance, even though the experimental group

had a greater increase in mean GPA than the control group

(+.233 vs. +.137). It was concluded that the mentor program

produced positive, achievement gains, as measured by GPA

growth, that were non—significant.

HYPOTHESIS NUMBER TWO

The null hypothesis that there is no difference between

experimental and control groups on self-concept, as measured

by a comparison on pre and post SCAMIN scores on the four

variables measuring self·concept was generally accepted. As

defined in Chapter One, The SCAMIN, Secondary Form, was

administered in the Fall (late October for experimental

group, early November for control group) and Spring (late

May) of the school year to both groups. The SCAMIN is

appropriate for grades 7-12; reliability is .93 (Burros,

1977). The unique design balances three variables per item.

Twenty·two optional sub-clusters may be scored from 64
i

questions. Administration is oral; consuming 40 minutes in

time. The style of self—report may be inferred from the

main profile. The researcher sent them to the author,

Pearson-o-metrics, who arranged for Digitek Optical Scanning

scoring. Means and standard deviations of pre and post

testing were computed; differences between means were
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analyzed by use of a t-test for independent samples.

Separate t-tests and ANOVAs were performed on each variable

measuring self—concept. Summary tables 4 through 8 report

an N of 94 completed pre and post self-reports with 92

degrees of freedom. To review the research findings for the

second hypothesis, the results of the four sub-hypotheses

are reported on the following pages:

SUB·HYPOTHESIS NUMBER ONE: There is no difference between

experimental and control groups on pre and post achievement

needs variable.

For the post achievement needs variable, a t-test

produced a p—value of .059, which approached the

predetermined .05 level of significance (Table 8). An ANOVA

on postneeds also indicated that the groups were equal

(Table 4). Therefore, the null sub¥hypothesis that there is

no difference between the experimental and the control group

on per and post achievement needs is retained. Both groups

regressed on group means from pre and post testing (63 to 61

vs. 62 to 58 rounded). However, the control group regressed

a greater amount on this variable (Appendix D, Tables 8.2,

8.3). This difference is discussed in Chapter Five.
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TABLE 4

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE POSTNEEDS
VARIABLE OF SCAMIN

Source of
Variation SS DF MS F Sig of F

BETWEEN CELLS 208.77 1 208.77 3.66 .059*

WITHIN CELLS 5251.70 92 57.08

TOTAL 5460.47 93 58.71

Note. *g>.05.
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TABLE 5

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE POSTINVESTMENT
VARIABLE OF SCAMIN

Source of ‘

Variation SS DF MS F Sig of F

BETWEEN CELLS 50.53 1 50.53 .92 .339*

WITHIN CELLS 5031.34 92 54.69

TOTAL 5081.87 93 54.64

Note. *g>.05.
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SUB—HYPOTHESIS NUMBER TWO: There is no difference between

experimental and control groups on pre and post achievement

investment variable.

For the post achievement investment variable (or

failure anxiety), the t-test produced a p—value of .339,

which is greater than the .05 level of significance (Table

8). An ANOVA completed on pre achievement investment

indicated groups were equal (Table 5). For the achievement

investment means, the experimental group regressed more than

the control group from pre to post testing (60 to 57 vs. 61

to 59 rounded). Reported in Appendix D, Tables 8.2 and 8.3,

this slight difference will be discussed in Chapter 5. The

null sub-hypothesis that there is no difference between the

experimental and control groups on pre and post achievement

investment was retained.

SUB—HYPOTHESIS NUMBER THREE: There is no difference between

experimental and control groups on pre and post role

expectations variable.

For the post role expectations variable, a t-test

produced a p—value of .323, which is greater than the .05

level of significance (Table 8). An ANOVA procedure on pre

role expectations also indicated groups were equal (Table

6). Tables 8.2 and 8.3 of Appendix D report the pre and
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post group means for separate groups. From pre to post

testing, experimental and control groups regressed about the

same for this variable. Therefore, the null sub-hypothesis

that there is no difference between experimental and control

group on pre and post role expectations was retained.

SUB-HYPOTHESIS NUMBER FOUR: There is no difference between

experimental and control groups on pre and post self-

adequacy variable.

For the post self-adequacy variable, a t—test produced

a p-value of .014, which is below the .05 level of

significance (Table 8). An ANOVA on post self-adequacy also

produced a E-value of .014 (Table 7). There was a

statistically significant difference in groups on post self-

adequacy. Displayed in Appendix D, Tables 8.2 and 8.3 are

the experimental and control group means from pre to post

testing (52 to 51 vs. 49 to 47 rounded), indicating a

greater regression for the control group. An ANOVA

procedure on pre self-adequacy produced a p-value of .029,

also indicating the group means were different (Appendix D,

Table 7.1). Further analysis, using an analysis of

covariance procedure on post self-adequacy, using pre self-

adequacy as a covariate, produced a nonsignificant E-value

of .130. Based upon the t-test analysis and ANOVA

procedure, it can be concluded there is a difference between
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TABLE 6

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE POSTROLE EXPECTATIONS ·
VARIABLE OF SCAMIN ‘

Source of
Variation SS DF MS F Sig of F

BETWEEN CELLS 43.04 l 43.04 .99 .323*

WITHIN CELLS 4004.79 92 43.53

TOTAL 4047.83 93 43.53

Note. *g>.05.
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TABLE 7

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE POSTSELF·ADEQUACY
VARIABLE OF SCAMIN

Source of
Variation SS DF MS F Sig of F

BETWEEN CELLS 257.89 l 257.89 6.27 .014*

WITHIN CELLS 3784.42 92 41.13

TOTAL 4042.31 93· 43.47

Note. *g<.05.
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TABLE 8

T—TEST COMPARISON BETWEEN GROUPS ON SELF-CONCEPT AND
MOTIVATION INVENTORY QSCAMINQ POST-TEST

POST
VARIABLE GROUP N MEAN SD t DF p

ACHIEVEMENT NEEDS 1.91 92 0.059

EXPERIMENTAL 55 61.13 7.650

CONTROL 39 58.10 7.419

ACHIEVEMENT INVESTMNT -0.96 92 0.339

EXPERIMENTAL 55 57.13 6.331

CONTROL 39 58.62 8.686

ROLE EXPECTATIONS 0.99 92 0.323

EXPERIMENTAL 55 54.53 5.903 _
CONTROL 39 53.15 7.475

SELF ADEQUACY 2.50 92 0.014*

EXPERIMENTAL 55 50.62 6.488

CONTROL 39 47.26 6.307

Note. *g<.05.
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groups on the self-adequacy variable at the .05 level of

significance. The null sub—hypothesis that there is no

difference between experimental and control groups on pre

and post self-adequacy variable was rejected.

HYPOTHESIS NUMBER THREE

The null hypothesis that there is no difference between

experimental and control groups on failure rate as measured

by end of year failure rates was accepted. Failure rates,

as defined in Chapter One, were analyzed by three variables

of interest: (a) end of year student failure (retention)

rate, (b) number of students failing anywhere from one to

six classes, but not necessarily failing for the school

year, and (c) number of students failing any class. The use

of nonparametric and parametric statistical tests were used

to analyze the data.

For the first variable of interest, student failure

(retention) rate, a nonparametric procedure using an

independent samples Chi-Square test was used to determine

whether or not the observations were significantly different

from what might be expected by chance. Table 9 shows the

contingency table for the failure data (N=97). Failure

(YES) is represented by a 0 and not failing or passing (NO)

is represented by a 1. The table reports 9 out of 55
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students failing for the experimental group and 12 out of 42

students failing for the control group. Expected cell

frequencies are reported. For the experimental group, 11.9

were expected to fail and 9 did fail, which indicates the

observed is less than the expected. For the control group,

9.1 were expected to fail and 12 did fail, which indicates

the observed is more than the expected. In addition,

expected cell frequencies are reported for not failing or

passing. For the experimental group 43.1 were expected to

pass and 46 did pass, which is more than expected. For the

control group 32.9 were expected to pass and 30 passed,

which is less than expected. Table 10 reports the results

of a Chi-Square test, using 1 degree of freedom. For this

procedure, a E-value of .1480 (before Yates Correction) was

obtained, which is greater than the .05 level of

significance. Therefore, there is no significant difference

between experimental and control groups on failure

(retention) rates.

The second variable of interest was a comparison of

experimental and control groups on the number of students

failing anywhere from one to six classes, but not

A necessarily failing for the school year. A nonparametric

procedure, using a Chi-Square test to determine differences

between groups was performed. Based on a 2 x 6 contingency

table, the number of students failing l to 6 classes weref
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TABLE 9

CROSSTABULATION OF FAILURE BY METHOD

COUNT
EXP VAL
ROWPCT.
COL PCT METHOD
TOT PCT ROW

EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL TOTAL

FAIL 0 9 12 21
YES 11.9 9.1 21.6%

42.9% 57.1%
16.4% 28.6%

9 . 3% 12 . 4%

1 4 6 3 O 76
NO 43.1 32.9 78.4%

60.5% 39.5%
83.6% 71.4%
47 . 4% 39 . 9%

COLUM 55 42 97

TOTAL 56.7% 43.3% 100.0%
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TABLE 10

CHI-SQUARE TABLE OF RESULTS ON STUDENT FAILURE

VARIABLES CHI-SQUARE DF E-VALUE -

1.43450 1 0.2310

FAILURE >
2.09231 1 0.1480* (BEFORE YATES

CORRECTION)

Note. *g>.05.
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reported. The contingency table (Appendix D, Table 10.1)

revealed group differences. Of the 55 students in the

experimental group, 19 students failed a total of 28

classes. Of the 42 students in the control group, 20

students failed a total of 42 classes. A Chi-Square

procedure produced a p—value of .0376, which is below the

.05 level of significance (Appendix D,Table 10.2). while

the Chi—Square test of significance indicated a difference

between experimental and control groups on number of

students failing any classes, the analysis could not

theoretically be used due to six out of 10 cells having less

than 5 observations. According to Issac and Michael (1971),

no theoretical frequency should be smaller than 5.

Therefore, this analysis was rejected. Table 11 shows an

analysis of variance on number of students failing any class

produced a p-value of .109, which is greater than the .05

level of significance. While the groups varied on the

number of students failing any class; the experimental group

having fewer students failing fewer classes, the ANOVA

findings indicated there is no difference between groups on

the number of students failing one to six classes.

For the third variable of interest, the number of

students failing any class, an independent t-test procedure

was performed on the total number of students failing any

class; 19 out of 55 for the experimental group and 20 out of
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TABLE ll

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON NUMBER OF STUDENTS
ONE TO SIX CLASSES

Source of
Variation SS DF MS F Sig of F

MAIN EFFECTS 3.822 1 3.822 2.692 0.109

METHOD 3.822 1 3.822 2.692 0.109*

EXPLAINED 3.822 1 3.822 2.692 0.109

RESIDUAL 52.537 37 1.420

TOTAL 56.359 38 1.483
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TABLE 12

_ T-TEST COMPARI SON BETWEEN GROUPS FOR NUMBER OF STUDENTS
FAILING ANY CLASS

VARIABLE N MEAN SD t DF p

NUMBFAIL -1.67 28.91 0.107*

GROUP 1 19 1.4737 0.772

GROUP 2 20 2.1000 1.483

Note. *p>.05. ‘
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42 for the control group. Of all students who failed

classes, group 1 (experimental students) failed an average

of 1.4737, whereas group 2 (control students) failed an

average of 2.10. Group 2 students failed more classes than

group 1 students, but the difference was not significant.

The t-test procedure produced a p—va1ue of .107, which is
4

greater than the .05 level of significance. Therefore,

there is no difference between groups on number of students

failing any classes.

To review the research findings on failure rates, as an

achievement measure, tests of significance indicate that

there is no difference between experimental and control

groups on failure, as measured by end of year failure rates.

Therefore, the null hypothesis was retained.

HYPOTHESIS NUMBER FOUR

The null hypothesis that there is no relationship

between the predictor (independent) measures and the

criterion (dependent) measures was significant on one of the

three canonical correlation analyses.

For descriptive purposes, the use of a multivariate

analysis was employed because the researcher was concerned„

with linear relationships among sets of criterion variables
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and predictor variables (Green and Tull, 1970). A canonical

correlation analysis of the two schools was performed in

order to explain the relationship between two variable sets:

the predictor and the criterion. The predictor set, or X

set, contained the independent measures: METHOD, SRA EAS

(ability), SRA GSV (composite), and PRE GPA. The criterion

set, or Y set, contained the dependent measures: POST GPA,

FAILURE (student), and NUMBFAIL (class). Table 13 indicates

the canonical correlation analysis produced a p—value of

.0240, which is below the .05 level of significance.

Therefore, one canonical correlation was significant and can

explain the relationship between variable sets.

While the first canonical correlation explains with

statistical significance the relationship between the two

variable sets (p;.0240), the other canonical correlations

were not statistically significant but descriptively explain

the relationship between the two variable sets. All three

canonical correlations can be used to define or describe the

relationship between the variables. Descriptively, the

canonical correlations as reported on Table 14 indicate:

1. The first canonical correlation indicates that
students with a high pre GPA and a moderate GSV
(composite) score had a higher post GPA and failed
fewer classes. This relationship is explained at
the .05 level of significance.

2. The second canonical correlation indicates students
at Jackson had a higher EAS (ability) but failed a
larger number of classes.
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TABLE 13

CANONICAL CORRELATION ANALYSIS OF TWO SCHOOLS EXPLAINING
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TWO VARIABLE SET;

PREDICTOR AND CRITERION

LIKELIHOOD
RATIO APPROX F NUM DF DEN DF PR > F

1. 0.5007 2.1153 12 84.9555 0.0240*

2. 0.8170 1.1693 6 66 0.3334

3. 0.9972 0.0460 6 34 0.9551

Note. *g<.05.
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TABLE 14

CANONICAL STRUCTURE ON TWO SCHOOLS:
GLASGOW AND JACKSON

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE "VAR"(CRITERION) VARIABLES
AND THEIR CANONICAL VARIABLES

CC1 CC2 CC3

POST 0.9433* 0.2016 0.2636
FAIL 0.2433 -0.3107 0.9189***
NUMBFAIL -0.7751* 0.6108** -0.1613

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE "WITH" (PREDICTOR) VARIABLES
AND THEIR CANONICAL VARIABLES

W1 W2 W3

METHOD -0.0133 0.9815** 0.1045
EAS 0.1971 0.5598** -0.7741***
GSV 0.4652* 0.3426 -0.7610***
PRE 0.8615* 0.36670.2592Note.

Descriptively, the correlations indicate the
following: p

*CC1: Students with a high pre GPA and a moderate GSV
(composite) scores had a higher post GPA and failed
fewer classes. This relationship is explained at the
.05 level of significance (p;.O240).

**CC2: Students at Jackson had higher EAS (ability) but
failed a larger number of classes.

***CC3: Students with lower EAS (ability) scores and
lower GSV (composite) scores did not fail classes.

Canonical redundancy analysis indicates the criterion
variables cannot be predicted by the predictor variables.
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· 3. Overall, the third canonical correlation indicates
students with lower EAS (ability) scores and lower
GSV (composite) scores did not fail classes.

The null hypothesis, that there is no relationship

between the predictor (independent) V measures and the

criterion (dependent) measures was significant on one of the

three canonical correlations (p;.0240). Because there was a

relationship indicated between the criterion measures and

the predictor measures, the fourth null hypothesis was

rejected on the basis of this analysis. Discussion of these

findings will be reported in Chapter Five.

SUMARY OF EMPIRICAL FINDINGS

The findings of this study in relation to the original

proposal and hypotheses were contained within this chapter.

The data obtained indicate that students in the experimental

group did not differ significantly from the control group on

the first three hypotheses. The data obtained from the

fourth hypothesis explained with significance the linear

relationship between two variable sets; predictor

(independent measures) and criterion (dependent measures) ·

for the two schools.

The data obtained regarding the first hypothesis did

indicate that an increase in experimental group mean scores
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on GPA was observed between the pre and post data. The lack

of significance may be attributable to several factors;

control group contamination discussed in Chapter One, school

level effects on treatment, and a weak experimental design

to control for these factors. Additional discussion is

included in Chapter Five.

The data obtained regarding the second hypothesis did

indicate that in spite of the regression for both groups

from pre to post on SCAMIN data, the experimental group did

differ from the control group on one of the four factors

measuring self-concept, and approached significance on a

second factor. Several explanations are presented in

Chapter Five regarding the lack of overall significance,

supported with descriptive experimental data. _

The data obtained regarding the third hypothesis

relating to failure variables of interest did indicate a

difference between groups; the experimental group

experiencing less student and class failure than the control

group. The lack of significance between groups may be

attributable to the small N for groups and to school level

effects which are discussed in Chapter Five.

Results of the Value Added Analysis indicated that the

students reacted to the treatment homogeneously. There was
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no significant difference between means corrected for the

characteristics of the schools. The treatment, as studied

in this quasi-experimental design, did not work. Overall,

research findings produced non-significant gains and

differences between groups.

DESCRIPTIVE SUMARY FINDINGS

The use of two research methodologies; quantitative and

qualitative, in conjunction with one another, rather than an

exclusive emphasis on one design has been suggested as

providing more complete and useful information because it

focuses on both outcomes and processes, and adds to the

scope and breadth of the assessment (Brookover, 1980). The

descriptive information includes a teacher rated self-

concept rating scale on the experimental group and the data

analyses from the two year program students and the data

analyses from a third school, who modeled the Glasgow

program during the 1986-87 school year and who shared the

data with this researcher. Ethnographic information

including post student evaluation, post mentor evaluation,

pre and post parent surveys, and mentor participation

levels, and three interviews were collected for linkage to
A

any of the quantitative data.
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Because the purpose of this study was to conduct a

study of the efficacy of a Mentor Program model with

intermediate school underachievers, and to identify the

unique problems on assessing such a model, it was important

to look beyond the empirical data. This study was designed

to provide a data base from which to answer several research

questions. The real importance of this study can be gleaned

from the qualitative data that follows.

SELF-CONCEPT RATING SCALE

Teachers were asked to rate the mentees on the Self-

Concept Rating Scale as a pre/post measure at the

experimental school only. The rating scale was originally

developed and implemented by an Intermediate guidance

director in Fairfax County, who shared her instrument with

this researcher (M. Musgrove, personal communication,

September 19, 1986). It was adapted for Glasgow

Intermediate school and is currently used as an assessment

of student behavior with other mentor programs in the

County. The Self-Concept Rating Scale uses a five point

Likert Scale to rate eleven student classroom behaviors and

study skills, such as; "turns in assignments, cooperative

attitude, interacts positively with other," (Appendix A, p.

51).
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According to Brophy (1974), accuracy of teacher

impressions through observations correlate highly with

actual student behavioral and academic performance over

time. The same teacher was asked to rate students on the

pre and post measure in one academic class. Evaluations

were submitted to the guidance office in November and June

of the study year. Group means on the pre and post measures

were calculated and a paired t-test was performed to

determine a difference between pre program and post program

behaviors that relate to class performance. Table 15

reports the results of the analysis. On the pre measure, a

group mean of 27.47 was obtained on a scale of 55, the

highest obtainable score. On the post measure, a group mean

of 38.69 was obtained. The paired t-test produced a p·value

of .000, which is below the .05 level of significance. This

finding suggests that the teachers' perceptions of student

growth in the areas measured by the Self—Concept Rating

Scale was significant at the .05 level of significance.
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TABLE 15

PAIRED T—TEST ON GAIN FOR PRE AND POST SELF-CONCEPT
RATING SCALE FOR EXPERIMENTAL GROUP jN=55)

VARIABLE N MEAN SD t DF p

-10.31 54 0.000*

PRERATE 55 27.4727 9.828

POSTRATE 55 38.6909 8.250

Note. *p<.O5.
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TWO YEAR MENTEE FINDINGS

Chapter One presented the information on the pre-study

pilot mentor program in the Background Section. The pilot

study mentees remaining in the mentor program were evaluated

separately over the two year period on identical measures as

the experimental students in order to assess the efficacy of

a mentor model over a two year period. Table 16 shows the

results of a paired t-test on gain for the pre and post GPA

scores of the two year program mentees. For N=24, the

initial GPA group mean (PRE GPA) was 1.79 in October of

1985, when they entered the program. The post group mean

(POST GPA) was 2.41 in June of 1987. A paired t-test on

gain produced a p-value of .000, which is below the .05

level of significance. This finding suggests that for this

particular group of students, the gain in GPA over the two

year period was significant at the .05 level of

significance.

Additionally of interest was the self-concept growth

for the two year mentees, as measured by the SCAMIN. Tables

17 through 20 report the results of this analysis. Separate

paired t-tests were performed on gain for pre and post

achievement need, achievement investment, role expectations,

and self-adequacy variables. On two of the four variables

of SCAMIN that combine to make up the elements of Self-
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TABLE 16

PAIRED T—TEST ON GAIN FOR PRE AND POST GPA
FOR TWO YEAR MENTEES (N=24Q

VARIABLE N MEAN SD t DF p

-5.35 23 0.000*

PRE GPA 24 1.7908 0.399

POST GPA 24 2.4137 0.552

Note. *p< . 05 .
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Concept and Motivation, significant gains were reported.

The paired t—test for the achievement need variable

produced a E-value of .000, which is below the .05 level of

significance (Table 17). This finding indicates that the

gain in the positive regard with which a students perceives

that intrinsic and extrinsic rewards of learning and

performing in school was significant at the .05 level of

significance for these two year program students.

Table 18 reports the paired t—test results on gain for

the pre and post achievement investment variable of the

SCAMIN. The paired t—test for the achievement investment

variable produced a p-value of .040, which is below the .05

level of significance. This finding indicates that failure

anxiety increased for this two year group of students. In

comparing raw scores of the two year mentees to the one year
V

mentees on this variable, it is interesting to note that the

experimental group mean score on the post achievement

investment variable was 57. This was the same score

_ obtained by the two year mentees on the pre measure. Yet,

the post group mean score for the two year students was 61.

What this may mean is that a moderate amount of failure

avoidance is necessary in order to achieve if we attempt to

correlate this factor with the growth in the two year GPA

for this group, which was significant. This finding

regarding the moderate amount of failure anxiety is
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TABLE 17

PAIRED T-TEST ON GAIN FOR PRE AND POST ACHIEVEMENT
NEED VARIABLE OF SCAMIN (N=22)

VARIABLE N MEAN SD t DF p

-5.09 21 0.000*

PRENEED 22 56.5000 6.308

POSTNEED 22 63.0909 4.219

Note. *p< . 05 .
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TABLE 18

PAIRED T-TEST ON GAIN FOR PRE AND POST ACHIEVEMENT
INVESTMENT VARIABLE OF SCAMIN QN=22)

VARIABLE N MEAN SD t DF p

· -2.19 21 0.040*

PREINV 22 57.3636 9.240

POSTINV 22 61.3182 9.479

Note. *p< . 05.

l
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TABLE 19

PAIRED T-TEST ON GAIN FOR PRE AND POST ROLE
EXPECTATIONS VARIABLE OF SCAMIN §N=22[

VARIABLE N MEAN SD t DF p

-1.25 21 0.225*

PREROLE 22 52.0455 6.931

POSTROLE 22 54.5000 5.217

Note. *g>.O5.
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TABLE 20

PAIRED T-TEST ON GAIN FOR PRE AND POST SELF-ADEQUACY
VARIABLE OF SCAMIN QN=22Q

VARIABLE N MEAN SD t DF p

-1.87 21 0.076*

PREROLE 22 48.5909 5.261

POSTROLE 22 52.0455 7.834

Note. *g>.05.
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supported by Milchus (1968, 1987). These two variables,

achievement need and achievement investment combine to make

up the element of motivation on the SCAMIN.

For the element of self-concept on the SCAMIN, the two

variables that combine to make up this element are role

expectations and self-adequacy. On both of these variables,

the two year group produced positive, non-significant gains

at the .05 level of significance (Tables 19 and 20). Again,

it is interesting to note that a comparison between the two

year and one year mentees on raw score group means for pre

and post testing reflects the post scores for the two year

group look like the pre scores for the one year group.

MENTOR PROGRAM STUDENT EVALUATION

A student evaluation was administered in June as a

qualitative measure of the mentor program (N=87). Students

were asked 10 closed questions on a four point Likert Scale

developed by this researcher with the assistance of the

mentor committee (Appendix A, p. 54B). The response choices

ranged from A=Agree, TA=Tend to Agree, TD=Tend to Disagree

· and D=Disagree. Two open-ended questions were included,

which asked: A. What I liked best about the program

was..., and B. What I liked least about the program was...

Data collection consisted of listing individual responses,
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followed by cluster grouping those responses on the open

ended questions. Data collection for the closed questions
' consisted of tabulating the frequency of responses for each

Likert item on each question. Percentages were calculated

on the totals. Displayed in Appendix B are the row

percentages combined to total 100% for each item. For

reporting purposes, the percentage data were grouped into

two categories; agree and disagree. 4

Summarizing specific items, the student evaluation

indicated the following: For item number 1, approximately

73% of the students felt (agree/tend to agree) that the

mentor program helped them to improve one or more of their

grades, whereas 27% tended to disagree or disagreed. For

item number 2, 82% felt the mentor was interested in them,
18% tended to disagree/disagree. For item number 3, 55% of

the students met with their mentors on a regular bases, 45%

did not. For item number 9, 75% liked having a mentor, 25%

tended to disagree/disagree. For item number 10, 75% would

agree to be in the program again, 25% tended to disagree or

disagree.

The open-ended questions elicited student responses

that are included in Appendix B. In summarizing these

responses, for question A: "What I liked best about the

program," three things were obvious: (a) The students were
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encouraged by the extra support they received from the

mentor and the knowledge they gained from the group guidance

study skills lessons, (b) the students liked the softball

game with the mentors playing against the mentees, and (c)

the students liked the refreshments. Summarizing the

responses for question B: "What I liked least about the

program," the comments ranged from (a) not getting enough

help when they wanted it, and (b) having to stay after

school each week. what became evident was the finding that

while a large percentage of the students commented

positively regarding the monthly meetings after school, the

Likert question revealed 32% didn't feel remaining after

school was worth their time. This findings was supported by

a frequent response recorded for question B, "what I liked

least about the program was staying after." Overall, the

student evaluations can be viewed as positive. There were

at least 20 students who said that there was "nothing" about

the program that they disliked. The best comment, however,

is from the student who said, "I liked having someone in mycorner." ·
MENTOR PROGRAM EVALUATION

The mentors (N=54) were asked to evaluate the mentor

program on an open ended questionnaire developed by this

researcher with assistance of the mentor committee (Appendix
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A, p.52). Questions ranged from eliciting comments on the

strengths and weaknesses of the program to frustrations,

strategies, comunication, and gains from the mentorship.

The comments were sumarized in cluster groupings for each

item. Recommendations were listed, and incorporated in the

plans for the 1987-88 school year. Each mentor received a

list of the recommendations summarized from the mentor

evaluation (Appendix B). The 1987-88 Mentor Guide reflected

the recommended changes, and additions suggested by the

mentors on the mentor evaluation (i.e. calendar with all

dates for all' forms and meetings; a list of successful

strategies tried by mentors in previous years, tightening

the underachiever criteria, improved mentor/mentee matching,

getting more student comitment at the outset, homework

center, etc.). At this time, 12 of the 19 suggestions have

been operationalized in the 1987-88 Mentor Program at

Glasgow. Mentor committee members are currently making

plans to incorporate the remaining 7 suggestions. In

summarizing the mentor evaluation, overall the results are

extremely positive. The strengths as perceived by mentors

on this questionnaire appear to be in the areas of program

organization, communication, and rationale. The weaknesses

appear to center around the time factor, which was also

listed as a frustration for mentors. Mentors appeared to

have difficulty arranging weekly meetings with mentees. The ff

last question relates to gains from the mentorship
Nfß
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relationship. On this question, responses ranged from a

better understanding of the underachiever and cultural

differences in students, the rewards that come from helping

the mentee on a one—on-one bases, to observing the mentee

grow personally in that relationship, and the development of

a special bond between mentor and mentee.

PARENT EVALUATIONS

Pre and post parent evaluation surveys were sent home

and data from these surveys were collected and analyzed.

Regarding the pre evaluations, 25% of the 100 surveys sent

home were returned. An analysis of the surveys indicated

parents expressed an interest in improved communication

between school and home, help for their child, and a

willingness to attend parent meetings (Appendix B). The

post parent survey was conducted by a mentor in the Glasgow

Mentor Program as part of her Masters thesis. A twenty

question, Likert-Scale questionnaire was developed by this

masters student and this researcher (Appendix A, p. 54A).

Her findings were shared with this researcher and with the

mentor staff as well (Appendix B). Of the 100 surveys sent

home, 28% were returned. The results of this survey

indicated that parents wanted increased communication by

telephone, felt their child benefited from the mentor

program, and that they understood the "underachieving
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student" better as a result of their involvement in the

mentor program.

MENTOR PROGRAM PARTICIPATION LEVEL

As part of an accountability measure attached to the

Grant, monthly data were collected by a Glasgow counselor on

the participation level in the Mentor Program (N=100).

These data were collected on the weekly mentor/mentee after

school meetings, and did not include the within school

mentor/mentee contact times (Appendix A, p. 54A). Data were

analyzed by the total number of mentorship meetings, by

week, by month, and by quarter. Frequencies were converted

to percentages. The results of this analysis are skewed by

two· factors: (a) 14 of the 54 mentors did not turn in

reports regularly, and (b) student transfers were not

dropped, rather handled as zeros, along with no shows and

cancelled meetings; all of which are reported as "non

reports." In all, there were 784 official after school

meetings reported for the approximately 100 students in the

entire mentor program. Data for the second grading quarter

indicated the participation level was at 43.5% with six no

reports. For the third grading quarter, the participation

level was at 47.53% with six no reports. For the fourth

grading quarter, participation level was at 39.41%, with 14

no reports, which included end of school year early
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transfers (Appendix B). The findings suggest that the

participation levels were lower than expected and varied

from quarter to quarter.

THIRD SCHOOL FINDINGS

Additional data from a third school is included for

purposes of adding another dimension to the scope of this

dissertation. While not part of the original proposal, the

guidance director of this school cooperated with this

researcher in using the Glasgow Mentor Program Guide as a

model for their mentor program. Similar pre and post data

were collected and shared with this researcher. The same

methodologies and statistical procedures were employed using

GPA, SCAMIN, failure rate, and canonical analysis data.

Analyses consisted of comparisons made against the control

school. The third school, Key Intermediate, is in Area I of

Fairfax County, Virginia. Key Intermediate school differs

from Glasgow Intermediate in that the minority population is

only 15% compared with 49% at Glasgow. Additionally, it was

dropped from the Special Needs school list for the 1986-87

school year. During the 1985-86 school year, it ranked 14

out of 22, Glasgow ranking number one.

A special needs school is identified on the basis of

four factors: minority enrollment, student mobility,
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socioeconomic status, and variability in student

achievement. A statistical formula procedure converts data

from the factors, a county mean is calculated, and schools

are compared using this criteria. For the 1986-87 school

year, Glasgow ranked number one as a special needs school.

Additionally, mean national percentile SRA scores for Key

Intermediate more closely resembled those of the Jackson as

compared to Glasgow. The 1986-87 composite score was 76 and

the ability score was 78. As reported earlier, Jackson had

mean scores of 76 and 73 respectively. Glasgow's scores

were 67 and 65 respectively. Total county means were 79 and

79 respectively. The mentor program population for Key

Intermediate totaled 34 students, some of whom partioipated

in an overlapping peer counseling program, which is treated

the same. The population of underachievers consisted of 14

black students, one Hispanic student, two Asian students,

and 17 white students. Key Intermediate used the same

criteria as the study school in identifying their

underachieving population, with more emphasis on a

discrepancy between ability and achievement scores.

Therefore, they had more classic underachievers in their

mentor program.

Comparing Jackson and Key data on GPA, using post

measure as the dependent variable, an analysis of
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covariance, using pre GPA and SRA composite scores as

covariates produced non-significant results.

. Comparing Jackson and Key on self—concept as measured

by the SCAMIN, four separate analysis of variance procedures

on the four variables that combine to measure self-concept

produced the following results reported in Appendix D:

ANOVA on the post achievement need variable produced a
E-value of .004, which is below the .05 level of
significance (Table 4.1 of Appendix D).

ANOVA on the post achievement investment variable
produced a R-value of .224, which is greater than the
.05 level of significance (Table 5.1 of Appendix D).

. ANOVA on the post role expectation variable produced a
p-value of .039, which is below the .05 level of
significance (Table 6.1 of Appendix D).

ANOVA on the post self-adequacy variable produced a p-
value of .002, which is below the .05 level of
significance (Table 7.2 of Appendix D).

On three of the four variables of self-concept, the

groups were different at the .05 level of significance. The

pre test administration of the SCAMIN to Key students

occurred in December of the 1986-87 school year. No

regression was observed in comparing raw pre and post SCAMIN

scores for this group. In point of fact, the Key data

revealed pre raw scores were lower than those of Glasgow on

three of the four variables of the SCAMIN; only on

achievement investment was the group mean higher on the pre

testing for Key.
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Comparing Jackson and Key data on number of students

failing any classes (numbfail), a t-test produced a p-value

of .023, which is below the .05 level of significance

(Appendix D, Table 12.1). The table reports 20 student

failed 42 classes at Jackson and 9 students failed 11

classes at Key. The findings suggest those students who

failed classes, failed more at Jackson. Statistical

procedures on the failure variable comparing schools on

student retention rates produced non-significant results.

However, end of year retention rates revealed 6 students Out

of 34 students failed at Key, compared to 9 out of 55 at

Glasgow and 12 out of 42 at Jackson.

Lastly, a canonical correlation analysis was performed

on all three groups: Glasgow, Jackson and Key, in order to

explain the relationship among sets of criterion variables

and predictor variables (Appendix D, Tables 14.1 and 14.2).

For all three groups, the following correlations were

indicated: p
There was negative moderate correlation between post
GPA and number of classes failed (-.6493).

There is a high correlation between SRA GSV composite
score and EAS ability score (+.8050). The higher the
composite score, the higher the ability.

The first canonical correlation explains with

statistical significance the relationship between the two _
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variable sets, p=.0164 (Appendix D, Table 13.1). while the

other canonical correlations do not explain with statistical

significance, the relationship between the two variable sets

can be explained descriptively. Displayed in Table 14.2 of

Appendix D, are the canonical correlations which indicate

the following:

1. The first canonical correlation overall indicates
the higher the GSV (composite score) and pre GPA,
the higher the post GPA and the fewer number of
classes failed.

2. The second canonical correlation indicates that
students from Jackson who had high EAS ability
scores and moderately high GSV composite scores
filed more often and failed a greater number of
classes.

·
3. The third canonical correlation indicates that

overall students with lower GSV composite scores
and moderately high pre GPA scores failed fewer
classes. We do not know where this is.

Canonical analysis on two schools (Jackson and Key) are

reported in Table 14.2 of Appendix D.

Canonical redundancy analysis indicates that the

criterion variable can not be predicted by the predictor

variables. The findings may be utilized for explanation,

not prediction. The findings from this analysis were

helpful in explaining relationships.
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SUMARY

One of the purposes of this study was to establish

efficacy of a Mentor Program model with intermediate school

underachievers. The findings provided by the descriptive

summary reported in this chapter served to provide linkage

to the empirical findings of this study in relation to the

original purpose. Based upon the relevant findings provided
8

by the descriptive summary, which included quantitative and

qualitative methodologies, the results of this study were

enhanced. Chapter Five will present a discussion of the

conclusions and recommendations based upon these findings.



CHAPTER V - SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSION,
IMPLICATIONS, RECOMENDATIONS, AND

RESEARCHER'S COMMENTARY

INTRODUCTION

A summary of this study, conclusions based upon the

findings, discussion, implications, and researcher's

commentary based upon this study are contained within this

chapter.

SUMARY OF THE STUDY

,
The search for affective education program models has

grown more intense with the increasing focus on the

underachiever. A few studies seem to indicate that a Mentor

Program has affective consequences, but empirical

assessments are lacking. An attempt to operationalize the

research findings on affective interventions with

intermediate school underachieving students was the mentor

model herein described. It was the purpose of this study to

conduct an assessment of a Mentor Program on self—concept
I

and achievement of middle school underachievers and to

identify the unique problems on assessing such a model. It

was expected that the findings would be useful in

establishing efficacy of a mentor model, and serve as a

190
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guide to further improve the empirical assessment of future

mentor programs.

The study utilized a quasi—experimental nonequivalent

control group design. It involved one experimental and one

control group from different schools. Since the students

were not randomly selected for the study, and the treatment

took place at the school level, instead of the student

level, the random unit became, technically, the school.

Overall effects of the treatment, the mentor program, were

tested at the school level. The cognitive and affective

performance of students in each group were compared on pre-

test/post-test measures. Data were collected analyses were

made on achievement and self·concept variables. On three of

the four hypotheses, nonsignificant gains were reported in

Chapter Four. The findings of the four hypotheses, stated

in the null form, are presented in this chapter followed by

a discussion drawn from the findings. Recommendations for

future practice and further research are drawn from the

conclusions, discussion, implications of this study.

Conclusions relative to findings for each hypothesis must be

viewed in terms of unexpected, unplanned events and outcomes
U

that can be attributed to characteristic school effects.

Alternative explanations are offered for each hypothesis.

This chapter concludes with a researcher's comentary.
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The value added analysis estimated effects of a

treatment indirectly through comparing observed effects of

the treated group with predicted untreated effects of the

group. —The predicted untreated effects are found through

. regression estimates based on relationships of the criterion

variable, which is the post-test GPA to group

characteristics established in the control or comparison

group. It was found that the variables explained 75% of the

variance on post-GPA. The results of a t-test analysis

comparing the predicted values of each group indicated the

means of the predicted values of the control versus

experiment groups were equal, p;.7501. Results of this

analysis indicated that the students reacted to the

treatment homogeneously; there was no significant difference

between means corrected for the characteristics of the

schools. A t—test indicated that the difference between the

Lmeans was significantly different from zero indicating there

was a zero difference, p=.8373. There was no treatment

difference between populations, as studied in this design.

Due to the conditions in which it was applied, the

difference in growth, although slight, was not significant.

The implications from these results strongly suggest that

the study design needs to be re—examined.
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SUMMARY OF EMPIRICAL DATA

HYPOTHESIS NUMBER ONE: There is no difference between

experimental and control groups on GPA gain, adjusted for

initial pre SRA, SRA composite and ability scores.

For hypothesis number one, several explanations are

offered for the non-significant gains in academic

achievement as measured by grade point average. while it

was a fair, reasonable assumption to expect comparable

underachiever populations for both groups, a comparison of

initial SRA ability and composite scores between groups

revealed the differences approached significance, placing

the experimental group at a possible disadvantage. Using

the pre measure as the dependent variable, ANOVA procedures

on initial SRA ability and composite scores produced

probability levels of p;.O74 and p=.066 respectively. Mean

discrepancy between experimental and control groups in SRA

composite growth scale value score (GSV) was approximately

21 points. Mean discrepancy between experimental and

control groups in SRA ability growth scale value score (EAS)

was approximately 28 points. The April, 1987, Fairfax

County Intermediate School SRA scores reported a mean

composite score of 67 percentile points and a mean ability

score of 65 percentile points for Glasgow. A mean composite

score of 76 percentile points and mean ability score of 73
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percentile points were reported for Jackson. The County

total average was 79 percentile points on composite and 79

percentile points on ability (Appendix B). As it turned

out, Jackson contained more average underachievers in the

sample compared to a larger percentage of below average

underachievers in the Glasgow sample. It makes sense to

assume that if you have a higher ability group and you let

them go with an intervention, they have a better chance to

move faster.

Time is also a factor to consider with underachievers.

The research of Pecault, (1979), reveals it takes 6 months

to two years to turn an underachieving student around in

attitude and academic performance. Furthermore, research

revealed a change in attitude precedes a change in grades

(Pecault 1979; Rimm, 1984). The findings in this study are

consistent with the literature on affective interventions

using GPA as a measure of academic growth. Wilson (1986)

reported 7 of the 15 studies involving underachievers had

positive gains. The importance of follow-up was

demonstrated in three investigations in which the

researchers reported positive results that were not evident

immediately at post treatment. For this study, a follow—up

of the 26 students remaining at the experimental school

revealed that the group mean GPA at the end of the 1987-88

first quarter grading period was 2.2 (Appendix B). This is
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compared to the post study GPA of 2.029 for the experimental

group.

A third factor relative to the findings, and probably

the most important, was the unexpected discovery that the

control group had experienced another treatment that

paralleled some of the efforts of the mentor program. This

information was uncovered and verified in June of 1987.

While no mentoring in the form of a formalized mentor

program existed, a career intervention that contained self-

concept and achievement objectives was operating under a

Minority Students Academic Achievement and Aspirations

Grant. This took the form of a series of career preparation

activities, counselor-student meetings and monitoring of

grades, and community tutors for some of the control

subjects. Hence, the control group was contaminated. Two
‘

speculations are offered for this intervening variable: (a)

There was an unclear understanding by the control school

contact person as to what a control group meant in terms of

no intervention or treatment, and (b) the desire to provide

an intervention to an identified group of underachievers was

a response to the mandate to address minority achievement in

Fairfax County Public Schools. As it turned out, it was not

a pure control group because of the dedication of the staff

-to the underachiever and to the County mission. Rather than

having a control group, some variation on mentoring out of
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natural concern existed for the students. It is very

difficult in a public school setting to leave students with

no support at all. The implications are that this factor

created compounding effects on the achievement data,

rendering somewhat inconclusive results from the data

analyses.

This leads to the fourth factor to consider relative to

the GPA findings. A pattern at Glasgow revealed that the

second quarter grades have been consistently lower than the

first quarter grades. This school effects phenomena was

— confirmed by observations and records kept by the guidance

director (P. Hickey, personal comunication, June 25, 1987).

The second quarter grade drop is attributed to several

factors: (a) First quarter is a review period at the

experimental school, (b) new material is covered the second

quarter, which includes an additional academic health unit

in physical education classes, and (c) the enthusiasm

accompanying the beginning of school generally subsides

during the second quarter. Second grading period is seen as

a "rude awakening" to students.

A fifth factor relating to school level effects was the

abnormal pattern of grade assignment by a specific teacher

of mathematics. Of the 43 students who failed (retentions)

the entire school year at Glasgow, 15 of these students were
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assigned final F grades by a single teacher. Of those 15
4

who failed, 4 students were in' the experimental group. Of

the 55 students in the experimental group 13 had this

teacher for math, which most likely affected GPA. This is

based on the fact that this single teacher assigned Ds and

Fs to 80% of his students the fourth grading quarter with

only one student of 103 students earning an A. This type of

school effects factor not only influenced the fourth quarter

GPA, but the failure rate as well for the mentee population.

A careful examination of records and data revealed no

comparable anomaly at the control school.

HYPOTHESIS NUMBER TWO: There is no difference between

experimental and control groups on self-concept, as measured

by a comparison of pre and post SCAMIN scores on each of the

four variables measuring self-concept.

For Hypothesis number two, several alternative

explanations are offered. First, overall scores were higher

on the pre test than the post test for both experimental and

control groups. On the four major variables, the

experimental group started out higher than the control group

on three of the variables. The initial experimental group

scores were higher for the 1986-87 pilot pre-study group.

According to Milchus (1987), when you start off high, it is

more difficult to obtain growth on the SCAMIN. In a
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predictive sense, it suggests that students did, in fact,

feel good about school at the outset. As the principal of

Glasgow stated, "They jumped out at the starting gate"

(Johnson, 1986). Students were ready to achieve, and the

first quarter grades correlate with their positive self-

report on the pre SCAMIN test. This finding supports the_

research by J. Jones, (1970), regarding self-perception

being an accurate predictor of academic achievement as

measured by GPA.

On the SCAMIN post test the regression can be explained

by several factors. Administration of the pre test occurred

six weeks earlier than during the pilot pre-study. Hence,

the "aura" of the beginning of school still existed. The

experimental students were identified at interim time, four

weeks into the new school year. They were then matched with

a mentor, and administered the SCAMIN. More simply stated,

- the "honeymoon period" was still in effect, coupled with the

general atmosphere of enthusiasm and excitement in a new

school year.

A second factor was the high expectations of the mentor

program that existed in the school from the overall good

feelings and successes of the pilot pre study. The program

reputation preceded the experimental group. Some mentees
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were unofficially assigned to mentors before the program

started.

A third factor affecting outcomes on the SCAMIN was the

test-retest practice effect or Hawthorne Effect. First year

and second year mentees at the experimental school were

administered the pre test together in one sitting. A

certain observable bravado existed on the part of these two

year students, which may have influenced the testing

performance of the experimental group.

A fourth factor relating to post self-reports was the

anxiety factor relating to fourth quarter failure,

previously discussed in hypothesis number one. In Fairfax

County Public Schools, if a student fails English or Math on

the final grade report, he/she fails for the school year.

Considering the fourth quarter teacher and school effects,

self-concepts may have decreased on self—reports, as the

reality of the situation was perceivedx by mentees in the

form of anxiety and other self-concept variables. Overall,

both schools experienced regression; the control school

experiencing a greater regression than the experimental

school. A summary discussion of the four sub-hypothesis

findings are presented in the following discussion:
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THE FIRST SUB-HYPOTHESIS: There is no difference between

experimental and control groups on pre and post achievement

needs variable.

The first factor, achievement needs, is the positive

regard with which a student perceives the intrinsic and

» extrinsic rewards of learning and performing in school. On

this factor, the tests of significance produced a

probability level of p;.059, approaching the .05 level of

significance (Table 8). Separate t-tests procedures were

performed within groups on achievement needs comparing pre

testing to post testing gains. Displayed in Tables 8.2 and

8.3 of Appendix D are the analyses for the experimental and

control groups which produced differences in p-values

(p;.155 vs. p;.043). While no significant regression was

reported in the experimental group, the greater regression

observed in the control group may have contributed to the

between group difference that approached significance. The

fact that the regression factor for the experimental group

was not sufficient enough to suffer any significant loss on

this variable can be regarded as positive. This is one of

two factors combined to make up the element of motivation on

the SCAMIN.
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THE SECOND SUB—HYPOTHESIS: There is no difference between

experimental and control groups on pre and post achievement

investment variable.

The second factor that combines to make up motivation

is achievement investment. Achievement investment (formerly

labeled failure avoidance) is the awareness and concern

toward shunning the embarrassment and sanctions which are

associated with failure in school. When achievement

investment is extremely high without support from the self-

concept, realistic avoidance becomes anxious fear. Anxious

fear of failure anxiety stifles achievement (Milchus, 1968).

On the achievement investment variable, the control

group scores were initially higher than experimental group

scores. Separate t-test procedures performed on gain scores

for pre and post tests within groups produced a difference

between the groups on the regression factor. The t-test

procedures on experimental and control groups produced p-

values of (p;.017 vs. p;.230 respectively). These findings

suggest that there was a significant drop in failure anxiety

for the experimental group and not for the control group on

achievement investment. The significant reduction in

failure anxiety can be viewed as positive, as long as it

remains in the moderate range. The findings suggest that

while individual experimental students may be worried about
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failing at post testing, overall raw scores suggest the

experimental group did not increase in failure anxiety on

this variable (Appendix D, Table 8.2). Perhaps the failure

concern was reflected in the regression data on the role

expectations or self-adequacy variables.

It appears that experimental students were less anxious

than control students as reported on this reported on this

variable at pre testing. Could the assignment of a mentor

at the outset of the study have contributed to a lower

initial score for the experimental group (i.e. they were

less concerned about failure now that they had a mentor to

help them)? It is possible to speculate that this matching

process affected the pre testing data, as experimental

students were identified, applications were accepted, and

mentors were assigned prior
toi

the week of the SCAMIN

administration. The speculation is that perhaps these

experimental students remained somewhat relaxed with regard

to this variable. This is substantiated by the within group

and between group post testing scores (Table 8; Appendix D,

Tables 8.1, 8.2).

THE THIRD SUB-HYPOTHESIS: There is no difference between

experimental and control groups on pre and post role

expectations variable. _
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The third sub-hypothesis regarding role expectations

refers to the positive acceptance of the aspirations and

demands that the student thinks others--significant others-

expect of him. The findings suggest there is no difference

between groups on this variable. While the raw scores

reflect regression for both groups, the t-test procedure

produced a p-value of .041 on the gain scores for the

experimental group, which is significant at the .05 level

of significance. This indicates that there was a difference

from pre to post on this variable (Appendix D, Table 8.3).

No significant difference was found for the control group,

p=.155. The findings suggest the experimental students felt

that "significant others" were expecting too much or perhaps

this was a reflection of failure anxiety. Looking at it

from another perspective, mentors are, by nature, less

judgmental. One of the objectives of the mentorship is the

transference of the adult relationship to teachers. This

could include adult and teacher expectations. Maybe through

this mentorship relationship, mentees became less concerned

about what others think of them, as they acquired more

honest appraisals of themselves. Raw scores on the role

expectations variable indicated the experimental group

viewed the aspirations and demands others placed on him/her

_ more positively than the control group, but not

significantly different.
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THE FOURTH SUB-HYPOTHESIS: There is no difference between
A

experimental and control groups on pre and post self-

adequacy variable.

Self—adequacy is the positive regard with which a

student views his present and future probabilities of

success. On this variable, the findings indicate there is a

difference between groups, at the .05 level of significance

on self-adequacy, (p;.Ol4) (Tables 7 and 8). Although both

groups regressed on this variable, the control group

experienced a greater regression than the experimental group

from pre to post testing. Conclusions based on findings

regarding the difference between the groups on the post

measure suggest that the mentor program had some perceptible

effect on self·adequacy on between groups analyses. On the

post test, students in the experimental group viewed their

present and future probabilities of success more positively

than students in the control group. A review of separate

experimental and group gains from pre and post resulting

from t-test analyses, produced no significant differences

within groups.

Several explanations were offered in an interview with

p Dr. Milchus, the SCAMIN author (N. Milchus, personal

communication, August 17, 1987). He explained that when

there is individual counseling and introspection in the form
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of self—evaluation, a student is more inclined to be less

- defensive. He speculated: "The high pre test SCAMIN scores

are more of a reflection of the 'aura' of the new school

year, rather than the realistic appraisal of potentially

failing." The post test for the experimental group revealed

less extreme scores, which can be viewed as a positive sign.

The lopping off of extreme scores, as reflected in the

standard deviation, may indicate the students are dealing

with reality on the post testing. Milchus (1987) is

suspicious of extreme scores. He explained that self-

concepts may go down before they go up because a student may

· be harder on himself as bravados are penetrated. Defense

mechanisms decrease and the student assumes a more realistic

view of himself. (Milchus, Farrah, Reitz, 1968,A p. 7).

Overall, the findings suggest more mature responses on the

post testing.

HYPOTHESIS NUMBER THREE: There is no idifference between

experimental and control groups on failure rate as measured

by end of year failure rates.

Three variables of interest relating to failure were

tested. On all three variables, student failure

(retention), number of students failing one to six classes,

and number of students failing any class. Even though the

experimental group experienced less student retention (16%
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vs. 29%), less classes failed by students who failed any

class (13% vs, 6%), and less failed by students, (1.4 vs.

2.1), the findings indicate the differences for each of the

variables of interest were not significant (2;.05).

However, the fact that the experimental students experienced

a reduction in failure that impacted the overall school

failure rate is of practical significance, since these were

the students who were identified as failing academic

subjects and who were at risk of failing for the school year

(Johnson, 1986). q

HYPOTHESIS NUMBER FOUR: There is no relationship between

the predictor (independent) measures and the criterion

(dependent) measures.

The results of canonical correlation analyses indicated

that the first canonical correlation explains with

statistical significance the relationship between tow

variable sets, (2;.0240). The findings indicated students

with high pre GPAs and moderate composite scores failed

fewer classes. While the second· and third canonical

correlations were not statistically significant, they do

help to define the populations, and are consistent with the

data analyses previously reported.
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Specifically, group means calculated on initial

composite scores of students in both groups revealed the

Jackson students had higher EAS (ability) scores than

Glasgow students in the study (407 vs. 378). Of interest is

the description set forth in the third canonical

corrclation; that students with lower EAS (ability) and

lower GSV (composite) scores did nct fail classes. This

makes sense if one considers that Glasgow students (N=55)

initially had overall lower ability and composite scores and

failed fewer classes than the Jackson students (N=42). The

implications generated from these findings suggest that the

mentor program may have reduced the failure rate for these

students and for those students who had high ability and

moderate composite scores. In addition, the implications of

these findings suggest that the mentor program may have had

an impact on post GPA and on reducing the potential for

failure on experimental students who had high initial GPAs

and moderate composite scores. However, canonical

redundancy analysis indicates the criterion variables cannot

be predicted by the predictor variables.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions relative to the findings were

drawn from this research study:
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Conclusions Relative to Hypothesis Number One

The findings of the study with regard to the first

hypothesis, employing empirical analyses of the cognitive

measure of achievement using GPA, were not inconsistent with

the sparse research on assessment studies with affective

interventions. WHile only a few studies reported empirical

gains, others experienced qualitative gains. Because GPA is

a widely-used base measure of academic student performance,
(

and because of positive results in the pilot pre·study, this

measure was chosen as a variable in this study. It was

expected that underachieving students left alone might get

worse or, at best, stay the same. The contamination of theN\\

control group almost nullified this comparison

andcontributedto inconclusive analyses. The fact that the i

experimental group made greater gains in GPA (13% vs. 6%) is

positive. 6

The discussions and implications regarding the findings

offer several alternative explanations to the nonsignificant

gains. Conclusions generated from this analysis center

around four factors: (a) The difference in the ability
‘

level of underachievers at both schools may have been a

negative factor affecting treatment effects on GPA growth

(experimental students were initially lower in all predictor

variables; GPA, ability and composite scores); (b) time
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(duration of study) of treatment may have been a negative

factor on significantly improving GPA; more time was needed

to effect an increase in GPA; (c) control group

contamination skewed results, making the analyses somewhat

inconclusive; measurement of two treatments instead on one,

and (d) school level effects, such as teacher effects, may

have negatively impacted GPA growth; specifically the fourth

quarter grade report, which would have an impact on GPA and

failure rate. In spite of these implications and con-

clusions, the mentor program produced positive achievement

gains, as measure by GPA growth, that were non-significant.

Although slight, there is a hint that the treatment was

beneficial.

Conclusions Relative To Hypothesis Number Two

The findings of the study regarding the second

hypothesis empirically measuring the affective domain of

self—concept through the use of pre test/post-test

administration of the SCAMIN were not surprising when the

high pretest scores were analyzed. The discussion and

implications regarding SCAMIN performance. several

alternative explanations were offered for the nonsignificant

gains. The following implications and conclusions were

generated:
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1. High initial pre test self-concept scores may not
have been a realistic appraisal of student failure,
and could be viewed with skepticism (Milchus,
1987). In addition, inflated scores on the pre
test make post test growth more difficult.

2. Beginning of school effects may have interfered
with a realistic self-appraisal on the pre test.
The "aura" of beginning of school effects may have
affected the pre testing. The administration of
the pre test may have taken place too early in the
school year before this effect had worn off.

3. High program expectations may have influenced pre
and post testing. The program's reputation
preceded the study, and

4. More mature, honest responses may have been
reflected in the post scores as a result of the
group guidance sessions and self-evaluations of the
mentees throughout the treatment.

In this regard, it makes sense that a student's self-

concept might go down before it goes up, as introspection

and self-assessment forces a more realistic self-concept of

ability self-appraisal. Dr. Milchus (1987) offered this

description of the SCAMIN findings: "The scores look like

the morning after...I thought I was pretty good." He

referred to this as the John Henry Effect.

Conclusions Relative To Hypothesis Number Three

The findings with regard to the third hypothesis

empirically measuring failure rates have generated the

following implications conclusions, which are viewed in a

larger perspective. Compared to students in the 1985 pilot
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pre-study, students in the mentor program continued to

improve their failure rate. In the 1985-86 program, 25% of

the mentees (N=80) failed compared to 16% of the mentees (N-

100) in the 1986-87 program, a reduction of 36%. In the

Ellen Glasgow Intermediate School Evaluation Report for

1986-87, the principal reported, "As in 1986, the end-of-

year failure data suggest a positive impact of the mentor

program on the 'F variab1e,' which includes overall school

failures. Not only has it contributed to fewer Fs, but it

has also oontributed to the reduction in failure from 5.8%

in 1986 to 5.0% in 1987. Longitudinally, the mentor program

has contributed significantly to a reduction in the school's

failure rate from 7.2% in 1985 to 5.0% in 1987" (Johnson,

1987, p. 2).

Displayed in Appendix B are the school wide failure

rates for Glasgow and Jackson Intermediate schools along

with Fairfax County retention rates. The implication is

that the treatment, while not producing statistical

significance, did, in fact, produce practical significance.

Johnston, Markle and Means (1981) suggest that it is not

statistical significance but "practical significance" that

is important to practitioners (p. 2).
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Conclusions Relative To Hypothesis Number Four

The conclusions drawn from the discussions relating to

the fourth hypothesis have helped to define and explain

which students in the sample were affected by the treatment.

It appears that initial GPAs and composite scores had the

most influence on predicting GPA growth and reducing failure

rate. However, canonical redundancy analysis indicates that

the criterion variable can not be predicted by the predictor

variables for future studies. The findings may be utilized

for explanation, but not for prediction. This analysis was

helpful in further speculating on treatment effects, and in

making recommendations with regard to the importance of

streamlining the criteria used in the identification process
I

for underachievers.

Based upon empirical research findings regarding the

four hypotheses, it was concluded that the mentor program

produced positive, nonsignificant gains at the experimental

school; results which are better than those of the control

school, but not significantly better.

DESCRIPTIVE SUMARY CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions drawn from the quantitative and

qualitative analyses are mutually reinforcing. Chapter Four
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reported the findings obtained from the descriptive data,

which included the data analyses obtained from the

following: (a) Mentor Program teacher rated self concept

scales, mentor, student and parent evaluations, and program

participation levels; (b) two year mentee assessments on

achievement and self concept measures; and (c) the third

school assessments on achievement, self concept and failure

rates. While Mentor Program evaluation and the two year

mentee data analyses were an integral part of this study

from the outset, the third school relevant data was

uncovered in the investigation's course. Conclusions

regarding the quantitative and qualitative analyses,

followed by recommendations based upon these conclusions are Ä

contained within the following pages.

Conclusions Relative To Self Concept Rating Scale

The positive, significant results from the teacher

rated Self Concept Scale supports the research by Brophy

(1974) regarding accuracy of teacher observations on student

self-concept and predictive ability of academic achievement.

The conclusions regarding the variable of self-concept in

this study supports the findings in an evaluation study by

Valenzuela-Smith, (1983) on Junior High Latino students. In

this study, while students showed no measurable self-concept
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gains, teacher‘s behavioral ratings reflected a positive

correlation between attitude and report cards grades.

Conclusions Relative to Two Year Mentees

The conclusions drawn from the two year mentor program

analyses supports the literature on longitudinal studies

with mentoring programs with underachieving students (Obler,
‘

Francis, wishengrad, 1977). In this study, underachieving

high school seniors were moved on to college and placed in a

teach/mentor/counselor program. Students were compared

against a control group over a five term period.·

Fluctuations were noted in GPAs in the third term, however,

by the fifth term, GPA increased. Recommendations are for

future studies of this nature to cover a two year period,

with follow-up.

The conclusions drawn regarding the SCAMIN data on the

two year and Key Intermediate students suggest time is a

factor in stabilizing self—concepts and that the beginning

of school is not necessarily a good time to get a true

measure of self concept. Rather than a realistic appraisal

of failing, positive feelings are probably confounded by the

"aura" of the new school year. This conclusion is supported

by an interview with Milchus, (1987).
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Conclusions Relative to Mentor Program
Student Evaluations

Q.
Conclusions drawn from the student evaluations in this

study are consistent with the research on formal mentoring

programs at most levels (Boston, 1976; Torrance, 1984;

Oestereicher, 1985). A dominant reoccurring theme both in

the literature and supported in this study was the student's

perception that somebody cared. Additionally, students

would recommend a mentor program to others. Clearly,

participation levels of mentees and mentors were lower than

expected. Reported participation levels by mentor and by

students were fairly consistent on separate data. Students

reported after school participation at 55%, mentors reported

44% afterschool participation. The difference can be

attributed to missing reports and "no reports" included in

the data collection totals.

Conclusions Relative to Mentor Evaluations

yThe conclusions drawn from the positive mentor

evaluations in this study support the research on mentoring

by Melia (1980) and Kram (1983). Not only does the mentor

help to shape the development and growth of the protege or

mentee, but there are mutual gains from a mentorship.

Mentors and mentees both derive benefits from the
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mentorship. For the mentor, it was the satisfaction of

helping someone grow as they got to know students on a more

personal level. For the mentee, it was a sense of support

by someone who cared, and a feeling of greater involvement

in the school through the monthly activities. A

serendipitous outcome of this study was professional growth

in terms of the mentor better understanding the

underachieving student and learning strategies to deal with

failing students. These conclusions support the findingsofa

study by Alleman, Cochran, Doverspike and Newman(1984),which

suggests that mentoring is a behavioral phenomenon,

not dependent on personality traits. The difference in

mentors and nonmentors was found in what they did, not who

they were. The evidence presented in this study on this

variable suggests that mentoring skills can be learned.

Conclusions Relative to Parent Evaluations

The conclusions and regarding parent surveys clearly

indicate more parent involvement is needed. Recommendations

· are for future studies involving increased parent

participation. This was one of the weaker links of the

study.
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DESCRIPTIVE SUMARY RECOMENDATIONS

Conclusions relating to descriptive data have allowed

this researcher to make the following recommendations.

Recommendations based upon conclusions from descriptive,

qualitative findings and speculations are linked with

empirical data when appropriate to add to the scope and

breadth of the investigation's findings. Recommendations

for future practice and further studies are included:

Recommendations For Self Concept Assessment

Recommendations regarding qualitative teacher rated

self-concept measures include the use of such a measure on

the control school for comparison purposes. The additional

use of this kind of instrument adds to the battery of

assessments and provides a different perspective on student

self-concept, as evidenced in the classroom. The use of

mentors rating their perceptions of mentee's attitude and

ability on a pre/post ten item Likert type questionnaire is

supported in the literature in a study of high school

underachievers by Turkel and Abramson (1986).
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RECOMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Recommendations For Future Study Designs
4 and Investigative Procedures

Recomendations based upon the findings from this study

regarding pre self-concept administration attests to the

preference of a December pre testing in an attempt to

control for the beginning of school effects. Both the two

year students and the Key Intermediate students were

administered a pre SCAMIN in December and scores were more

realistic for both groups compared to the experimental

group. Based upon the results of the two year and third

school data analyses, future study designs should include a

minimum of three experimental and three control schools to

control for school effects. '

Recommendations For Practice and Further Research

Recommendations for an increased level of participation

merit consideration in future program planning. A

relationship to look at in future studies would be the link

between quarterly GPA's and participation levels.

_ Furthermore, recommendations regarding the value of the

mentor relationship on the part of the mentee can not be

undermined by the lack of statistical significance on any
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quantitative measure. This outcome supports the adult

development literature on mentoring (Daloz, 1983, 1986;

Merriam, 1983).

Recommendations for inservices on mentoring strategies

for underachieving students as part of staff development is
I

encouraged as a result of the mentor evaluations.

Additionally, the mentors have an ownership in the program

when they can make suggestions for improvement and they are

acted upon.

RESEARCHER'S COMENTARY

I
The assessment measures provided quantitative data

which showed that the mentor program did not make a

significant difference when two schools were compared. when

the additional data from a two-year group and a third school

were added, statistical data from a two-year group and a

third school were added, statistical differences were noted

in several of the analyses, which showed the mentor program

did make a difference. When qualitative data in the form of

ethnographic information were added, program evaluation

revealed the mentor program did make a positive impact on

the experimental school.
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Had there been tighter controls over the control

school, a more comprehensive study design to control for

school effects; three experimental and three control

schools, the use of an achievement measure that uses

something in addition to or instead of GPA, a December pre

test SCAMIN administration to control for beginning of

school effects, and a greater commitment on the part of the

mentors and mentees at the outset of the program,

speculation is that the achievement and self-concept

measures might have been statistically different between

experimental and control groups.

The populations in this study were somewhat different

in ability and achievement levels for the two groups. It is
w

recommended that future studies focus on refining the

underachiever criteria using a discrepancy formula. Low

achievers and underachievers could be identified and

separated out in the analyses.

The canonical analysis indicated that students who had

a high pre GPA and moderate to high SRA composite scores

failed fewer classes and had a higher post GPA. In

contrast, students with lower ability and composite scores

did not fail many classes, but a high post Gpa was not an

outcome. Rather their GPA's remained about the same. It is

this researcher's speculation that based on this analyses
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and a cursory look at individual pre and post GPAs in both
n

experimental and control schools, pre GPA scores were an

important factor in potential for GPA growth. Considering

the wide F range numerically (0-63), failing students are at

a disadvantage at GPA growth. They could be improving from

a 50% to 60% and not effect a grade change, whereas another

student could improve from an 80% to 90%, effecting a grade

change from C to B, thereby effecting a change in GPA. It

takes a lot of high grades to increase a GPA. GPA is a

cumulative average. To change GPA in one year is much

harder than changing achievement. Mentor Program students

who started out with low GPA's, with low ability and

composite scores did not make much GPA progress. whereas,

students with high pre GPA‘s and moderate to high ability

and composite scores had higher post GPA's. g

To control for ability and pre GPA differences,

achievement measures should include pre and post composite

scores on a standardized achievement test. Findings of this

study revealed near significance on SRA composite score

differences between groups. Achievement as measured on a

continuum adds another dimension to the cognitive

measurement and can better control for ability differences

in the underachieving population.
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One argument against experimental methods in ·

educational research in the social sciences is that control

is possible in only very limited degrees where human beings

are concerned (Sax, 1968). To the extent that this

researcher could not control for the extraneous variables at

the control school, one could argue that the data were

inconclusive. In effect, there were two treatments going

on. There is a small chance that the treatment provided

cognitive gains. There is a growth factor associated with

GPA. However, under the experimental conditions that it was

applied, the difference in growth, although slightly

different, was notable.

Although there were hints of the treatment being

beneficial, the treatment did not have an adequate positive

effect that one could argue to use it from the empirical

data. However, bringing in the additional data on the two

year students and the third school, coupled with the

positive qualitative data on the experimental school makes a

case for future studies of this type with recommended
I

changes. There was enough of a gain to warrant replication

of this study under a multiple schools randomized design.

The two year data and third school data substantiate this

recommendation. Under a multiple schools design the

treatment might result in statistical significance on

similar measures of achievement and self-concept.
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similar data within a two year period to determine changes

that occurred over time be conducted. The design error in

this study; that technically N=l rather than N=97, was

discovered after the fact.

A dearth of assessment studies involving mentoring

programs at the intermediate level, plus inconsistencies

with studies using achievement and self-concept measures

with affective interventions on underachievers, and the

recommendations for designs that include experimental and

control groups in the literature, provide strong

implications for further well-designed studies involving

_ mentoring programs with underachievers. The state of the

art is such that mentoring programs for underachievers in

the public school currently exist in the states of Virginia,

Maryland, Minnesota, New York, California, and others. The

development of these programs has created a need for future

assessment studies. The need becomes greater as affective

programs strive to maximize the benefits for the individual

so that all students, majority and minority, have the

opportunity to perform academically at higher levels.

As a preventative and alternative approach for special

education, this kind of alternative service delivery model

is recommended in the literature for students who need extra
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services to succeed in school but who do not qualify for

special education services. while no hard data exist, it

was felt by the school psychologist at Glasgow Intermediate

that the number of new behavioral referrals to the local

screening committee has been reduced since implementation of

the mentor program. Questions for subsequent studies are:

1. Do programs of this type reduce the number of
completed new referrals to special education local
screening committees?

2. How can staff development be measured through
participation in a mentor program which brings
regular education and special education teachers
together in discovering strategies for dealing with
underachieving students?

· 3. what are the longitudinal effects of mentor program
participation for the mentee?

This one-year study on the efficacy of a mentor program

on underachievers does not suggest that the model is

inappropriate for intermediate students. It does, however,

reveal the difficulties and problems inherent in assessment

of affective education programs on underachievers in the

public setting. The findings and conclusions drawn from

this study have been useful for program evaluation and have

served as a guide to further improve the empirical

assessment of future mentor programs.
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"Individuala learn who they are fru the

way they are treated hy the other important

people in their l1ves...so¤eti¤es called

°si.g¤1£icant others'. It an individual ia

to have a strong sel£—concept, he needa „

love, respect and acceptance fron signiticant

others in his/her life."

Author unknown
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INTRDDUCTION

The Mentor Guide hae been prepared as part of en effort to provide

nininal guidelines for helping the underachieving students at Glasgow

Internediate. The Guide ls dlvided into six sections: a progren d1e—

cuseion followed by five phsses. The flrat eection of the Guide,

Progran Ratlonale, includee background, progran design, definitions,

goals and objectives end suggested work plans. The Activities Sectione

coqsrise Phaees I and II and Reference Sections coeprise Phaees III,

IV and V.

The second section, Phase I, Gett:I._qg Started, includes ware-up and

. reletion·bu1ldi.ng activities. The third section, Phaee II, Honitogg,

inclndee acttvltiea to provide sone ldese for structure end accountability.

(A Iesource Bank kept in the library contains extended activitlee for your

reference). The fäurth section, Phase III, Coemicatione, is for your—

infornation and update. The fifth section, Phase IV, Evaluation, containe

progren evaluation surveys and sssessnents. The slxth section, Phase V,

Research, includes related journal articles and current research.

The purpoee of this guide 1e two·fold: As s pr•—serv1ce trelning nodel

and as ua on·goi.ng reference for nentore. It ts reviewed and revlsed annu·

ally hy the llentor Guide Conittee. While the guide serves es a baeie for

operating, the range of "nentoring" nay very with each individual volunteer

nentor.
u
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‘
ELLE GLASGOU INIZDGDIATE SCHOOL

PMMA! COUITY _
ALHAIGDIIA, VIRGINIA

POPIIIAIIM: Seventh end eighth grade underechtevteg interneetnte
student!} nejertty end einarity.

PIOGIAI
OIJIGIIVII: Poeter develepnnt ot e helptng relettenehip hetveee

‘
etudeet end enter thet ney heeen the beete tor eidtag
etueeete te dee.1 nere ettecttvely with ecndenu expec-
tettene.

Develep etretegiee ter tqreviq Lndtvtdunl ecedeuc
perternente et underuhteven.

Deveiep e peettive verung rexetienehtp vxth the wuer-
echteeer end htelher perente through upeevu c¤e.¤Lu•
tten ene xneneeee perntnl. Lnvekvnt.

Iqreve ¤eereehLev•n' pereeetteee el th•ee1•ee ee
Leernere.

rrevue tneervue ler erell develeeeeet te neerere,
ennhung the te he ettective eeetnttennl. edvteere te
udered•i.ev~en„

Plßll
OIGAIIIAIIN: the Geunee deeernt eänteten thte pregrn vtth the

{uu euppert el the ednietretive etet!. One ceueeler
te deetgnetee ee the pregrn nneger• the Ouueete de9ert•
neteerveeeeereeeertetetheneterten.

‘

HIITOB: velnteer teeehere enl eeeteten in the hutlung rerve ee
heetere te ueerethinvug eteente (nnteee) on e rette
thetveriee Innen teoneteeeete three. 1h•Lrce•Lt•
neet tnglunees

e Attenning leer neter tuenteee
• Ileeitertng el 1tee'e add.: pregnee
e Aetingneelieteeebetvenheneneeeheel
• Servtq ee n "eeveeeteletgntttcnt other" te

· the uneeretuevtng etuent
e Iuueteg etudeetfe eek!-eeetqt ee e Leerner

MINI: M1 dernehtevtng etuente ·
eejertty nee etnertty, ere

eugthle ler pertu.i.eet1n• Stednte en unttuee threuß
the¤,Pu.etthetLepr•e•eeeetyr•gr•eeree•rtt1.•(6*|
veehinteeeveeheelyeer) ntthreejteneherneceueeker
re¢erre1e• ne neeeuuevennns preßle el hehevun te need

te eeeset Le the ueettltuttn pr•eeee•

Plät . -
Olallnßs !het•n•e•eteee•et«\n£17|.eh1r•e•!•rexO·l.§nin•

perL•e!•rthep•rp•ee•!¤"•!£e¢t'¢heth•· tnntvthel
weekly netten ere eeheeelee ee e regnler hate ter eeeee·
t1eeeI„eev1.eteteneeeee1reqe•rt•Ae\nln•!t•• A
perxeeelerneeeentnitzetelhythennter. Pen
"perns eenentten" nerxege ere errngel three) pu•e••

ere pixel ne lee! hy guuste penenel.
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MENTOF. PROGRAM

(Educational Adv·lee¤ent)f

Introduction

The roots of thle progrse lie in suggestions enanating fron the MinorityAchievement Counaittee, as an approach to be applied to the problen of under-achievenent by all students, not just elnority underachievers. It is felt that"educatibnal adviseumnt" night serve as a powerful way to enable teacher andstudent to develop strategies for lmproving acadenlc perfomance.

Progran Goal

Uniquely, each mntor strlves to improve the acadeuaic performance of theA student by ecting ae an lntervener ln the educational process.

Role Definition

In educational netters, a eentor advlees and aselete students in developing_ strategies for iqrovlng acadeeic perforeence on a oontinual basis. Acting as"an advocate or guardlan°' to the umderachievlng student, a eentor strives to de-velop e positive working relationship wlth the underachiever and hle/her parents.

Plans for Gag; Started _

By the end of the first four weis of the first quarter of the ensulng schoolyear, underachieving etudente who need e eentor will be identifled, followed bystudent and parent orlentations to the prograe: Teachers wllling to volunteer eeetto select one to three etudente, who will he aesigned to their honeroons ee needed.lkntore will develop their own flexible work plans to gest with their advieeee.Conferences and ein!.-contacts are encouraged forgoalgetting and cloee nonltoring
· of acadeeic progress. A "low To'1 packet (the bntor Guide) will be provided byGuidance for initial "etart-up" of prograe. Mentors are encouraged to give inputand add to a Mentor Guide for educational advleeeent. Fre-service to nentore inAugust and on··go1.ng 1n·eerv:I.ces will be provided by the Guidance Depertnent. Re-vision of the Mentor Guide will be coqleted annually by e Mentor Guide review
coemittee.

Philoegphical Statenent

An iauportant ebjective of this progrn is to learn about the acadenic needs of
the underachlever other_ than by "nornal" claserooe contact. The Mentor Prograe tape
the acadnic enpertiselbf e teacher by provldlng e forum for helping a student feel. better about hieeelf ae a laarner. therefore, it reseebles an effective-cognitive
nodel. It should be viewed in teres of a "teacher helper" concept, distinct froe a
counseling concept. Participante suet be wllling to accept this aesigneent as an"add-on." It ehouldn't detract free, nor take away froe, what they are already
doing. This een kind of co—iiut will be undertaken by the guldance staff, who
accept leadership for this prograe.

Evaluation

Mentors and guldance staff will eeet periodlcally to eveluate prograe needs and
student progress. Forul evaluattone of progrn participants will occur annually.

· Measureent

First quarter and final GFA'e will be coqared and a pre and poet self-concept
survey will be adninietered for group coqarleon.

3
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A
ELLEN GLASGOW INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL

MENTOR PROGRAM

(Educational Advisenent)

NEEDS ASSESSMENT
u

Glasgow serves a student population of approximately 830 seventh and eighth

graders, Forty-nine percent of the student population ls classifled as minority.

· The school offers ESL, GT (Center and Local), LDR, LDSC and Chapter I Compensatory

Education. The 1985 SRA scores revealed that reading scores of Blacks, Hlspanics

and Asiens average approxlmately 25211e points below Whites. Slmllar discrepancles

exist in Language Arts scores between Blacks end other student populations at Ellen
‘

Glasgow. Overall failure for 7th and 8th graders at the end of the 1985-86 school
year was 5.82. This represents a 1.42 improvenent over the 1984-85 failure rate of
7.22. End of year 1985-86 fallures were: Whltes 5.72, Blacks 9.92, Hispanics 11.82
and Asiens 1.42. While the failure rate improved during the 1985-86 school year,

the need to address the underachlever still exists.

The Mentor Progran is designed to give personal attention to the academic in-

provement of puplls with D's and P"s. The current Ellen Glasgow Intermediate School

Mentor Program has, as its objectlve, the early identification of and personal re- °

mediation for the underachlevlng student. The school's guidance department developed

this support systen lnterventlon for underachievers, majority and ninorlty students.

If successful, failure rates should continue to be reduced, and the transltion from

elenentary to internediate sinplifled, and interudiate to high school sinplified.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The roots of this progran lie in suggestions ennnating fron the Minority

Achievenent Conittee as an approach to be applied to the problen of underachieve-

ment by all students, including ninority underachlevers. It ls felt that "educa-

V tional advlsenent" night serve as a powerful way to enable teacher and student to

4
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_ develop strategies for improving academic perfornance. The Mentor Program ls de-

signed to give Ellen Glasgow Intermediate School students a support system that will

help underachievers develop more positive attitudes about themselves as learners and

improve their academic achievement. Uniquely, each mentor strives to improve the

academic performance of the student by acting as an lntervenor in the educational

process. Particlpants in the program will be given an opportunity to have a one-

to·one relationship with a responsible, caring adult who will serve as an "advo-

cate" or "guardian" to the underachieving student. It should be vlewed ln terms

of a "teacher helper" concept, distinct from a counsellng concept.

RATIONALE
x

Tha Glasgow Mentor Program has been highlighted since the ‘l985-86 school year

as -o¤e of the activities planned for improving the academic asplrations and achieve-

ments of minority students ln the Annual Operating Plan for the 1986-87 school year.

The attempt is to:

e Identify all failurea and potential failures
A

•
Catch students who are falllng through the cracks

•
Reduce the failure rate and improve grade distribution .

• Providt a smoother transition fron elenentary to

intermediate school and from lntsrmedfate to high

school through adult personal support

•
Recogniae the se1f•concept and achievenent relationship

e Address the needs of all underachievlng students as

recoaasended by the Minority Achievenent Couittee

·
• Serve as a preventatlve or alternative to special education

placement.

S
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PROGRAM GOAL

Underachievers will be provided an opportunity to overcome deficiencies in

all subjects, improve study skills, time management skills, and test-taking skills,

and develop self-confidence as learners through participation in the Mentor Program,

resultihg in overall academic and personal growth.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

The following is a swunary of Program Objectives:

•
Foster development of a helping relationship between

student and Mentor that may becone the basis for aiding

students to deal more effectively with academic expec-

tations.

•
Develop strategies for lmproving individual academic

performance of underachlevers.

•
Develop a positive working relationship with the under-

achiever and his/her parents through improved communica-

tion and increased parental involvement.

A

•
lnprove underach1evers' perceptlons of themselves as

learners.

•
Provlde lnservices for staff developaent to mentors,

\
enabling them to be effective educational advisors to

underachievers.

MINTOR ROL! DEPINITION

‘
The role of the mentor ls that of educational advlsor and facllitator. A

mentor acts as an "advocate/guard1an" to the underachievlng student, striving

to develop a positive working relationship that will be of a warn and caring

· nature. In educatlonel matters, a mentor advlses and assists students in

. 6
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developing strategies for improving academic performance on a continual basis.

In matters of personal growth, a mentor will work with the guldance department

in promoting an improved self—concept of ability. A mentor monitors student's

progress and develops positive communication with the student's parents,

ensbling their involvement and support in the student's academic growth. A

mentor strives to give the message to the students that they have someone here

at school, in addition to their teachers, counselors and administrators, who

wants and expects them to be the best they can be.

PROGRAM DESIGN

This program is designed to cover three quarters of each academic school

year. The first quarter will be used to identity underachieving students in the

seventh and eighth grade, and to assign student participants to a mentor. In

order to simplify scheduling, mentors will select advisees on one of the following

bases:

•
They are presently in their homeroom

•
They are presently in one of their classes

•
The student is one with whom the mentor particularly

”

desires to work 4

The remainder of the academic year will be devoted to building the interpersonal

relationship toward meeting the goals and objectlves previously stated. Staff

development and on—going program evaluation will be provided through periodlc

inservices. The Mentor Guide will serve aa a basic guideline tor mentors to

follow. Mentors are encouraged to give input to the guide. Mult1—evaluation

measures will be used to evaluate the total program at the end of the year as an

aid in designing the program for the following school year. A Mentor Conittee

serves to review and revise the Mentor Guide annuslly.

7
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PROGRAM POPULAIION

· The population for this program are those underachieving seventh and

eighth grade students on the D, F list produced at progress report time .

during the first quarter, and those students who have been referred by a

tescherxor counselor for one or more of the following reasons:

· •
Are not performing academicslly to full potential

based on test scores or other assessments
•

Lack self-esteem, but could develop self-confidence

. as learner through positive intersction with an
_

adult role model
•

Have limited home resources that may hinder their

ability to perform wall in school '

•
Exhibit behaviors as described in the Underachievement

Profile in the guide

• Other

PLANS FOR GETTING STARTED
• Upon receipt of the first quarter progress report,

students needing mentors will be identified via the
— D, F list or teacher/counselor referral.

•
Counselors will meet with potential student partici-

pants to explain the goals of the program. Applicants

will sign an agreement to participate. Parents will

be notified in writing and offered an evening orienta-

tion to the program. Counselors will collect permis-

sions and conduct a follow—up for those not returned.

• Voluntesr mentors will select 5 students from a list of

applicants, prioritizlng preferences, and indicating the

I
8
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Mentor Program (cont'd)

number of students they wish to advise. After careful

matching of mentor to student, the Guidance Director

will assign students to mentor's homeroom as appropriate.
•

Introductory phone calls from mentors to parents will
Q

·„ follow.

•
Parent meetings will be planned and scheduled throughout

the school year by guidance. Mentor participation is

optional.

•
Mentors are responsible for developing their own flexible

work plans to meet with their advisees. Weekly meetings,

mini-contacts and conferences are encouraged for goal

setting and close monitoring 'of academic progress. Suggested

work plans are included in this Guide.

e Guidance is responsible for scheduling monthly, on a rotat-

ing periodic basis, structured large group sessions to in-

clude study skills, telt taking skills and time management
.

skills.

•
Close coununication with guidance and mentors is encouraged

so that appropriate referrals can be made. ··

SUGGE$'l'¤• PROGRAM WORK PLAHS

Daily Nurturing (in the homeroom setting)

Hentors should check with their mentees most mornings, 1.e. , does
‘

he or she have required materials, homework, etc. A quick attitude survey will

' take place··whet's the "affect"—-how does the student seem? The horizontal

relationsh1p·—give and take··will be pursued, and sharing tasks encouraged (Le.,

the teacher could ask student to do a job for the teacher). If school supplies

are needed or lf problens are perceived, guidance should be informed.

9
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”
After School Weekly Meetings

The mentor should arrange an after school meeting with the student
within one week of Mentor assignment in order to develop a contract for aca-
demic goal setting and mentor/mentee expectatlons. Other relation-building
activities can be employed. (Refer to the Getting Started section, Phase I,

I » of this Guide). A weekly check·up list which shows daily assignments and
responsibilities could be implemented immediately. (Refer to the Monitoring_

section, Phase II, of this Guide. For further strategies, refer to the
Resource Bank). Mentor and mentee should agree on a weekly meeting time and '
then be persistent about keeping the date. Rescheduling will naturally occur
from time to time.

Mini-contacts/Maxi-contacts
·

In addition to the weekly meeting, the mentor should make every effort
to have at least one "mini-contact" per week. These include touching base with
the student during homeroom or a time other than homeroom, after the goal-setting
session, to monitor the student's educational progran, develop an ongoing inter-

U

personal relationship, and encourage the student's positive feelings toward his
or her academic goals and expectatlona. The contacts can be made in the following

. ways: _

•
Brief after school appointment. (other than the weekly scheduled

meeting)

•
During the lunch period

e Ouring the mentor's planning period, ig pre-arranged with the

student's teacher that period.
• By telephone (especially if student is absent)

e In class if you have the student.
•

Other arrangement (use Mentor Activity Form securing principa1's

approval lf outside of school).

10 „
u
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CONFERENCES

Weekly Student Meetings

The purpose of weekly meetings include:
5 • a) Stating Mentor-Mentee Program expectations

• b) Planning goals for the quarter
• c) Monitoring, follow-up and assessing progress toward

u
current goals

e d) Evaluation of past quarter perfornance, preparation

for parent conferences, lf necessary
• e) Arranging for remedlal/tutorial assistance as deter-

mined and reinforcing study skills sessions learnings.

Parent Conferences
u

The Mentor should set up at least two conferences per year with the

parents at a mutually agreeable time. The guidance secretary will help make

the arrangements. lf deslred, other teachets may be present. Current research
·

reveals that parents prefer direct, personal contact between educator and parent g
to other methods of communication.

Student Arranged Conference

The student should set up at least one conference per year with the

mentor and parents. The student might plan and conduct the conference ln accord-

ance with a format previously agreed upon by the mentor and student. (Seeforms

for setting and conducting this conference in Phase II.)
I

Home-Community Visits - OPTIONAL

If agreeable, the mentor has the option of arranglng a hone visit with

the student and his er her parents or guardlan. Suggestions for approaching

ll
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parents and making home visits can be discussed and arranged with the counselor

or our school social worker. Counselors are available to accompany a mentor in

this activity.

Parent Orientation and Parent Meetings

b In October, a parent orientation will be planned for the purpose of

introducing the program and its goals. Parent education meetings will be scheduled

throughout the school year for the purpose of relationship building. Specific
‘

mentors are encouraged to attend if convenient. A major focus will be to help

~ the parent get involved in his/her ch1ld's education in a positive way.
-

GUIDANCE RBSPONSIBILITIES

- The Guidance Department is responsible for providing support for all of the

roles a ¤¢¤tO! undertakes: educational advisor, facilitator, guardian, etc.,

by directing all appropriate resources toward meeting the goals of the program.

Guidance is responsible for the Mentor Guide, the mentor inservices and the struc-

tured group sessions on study and test taking skills. In mentor staff consultation,

the guidance counselor: _
•

Provides leadership by placement of students, planning

structured group activities and assiating mentor staff in

carrying out responsibilities as educational advisors.
•

Shares appropriate individual student data with mentors,

with due regard for confidentiality requireaents.

•
Particlpates in ongoing mentor inaervice training as the

need arises.
‘ •

Assists the mentor in securing materials and developing

strategies and proceduree for improving uderechievement.

•
Aaslets with understanding and coping with particular

probleas posed by different students.

12
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• Assists the mentor in setting up parent conferences, as re-

quested, and home visits as the need arises. _

•
Maintains a Resource Bank with strategies for individual

mentor/mentee activities.

I
•

Encourages mentors to add activities and strategies to the

Mentor Guide and Resource Bank that are appropriate for lmproving

self—concept, building study and test taking skills and lmroving

interpersonal relationships.

•
Provides experiences for students to develop more positive

self•concepts.

•
Directs the administration of pre and post Self—Co¤cept and

Motivation Inventory to student particlpants.

•
Delivers structured group activities, at least once a month, to

rotating core groups.

•
Substitutes for the mentor by pre-arrangement on an"as ¤eeded"

basis.

- •
Refers mentor's students to peer tutors, social workers, local ·

screening, etc.

• Provides parent orientation to the Mentor Program.

•
Plans scheduled parent meetings for parents of partlcipants.

•
Conducts sulti-evaluation measures of the Mentor Program and

A coordinates review and revision of Mentor Guide and Mentor

' Inservices for the following year's program.

INSERVICES A
Because the eentor progren is a relatively new and unique part of our school,

adequete preparation and training ia essential. Four inservices are planned dur-

ing the school year. The purpose of these inservices is to enable participants

13 A A
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to be effective mentors (Educational Advisors) to underachievers. Inservices will
include an introduction of the Mentor Guide and its use, guest speakers and con-
tinued program evaluation. Mentors have the option of including their mentor par-

ticipation in these staff development sessions as part of their individual EBO's.
ADDITIONAL PROGRAM SUPPORT

‘
Local Resources

In order to ensure success in meeting some of the objectives of the

program, it is essential that coeplete staff support be acquired. Mentors can

help gather this support by a positive attitude toward their additional role.
_

As problems arlse and frustrations mount (and they will), it will serve in the

best interesta of the student and adult involved if they are shared with guidance.

Mentors should use their counaelors as a resource and feel free to ask then

questions and clarify misunderstandings aa they occur. Total communication between

counselor, teacher, mentor, student and parent is an integral part of the program‘sA

ability to be successful. If soaething ls working, share it. The services of the

school social worker and school psychologist through guidance are available as

additional support. The school's administrative ataff is comuitted to the goals

and objectives of this progran.

Area II ·

The Area II office has approved the use of the Self-Concept and

Motivation Inventory (SCAMIM) aa a self-concept ueasure. Our Grant Proposal to

Improve Minority Students' Acadenic Aspirations and Achievenents has been approved

by the county. The office of Research and Evaluation will assist in our school
° based evaluation.

{
Community Resources

The use of the local commulty libraries as convenient meeting places

for Mentor Progran parent meetings should continue to be considered. Prior arrange-

V ments need to be secured by guldance.

16
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LONG RANGE PROGRAM GOALS

Thls program ie designed to "buttress the support milieu of underachievers,

including minority students, so that grades, self-concept, and overall academic

and personal growth will improve," as it is stated in the Annual Operating Plan

of Ellen Glasgow Intermediate School for the school year. The program has the
‘

support of the principal and the administrative staff of Glasgow, the Ares II

and county offices.

SHORT TERM GOALS

While grades and test scorea are indicators of improved achievnent, time

is a factor to be considered. Success does not cone overnight. For many students,

a change in attitude will precede improved grades. For others, changed behavior

or taking on new behaviors will come first. A very iportant goal of this program

is to provide a forum for helplng a student feel better about himaelf as a lesrner.

A llne of research Sußßtltl that self·eeteen appeara to have a stronger relation-

ship to school achievement then ability or motivation. There existe s strong re-

clprocal relationship between a positive eelf-concept and scholaatic success and a —

negative self·concept and echolastlc failure. Growth may, therefore, come in
.

small increments. Look for change in the student's attitude · how he/she approaches

the mentor/mentee relationship, how he/she approachee assignnente. Ask how the

teachers perceive the mentee's class performance. Hae participation or homework
‘

improved? Is the child nore engaged in learning? The teacher's ohservationa may

be the initial indlcator of growth. Helping the students to know how they learn

and giving then skills for learning, plus a dose of personal support, nay be the

beginning of acqulring improved self-concepts and ultinately tmproved achievenent.

Helping the students take responsibility for their learning le s goal that may not

be reflected in improved grades until further down the road.

IS
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A M¤|10! IS . . . .-

By definition a Mentor is 'a wise advisor; a trusted teacher and counselor."

This definition understates the very coeplex and neanlngful relationship that

can exist between a nentor and hls/her protege. This relationship ts created _

_to _:eet lnportant developnental needs for both lndtvlduals. Both the Mentor

. and the Mentee will derive benefits fron this partnership. The protege will

cone to respect the nentor as a person and a professional; as one who enbodies

the values, hopes, wisdoe, and the strength the eentee nay hope to achieve.

The nentor cares about the protege and wants to spend tlae to teach, challenge

and support hin or her. ’

Mentoring is centered. Mentors gulde leerners into relatlng with and

helping others but, at the sene tina, help the student to develop his/her own

lndlviduallty end se1f•concspt. The mentor nust be prepered to provide

continued support and guldance to the student as long as needed.

Mentors have reported derlvtng eany benefits froe belng involved ln aentorlng

programs. Soee of the eost frequently nentloned are listed below.
I

- Feellng of being useful to soeeone else

· Satlsfactlon of helplng soneone to grow

· Feeling of being trusted

- Became a better llstener

- Galned ideas

~· Becsme nore outgoing

- lelnforced professional identity

· Increased patiencs

‘

- Feeling of pride in seelng the protege learn and focus on goals

- Ablllty to lead ptßtqt to higher level of thinking

16 _
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A HEIM! IS IOT . . . . '

A nentor can serve roles for hle or her protege as outllned in the

prevloue section; but there are also certain hats the nentor should not

attenpt to wear.
'\.

_ I. The Role of Mentor ve. School Guldance Counselor

There nay be sone concern on the part of the nentor about helplng

their children to 'solve problene" that nlght normally be handled

by the school guldance couneelor.

The nentor should never attenpt to be e aubstitute for the achool

guidance counselor. Instead the two can work together. The Mentor

nay bring lnsights about the child to the attention of the

counselor. The counselor, in turn, can help the nentor to better

understand person·to—person dynanlcs.
g

II. The Role of Mentor vs. Claeeroon Teacher

Mentors nuat never becoee surrogete teachers who nuat evaluate,
V.

grade and conplle detailed reports. They nuat always reteln their

professional ldentltlee separate fron the classroon teacher.

III. The lole of Friend vs. Chun

„ The nentor nuat always be a friend who ls looking out for the best

lnterests of the protege rather than the 'chnn" who goes along with

anything the protege wants no netter what the consequencee.

17
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PI-MSE I
.

In this section you will find activities which can be used to get to know
your students. These activities include student tnfornation gathering, long
range goal planning and a personal description sheet.

PHASE II

During the year you nay choose to use sons of the following activities-
during nin1·contacts, weekly meetings, and parent-student conferences. In
addition to the activities listed below,

you'
should feel free to create your _own work sheets. Other resource activities will be kept in the Resource BankIn the library. _ V

Included in this guide are the following activities for monitoring: study
skills survey, student attitude survey, honework do': and don'ts, check·up sheets,
assignnent sheets, notice of after school meetings, student organlsed conferenceand a conference report.

, _
PHASE III _ U

Comunicationsz 'lnfornstion and comunications are included to keep you
informed. Please insert updated nenoe and "FYI" coununications es distributed.

PHASE IV
A

Evaluation: Pre and Post scales and surveys are included in this section.
Son materials for this phase will be distributed towards the end of the school
year. This will be an opportunity for the mentor/teacher/nentee/parent to look.
et what has been accoqalished and what can be lqaroved upon to reach our goals.

PHASE V

Research: Current research on underachievenent and nentoring ls included.
Please insert journal articles as distributed during the school year.

22
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U PHASE I
GETTIBG STARTED

l
TABLE OF OONTDITS

{-1 Scud•¤c Infcnacion Sh••t

{-2 Hy Goaln fo: che Year
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I-2

GOALS FOR THE YEARGoal
Qletion

3rd ath
uarter uarter

GOALS Q HOME _
I

This year I would like to try end help out eore st hoeeby:I

A new interest I would like to develop this year is;
I

I I
I

„ I
I would like to try to becoee better at: I

Another goal ot eine et hone is:

I

I
1I

I I
.

I I 3
GOALS Q SCHOOL I —

I would like to try to' do better in the areas of: I° ·• I
_ • .

I I 2

This yes: I would like to join: I
I

. . ! T
I

I · I
I A I

One study heblt I would like to improve this year is:

IAnothergoal of eine et school ls: Q I ·

I .I I
I 6

2s I I
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1-3

EE EE ·

1. Hy name la .

2. I l:I.ve at _

3. My telephone number is .

4. I am years old. My birthday is .

5. I am call.

6. My hair is and ny eyes are .
color color

7. I do___do not__ wear eye-glassea. (check one) _

8. I am right handed__left handed_. (check one)

9. I have____brothers andlslstera.

10. I have pet(s). It is a .

ll'} Hy favorite television show is
r

.

12. Hy favorite movie ls .

13. Hy favorite book is . The last book 1 read

was '- .

14. My favorite food is
U

.

15. Hy favorite game is .

16. My favorite sport ls •

17. Hy hobby is

V
J

.

18. The schools clubs and organizations to which I belong are
.

19. If I could go anywhere in the world, I would like to go to .

20. Hy favorite place to visit is
-

26
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PHASE 11

!ßN1TORIlG

TABLE O! CONTHITS

11-l Self-Aeeeenent Survey of Study Skills end Hebit
~

11-2 Student Attitudinel Inetrunent

11-3 Houevork
Do'•

end Do¤'ts for Perente

11-6 Weekly Check-up

II-S Support Contact n

11-6 Aeeigrnent Sheet

11-7 Weekly Aeeijnt Sheet
'

11-8 Notice of After School Meeting

11-9 Mentor Activity Porn
l

11-10 Orgenieing My Perent-Mentor Conference

11-1.1 Student·Perent-lhntor Conference Letter

11-12 Conference Agende Porn

11-13 Conference Ieport

27 l
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lee

Date

STIIDHIT S¤‘.!'·A$8ßS!¤‘t SURVEI

Study Skille

You recntly received your report card for thla quarter. Maybe you d1dn'tdoaewelluyouvonldhaveliked. ‘Perhapethereareth1.ngeyoucsndotoinprove before the next report card.

Thlnk carefully before anawering each of the following queetionsz
l. An I aatieffed with ny gredest

2. Are ny parante eatisfled vlth ny gradeef

3. Gould I inprove ny gradesi .
4. HaveIbe•n•p•dlngatlaaetoaehoureachw•ekn1ghtonny~hone••¤rkor

reading!
S.f··

What changes de I need to ukn in ny atudy habltef (Check those chst youthink apply to you.)

a. Turn in daily work.

b. Conplete all bonework. V
c. Organlse ny notebook (with eections for each auhjeet, clean looee-leafpaper, and everything fastened in).

l
d. Review all notes before a test.

e. Stay after eehool with ny teacher for extra help.

f. Be nore attentlve in class.

g. Alwaye have paper and penell end other neceesary auppllee tn class.

h. Ask queetinns vhs: I d¤n't underatand.

l. _
(Write ln any other chsngee that you night need to nahe that are not listedabove.)

6. I|hntdoynuth1nkareyourdasnc••ofreachi.¤gyourgoale—l001. 701, 3011Uhyt _Hy iqrovaut goal for thle next quarter is

28A
7
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V
Häfltl REM!

V

You ay you hnve no honeworkll
‘

As counselors end tenchers seet with perents,°we elta henr pnrente
sny, "l4ychildnever1usenyhcne¤•ork.' Thieisquitepuzzlisxgbecnuse
es you visited clnesee oo "Beck-to-School light" I's eure you henrd
tenchers in unny cleeees any, 'There will be hosework in thie cleee."
The problen then eppenrs to be how do we get the honewerk done end whnt
weespnratscnndotohelpeurchildren with honework. '

V
Eosework hns value ler students. Doug hosework gives the etudent

the opportunity to see il he/she understends the concept tnught in clnss.
It eerves es e reinlorcer ol lennned inlorntiong it ollere the tenoher ·
theopportunitytoknowwhntechilddoesordoesnotunderstnnd. It ·
ellere e child the opportunity to ergnnine hin/her ectivltiee end dsy•to-
dny lilo pntterns in e lunctinnnl nnnner. lonework is henlthy lor ecndesic
euccess. , _ °

V
Hosework cosstitutes e variety ol dillerat ectivlties. In none

. cleeees lt ay be doing epecilio problens er enseering questions, while
inotherclnseesitnybeerendingnssiguuent. Insonecleeeesit
nnybe-revlewing the notes teka ineolnesduring the clnse period.
Hnny clsssee require speciel notebooke end hosework could be- revlewing
the nterinl in the notebook, nnlclng sure it ie well orgenized, conplete
end correct. ·

So elta eur children think honework is only senething to be written.
Veknowthisisnot theonlykindolhosework, endweeepnrenteend
teechers net encournge students to review, rerend, end copy. Thin re-
quires e nensure ol independence end sell notivetion. As perents, the
inpertence el school should be streesed lron the ven beginning. School
nunt be e priority. An e result ol your helplng in this wey, you cen _
help your student inprove hie/her ecndesic progrese.

Students et the internediete level should hnve ebeut one to one end
one-hnll hours el honework e night. Il students consiotently cone hone
with nothing to do, you cen provide then with eonething specilic to do

_ ter en hour. They sight rend, do word puzzlee, work on nultiplicntion
tehles, write letters, plny genen thnt concatrste on vocnbulery, lenrn
to write directions given verbelly, or sone other pnrent-crented lenrning·
nctivities.

‘

30
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Sose do's end don'ts for the developsent of good study habits:

(1) Provide e good, quiet place for study.

(2) Periodieally check on your child while he/she is studying. Ad
g aboutthehoseworktoseelfyourchildunderstandsit.

« (3) Help your child by resoving dietrections free his/her place of
study.

('•) Make doing hosework inportant: give it high priority in your
family.

-”
(5) Belp your child to organise his/her study time; deternine what is

the best tine to study in relationship to the fanily activities.

(6) If your child'e study tine sust be changed, insist that another
tise be set asidetogetthehoseworkdone. _

(7) Review your —ch£.1d's‘urI.ttd work for thoroughneee, good sentence
V structure, ’corr•ct1y.spell•d werde, and neetneee. Point out that‘

there are errors end let the student find and make the corrections.

(8) Review your chi.ld°s notebooks and classroos textbooks to have a
better understanding ot the ¤.ter:|.ale beingcovered in clnsses.

(9) Take tine to review spelling words or questions for tests with
your child.

(10) Give your child preise on. cospleting hosework, on good grades seen
in notebooks, end tor doing the best job he/ehe cen ecadesically.

If you. have questions about your child's hosework, contact the
teacher. Pareats are always welcose to talk with teachers end counselors
about their child'; progress.

' 30A
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. II—-4
MENTOI PBOGBAH _

‘ Weekly Check—up

· WBK
1*0 1'EACHZI: SUBJEC1':

FRII4: HEN'1'0l:_ A

RE:

Please provide the infornation requested telov by circling the appropriate response.

Return this fora to ny sallbox. Thank you very much for your cooperation.

Daily Tests] Coqzletion Classroom Grade to
Aasits Qizzes of Honsvork Behavior Date

A A Satisfactory Sstisfsctory

B B Needs Iuprovesent Needs lmprovexsent -—i-

C C Unsstisfactory Unacceptable

D D Not Applicahle

F F

Addltonal counentsz

31
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II-S

HENTOR PROGRAH

SUPPORT MNTAGI

PEDRANDUH DATE

To:

Phntor:

Re:This

year the eentor team is connitted to providing academic support to
the students in the mentor program. Please use the mentor to assist you
as you work with the student. If you need help in getting this student
to do homework, to stay after school for make·up work, to be on time to
class, or to do any other thing that will help this student be successful
in your class, please contact the mentor listed above. The mentor can
also be helpful in contacting parents.

Please use the attached fon to identity any problems that exist and return _to my mall box as soon as possible.

S-SATISFACTORY N-NEEDS IMPROVHIENT U-UNSATISFACTORY

_ Academic Work S N U

Homework S N U

Effort S N U

Attendance S N U

Tardies S N U

Classroom behavior S N U

Do you need help in contacting the parents? YES NO

Does the student need to stay with you after school for extra help? YES NO

4 Does the student need tutoring beyond the help you can provide? YES NO

Would you like to neet with se to discuss this student? YES NO

Approximate Letter Grade

32
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ASSIGNHENT SHEET NAME

um cuss Im-: ou: uw: ro no mmm·s m¤m·s
szcummz sxcm-uu

— I
—-

I I

-
I I

-

E II I I ‘

I I I II I
I I IE

I I
I
I I I

I I
I E· I II I I II I I
I I I

I II E I I
I2 I I ·

= I I I I
I I{ ;II

I

I I

_-

I I „„
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II—8 ·
ELLE! GLASGGI IBIT!!¤I!DtATl S600!.

HZITOI. PIDGIAH DAT! ISSUED
NOTICB O! AIT! S10!. ASSIGIIHIIIT

For your Lutornetieu, your chlld, hu been asked to rung

etter schul eu a weekly heele with hle/her eurer. The atter echool neator-emtee

day will he (circle): Tuesday Wedaeeday Thureday

Studeur will. return hcue by:

Late bus

Parent traneportaticu

The coqleted tore met be returned to the teacher (eeetor).

Te•cher'• atpeture Student': signature

Pare¤t's atguature
I

_

·!A.¤E·§Iuaderetandthatltlenyreepeeethlldtyteplnaceeteraeeatvhlch -

tvulnetvtthet leaetoeeotuypereteunduyneatar.

WevlllStudut

signature

He agree to eeetlng at the abcve tue and piece.

Parent etgaeture '
. _ Hector algaature
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II-·9

A::ecl·neu: A
Regulecicu 61.60-7

HDITOI. ACIIVIT! PDR! _

ACTIVIT! DESTINATIOI ‘
DATE OP ACIIVITY '

TRANSPOKTATIOI

ljlalkiug lSch¤o1. Bus Coarcial. Carrier Prtvece Vehicle

DESCRIPTION OF ACIIVITY

APPROVED
Principal.

. uaziron
Siguecure ·

PAREIIT PEIHISSIOI

I give penuetou ler ce per:1.c1.pe:• in che
ec:!.vi.:y deecribed ebove.

Dace P•r•¤:‘•
eigucure

_ 36
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II-10

OIGAIIZIE QPAIHT-IQTOI1.

S•c s dncn, zins, ud chouss •
Iocszun.

2. Iuvs ny nnnu: ud punuc sip zu canhrnncs Isusz sc Inu: can vnsk

bstcrn che csntnrnucs. Incun gg Isttst nnnzcr.
3. Dscids wich ny uncut vhs: vs should discuss sz eur contsznncs.

6. us: vhs: uns I und cc bung cc ny contsrsscs (szqinz aacsbook,

assiptnz shnnc).

5. On us dsy ot cu: ccntnrnncs, rund ny p•r•¤¤(s) and ny nsncor ot uns

:1.nn ud plncn.

6. At zu usr: ot das contnznncn Lncrcducs ny
p•¤·•¤¢(•)

andAcnycnntnrncstvsuldlihncscslknbsncz

1..

2.

3.

6.

~S.

I vu.1 und cs bung chs touovtus ¤=•¤•J·• ¢° '7
°°‘“"°"’

I. .

-2.

J.

6.

s. 39
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121-1.3
HSRIOS PSOGSAH

GHISIECI SBPOII

HS!|'|.‘0S: Dete

HBNTBS: Tine

Perticipentsz Phone conference
\

School conference

lion conference
V

Reeeon for conference:

Action taken:
Q

~

_ Pleeee return a copy to the Guinence Counselor.

40
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.
PHASE III

COMMUNICATIONS

61
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TLMELXNBS ~

• MJGUST Mentor lnservlce end volunteere enlleted (Goldenen reepenelblllty),
•

SZPTDBLI Updete Mentor Guide snd dlstrlbute te Mentor: (Guldence respqngg-

blllty).

e OCl'0l!l 3 Identlly underechlevers et progreee report tlne ot llret gredlng
_ perlod by epplylng epecltlc crlterle (Guldence Dlrector reeponsl-

blllcy).

e OCIOIBI. 6 Faculty neetlng - and Mentor Ineervlce
- "Dr. Dode"

e 0Cl.'0l£l l0 Couneelore hold orlentatlonn for potentlal etudent pertlclpents.

Dlstrlbute end collect pernleelons.
•

OCIOIEI l6
A

Hold pernnt orientetlon ln evenlng (Guldance Dlrector re•ponel·7:30 P.M. blllty).
•-

OCTOSEI 28 Adnlnlnter SCAMIM to eubjecte ln echool. Collect Ilrst quarter

date (Prlnclpel renponslblllty).
•

NGVDIII. 3 Insnrvlce on Mentor Golde end netdxlng lhntee to Mentor
•

IIDVDIII 5 Pregre lnplenentetlon (Guldence reepooelblllty).
•

Study skllle seeelone tor Menteee (Culdence reeponelblllty).

•
DECDIII -lhntor·Mentee vollybell gee (Guldence reeponelblllty).

•
¤cc¤Q Study elsllle eeeelens tor “Mentee" groupe (Guldance rnsponel•blllty). _

•
JAIUAI! Psrent/Coeunlty Mentor Meetlnge (Guldence etetl end Adnlnls-

4 tretlve stell responelblllty).
•

JAIIUM.! Study ekllle eeeelone tor nentee groupe (Coldnnce reeponelblllty).

e Fllllleli _ Mentor lneervlce (Guldance reeponelblllty).
•

FIIh1dR"‘“ Study ekllle seeelone ler nentee groopn (Goldene rapenelblllty).
•

Muß
W-YW

Perent/Ceeunlty Mentor neetlng (Goldenen reeponnlhlllty).
•

Meld Study ekllle eeeelone (Guldencn reepooelblllty).

e neu: lheur lneervlce (Goldenen rnepenelbllltyjg _
• Md! Study ekllle ennnlone tor netee groupe (Goldene rneponelblllty).
• Md! (late) Mentor-Mentne eoltbnll ge
•

JUIIG Ahlnleter Poettent SCAMII to nenteee ln one large grey.

(rrlnclpel reeponelblllty).

e JUII Flnel lhnter neetleg to eveluete pregre (Goldene reepenelblllty).
Subnlt peyroll lerne.

•
JUIII Collect lonrth qoerter gredee end coqutn grade polnt everegne.

Z Poet eell concept retlng ecale.
4

I
L2 ,
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ELLEN GLASCOW INTERMEDMTE SCHOOL
APMRFAXCÜUNTYIGHOOL

uon rnnrax unxwav
ALIIANBGIA. VOOIIIIIA IIS!}

October 14, 1986

Dear Parents:

Glasgow has a new progran to help students who arehaving acadenic dlfflculties. Students who apply willbe assigned a nentor, or "educational advisor", who willattempt to help then improve in their acadenic perfor-
mance.

The Mentor Progrsn has been explained to the students.We invite you to hear about it on Thursday, October 16,1986, at 7:30 P.M. ln the school library. Because parentconnunication is a key elenent in our progran, we encourageyou to attend thls inportant meeting.

·' The attached_Mentor Progran application should bereturned with your child as soon as possible so that match-ing student to mentor can begin.

We look forward to seeing you on Thursday evening.Please call us at 256-6661 lf you have any questions or lftranaportation is a problen. Your cooperation ls greatly ·
appreclsted.

The Glasgow Guidance Department
‘

 - counselor Pb-Z

44 ·
l
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Date: _

ELLE! GLASGGI INTEIMEDIATE
Mentor Progran

_ ' Student Application

Homeroon No. ·
Homeroom Teacher

Student'• name ___ Grade

The Mentor Prograe, which is aimed at helping students do better at school,was 1ntroduced"to ee at an orientatlon I attended today.

E
I would llke to participate in the Mentor Progran.

I am not interested in particlpatlng ln the Mentor Prograe.

$tudent's signature

I an in agreement with the above.

Parent's signature V” Date:
Application deedline: Thursday, November 14, 19852

Please return this forn to the Guldance Department right away!

45
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FAIRFAX¢OIJNfYP\„BUCS¤¢0G.$ Faldas.

·October 29, 1986

FROM: HeleneAlelloTO:

Mentor Volunteers

SUBJ: Matching List

Attached are: (1) List of students needlng nentors;

(2) Mentor match list.
l

Please coqlete the natch list and return to ne not later than

Thursday morning. Please be sure to list 5 students in priority
' .

order 1-5 unless you haveno preference.4 Also, be sure to indlcate
whether you want 1, 2, or 3 students. ”

, We have a total of ll6_ eentees this year, 43 of whon are aceounted
for. We have approxinately S2 nentors. That neans we have a need for

every nentor to take at least two mentees and twelve nentors to take
three nentees.

For nentors with 2nd year students: 4
If some of the students have reached one of our goals of being

u

self-sufficlent, you nay be able to adjust your neetings with then,

allowing you to take on additional -needy students.

Your support is appreciated.
_

46
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HHITORHOHEROQI

I
HENTOR MATCHING LIST .

The following ts a list of potential nentor candldates. Please

indicate your preference by numbering from l to S. Every effort will be
made to match your top choice(s).

$tudent's Name

”
3

4 4

Si

Ü I have no preference. I will work with any student.

E Please do not aaslgn ne any student not prioritized.

I I I would like to have students assigued to me.
one two three

Please return to guidance by the end of day.

/67 °



285PHASE IV

EVALUATION

TABLE OF CONTHITS

IV-l.......Self-Assessment

IV-2...„.•.Self-Concept Rating Scale (Pro/Post)

IV-3.......Me.ntor Progran Evaluationl
IV·4.......Parent Mentor Progran Evaluation (Pre/Pont)

IV—S.......Teacher Evaluation (to ba devolopad)
IV—6.......Mentoe Evaluation
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rv-3

HHITOE PECÜEAI! BVAUIATIOII

1. What do you thlnk were the strengths of the prograa?

2. What do you think were the weaknesses of the progrant

_ 3. What aspects of the progran do you think should be changed or nodified?

·l•. What, if anything, should be added to the progrn?

S. Do you feel that you were given enough lnfornation on nsntoring?

If not, what kinds of support can we give you?

6. What was your biggest frustration?

7. What ktnda of activities or strategies would be helpful co strengthen the

nentoring relationship? ·

S2
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Mentoring Progran Evaluation · continued -2.

8. In order to update the Ihntor Guide we need to know what parts of the
guide were beneflcial to you. Please check where appropriate.

U.

Helpful Souwhat Helpful Not Helpful

Rationale/Background

Phase I - Getting Started

Phase II — Monitoring Activities

Phase III • Goeunication

Phase IV · Evaluation

Phase V — Research

What should he added to the Guide to help you?

9. How adequate was the cu$.¤I.catI.on between guidance and faculty regarding

- the aentor progran?_ (l'.np1.a:Ln)

10. A nentoring relationship is a partnershlp between nentor and nentee - what

did you galn, I.! anything, !ro• that relationship?

Other thoughts:

Thank you _
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IV-4
u

PABDIT EVALUAIIOU

(Pre)

1. Which type(s) of co1¤1cat1on fron your chlld's nentor would work
best for you? (check all that apply)

i__phone call fron the nentor

_i1etter fron the nentor

lweekly checkllst fron the nentor

lhone visit by the nentor

_lco¤ference at school by the Itutßt _
Q

2. In what way(s) would you llh to be involved ln the nentoring progran?Check all that appeal to you. '

ylhelping ny child with his/her honework

___ask!.ng ny child it he/she has ¢¤¤Pleted his/her honework

___contacting ny ch1ld‘s..nentor
lf.

I have any concerns or if there‘•
a problen at hone that the nentor should know -

l_asaigni.ng ny child at least one household chore (ex: naktng bed,
setting table, taking out the trash)

_inaking sure ny child has a study area and a study tine

__attending parentlnentor neetings in the evening

_ihe1p to coordlnate a social activity for parents, nentora and students

lspendlng sone tina each day conaunicating with ny child with no
distractlons

3. What do you eapect fron the nentor progrsni

S3
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PARDIT EVALUATION

l. What do you think were the •tre¤gtha° of the unter progra?

2. What do you think were the weaknesses of the progru?

3. How adequate was the coununication between the school and you?

4. How often were you contacted by your child's unter?

S. How often did you contact your ch1ld's unter?

6. In what ways would you like te see the unter progren changed?

7. De you feel the unter progran helped your child?

8. What changes did you see in your child that you feel were a result ef the
&¤C0! pl‘0ß!Il?

S4
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1

_IV-4

' _•ach belon, circle the noat appropriateaaawag,
u

Tk Tad agree
An Agree
M Dteegree

TM Tad tu dtaagree

1. I haard fron ny chlldle natur on a regular baele. TA A D TD

2. lbet ut the feedback I received about ny child ,u ‘ h TD
wae poeltlve. _

3. lavlng the euppurt uf a natur helped ne tu wurk
withnychlldathcna. TA A D TD

4. I found the nalled parat lnfurnetlou and/or
parat neetlnge to be ueefel. TA A D TD

u
5. Hy child feela better about htnlhereelf aa e

_ learner elnce the beginning of the year. TA A D TD

_ 6. type of naturlparat camlcatlon that_
l

' yurhed heat fur na waa a phone call. _ Q TA A D TD-

~7. I feltlcafurtable about calling ny chtld'e
_ natur at echool. - TA A D TD

‘

8.
In

wuuld lrecaad the natur progra to another - · '
parat. TA A D TD

9. I feel that ny child baefited fron the natur
progra. TA A D TD

10. I wteh that I had heard nore ufta fron ny
l _

chi.ld'• natur. TA A D TD

11. The type of naturlperent coaxnlcetlon that
wurked beat fur na wee a weekly checkup eheet. TA A D TD

12. The type of naturlperelt coaunlcation that
wurhed beet {ur ne wae a cunferace.

’
TA A D TD

13. I ettended at leaat one natorlparat neetlng. TA A D TD

14. Infurnattun about etudy ahille helped ne to be
nore effective in aaeiettng ny child with
haaewurk. TA A D TD

15. I underetand the "underachlevlng etudent"
better aa a reeult of ny lnvulvaent in the
natur progra. TA A D TD

4
16. The natur prugra net ny expectatlona. TA A D' TD

17. Hy expectattone nay have bea unrealtettc. TA A D TD

. 54A
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1>•a• 2 .

18. I rntndad ny child to rhein attac •chool with hie/hatnentor weekly. _
IA A p rp

19. Aa a reault ot the ncntot progrn, I waa betterlnfornad about ny ch!.ld'• gtadaa and progreaa. TA A D TD
20. I nat with ny ch1ld'• nantor. ‘

TA A D TD

ueeeen-•-gg.-ne
~

How cn: wa tqarova theprogrnntWhat

dtd you like beat about the progrqf U
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Mentor Program Student Evaluation

For each question below, circle the best answer.
A = Agree

TA = Tend to Agree
TD = Tend to disagree

D = Disagree

A TA TD D 1. The Mentor Program helped me improve one or more
of my grades.

A TA TD D 2. My mentor seemed interested in me.

A TA TD D 3. I met with my mentor on a regular basis.

A TA TD D 4. Remaining afterschool was worth my time.

A TA TD D 5. The Mentor Program helped me turn in my homework
assignments.

A TA TD D 6. Being in the program helped me to work better withteachers.

A TA TD D 7. The group guidance study skills sessions were useful.

A TA TD D 8. The once a month Mentor—Mentee days afterschool weregood. ‘
A TA TD D 9. I liked having a mentor.

A TA TD D 10. I would agree to—be in the Mentor Program again if I
needed the support.

Please answer the following by completing the sentences:

A. what I liked best about the program was....

8. What I liked least about the program was.... »

545
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' yZt?.=2.

Whetheryourchlld ls an undemehle
or not can best be deurmtned by a
prqfesslonal experienced ln theßeld
underachleoement. However. some
behavlors to lookfor are:

Yes No
@{0urchlld scores average or better on lntclllgence tests. but

conslstently brlngs home poor grades. Ü ·' Ü

A
2. Teaehers have been telltng you for a long llmc that '°he doesn°t

apply hlmscll". ° Ü CI

3. Too much tlme ls spent watehlng TV orhot dotng
anything eonstructtve. Cl Ü

4. Too llttlc tlnte ts spent preparlng forclasses or dolng ltomeworlt.
May even elalm that there Is no asstgned work. Ü Ü

®hows llttlc Inlttatlve In dolng household chores. ls not a
"self·startcr'°. Must be nagged. Ü Ü .

ls lmmallure ln relatlonsltlps wltlt adults. Sees any crltlclsm as
lgelng °°plckcd nu". Ü ' Ü

7. Qften falls to rotnplete projects. or Ioscs Interest even In thlngs
he says he wants. ‘

Ü Ü

8. Docs hls worst In the Important subjcctsltke Readtng. Math
and Engltsh. Cl Ü

9. Proerasttnates. Answers most parent requests wtth '°later‘° or
'°In a nttnute". Leaves school projects unttl the last mlnute. · Ü Ü

l0. Seldont aceepts responstblltty for personal fallure. Tends to
blame °°bad luck" or other people. Ü Ü

l 1. Teaehers report that the chlld Is almost always bclttnd In
school work and laeks self dlsclpltne. Ü Ü

C 1 ht 3 1966 Instituts of Motivstioml
D•v•lop¤•nt,

P•t•r Spouk.
Rggzzdäeod w1th p•r¤1ss1on froh th• stgtähor, February Z5• T-987•
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_ _ · M

Yee No__12, Makes excusea for goor grades llke ‘Tthe teacher ls borlng". "theclass ls lrrelevant°'. or °°l had a bad day". CI Ü

@lle seems to have a short attention span. Ü Ü

A V 14. Spends more tlme and energy worklng at gettlng out of tasks‘
than completlng them. CI Ü

15. Appears to make no reallstlc plans for the future. In fact.
refuses to serlously discuss lt. A C] Cl

He can do well. but only when he feels llke lt. » l
Ü Ü ·

1 7. Become; angry when thlngs don°t go exactly the way he wants. Ü Ü

18. Cannot save money regardless of how much he earns or ls glven.
‘

Ü(

1 9} Lacks selfeonfldence espeelally around kids hts own age. Ü C]

20. Teachers say he can't work without one-to·one attention. ‘
Ü V Ü

NumberofYee answers A
V

1-3 Probably not an underachtever.
4-7 Most llkely an underachlever.

A 8-20 Deflnltely an underachtever.

Thls Underachlevement Proflle ts no eubstltute for a professional evaluation.Weask parents to flll out the Underaehlevemenl Eroftle andbrtng tt along to the ‘
Inltlal Interview.

Remember. most underuehleaere tell! deny they have a problem. lt Le you as
parents who must make the declelon ta seek help. ‘

ht 0 1986 I stitute ot Motivetionsl Developuent, Peter Sp•v•k„
äggääoed with perxiaiasion froa the author, February 25, 1987.
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FAIIEAX SSHCSLRES
C¤¤p•r

8 82 ' 92 85 88 81 ° 81 85
‘

Iüanldin 8 76
88.

78 82 76 77 81 Z
Frost 8 77 ‘ 86 80_ 82 76 69 83
Glasgow 8 55 82 61 _ 67 I 62. 60 .657
Hayfidd 8 65 80 64 70 67
63Hemdon· .8 70 83 71 75 71 70. 76
Holmes 8 69 83 74 76 76 66 75
Hugxes 8 71 85 " 73 77 74 69 77
Irving 8 78 89 81 84 82 78 83
Key 8 71 ' 82 74 E 76iI I 75 70 E 785
Kilmor 8 66 89 74 78 ° 74 67 · 74
I.ak•8raddock 8 77 85 75 79

‘
82 77 81

Lanlu 8 » 72 ' 83 75 78 76 73 78
I.or¢I•Iow 8 73 89 ‘ 79 82 79 73

a . 67 ss 12 ; 76 73
Poe . 8 67 82 70 3 · 73 68 7
Robinson 8 77; 88 77 „ 83 81 80 · 81
Rockykun 8 · 71 82 72 76 73 78 78
Saaturg 8

‘
· 54 '70 634 62 59‘

61 67
Thonsu '8 75 88 79 — 83 81 73 80 .

1«·¤·· /5* 57 7751.Whüman8 62 73 64 66 67 70 72

8%% 8 73 · ß 76 79. 76 74 79

Fairfax County Public Schools, 1987
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ligh and Intoxdlato Spocial Moods School:
for 1986-87 and 1987·88

Intaidiata School:

_ 1987·88 1986-87

Sandhurg Glasgow
· Huglus _ ‘ $•¤¢b¤=‘t

Glasgow Hughss

Hayfiald Twain

'heain - VHayfisldJackson

Holm:
II

uhituu

School:

”
1987•88

I ‘
1986-87

Stuart Stuart
Hast Potouac West Potonac
Edison ldison

!al1s Church · Falls Church
Mount Vornou Mount Vsrnon

Eorndon Marshall

* Haytisld gnghu* Marshall B. '
* South Lakos

South Lakos

*Di.d not qual1£y_ for 1987-88 but coutinua to rccsivc rcsourcos for that ycar.

F•ix·£'ax·County Public Schools, 1987•
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GRADE POINT AVERAGES

FOR TwO SCHOOLS

PRE PROG fPR) IST GTR. IND GTR. BRD. GTR. 4TH GTR. FINAL GPA

EXP.
N=55 1. 79 04 1. 99 1. 99 1. 94 2. 03

CNTL.
N=42 1.99 1.99 2.03 2.06 2.10 2.13

FOR GLASGOU STUDENTS

N=<100) 1.75 2.13 1.85 1.98 1.97 2.05

N=(747) 3.02 2.89 2.90 2.94 3.0

N=(ALL) 2.9 2.76 2.79 2.82 2.89

FOR TWO YEAR MENTEES

10/85 6/86
Pre program Post program

N=(24) 1.79 2.4
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FOLLOw—UP ON SECOND YEAR NENTEES <N=26)

‘ FIRST MARK 1987jSS

FINAL GPA 6/B7 FIRST QUARTER GPA 11/S7

2.02 2.2

FIRST GUARTER ASSIGNED GRADES

GRADE NUMBER PERCENT

A 16 10.3%
8+ 11 7. 1
B 24 15.4
C.+ 23 14.7
C 32 20.5
D+ 11 7.1
D 23 14.7
F 16 10.3
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STUDENT RETENTIONS IN INTEFHEDIATE SCHÜOLSFAIRFAX COUN TY F'UE¢I.I•;Z SCHÜOLS

FAILURE RATE BY PERCENT RETAINED

YEAR GLASGON JACKSON KEY AREA II COUNTY

1983-84 8.2% 1.65% 7.54% 4.87% 3.93%

1984-85 7.2 4.75 4.92 5.14 4.62

1985-86 5.83% 5.39 3.46 4.46 4.26

1986-87 5.09 5.56 4.72 4.33 4.04

Fairfax County Public Schools, Student Promotions and Retentions,August 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987.
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Mentor Program Etudent Evaluation

For each qaestion below, circle the beat answer.
A = Agree

TA = Tend to Agree
TD = Teno to oieagree

D = Dlsagrae73% 27%
A TA VD D L. The Mentor Program helped me inproye one or more

ef my grades.

$2% 13%
A TA TD D E. My mentor seemed intereeted in me.

55% 45%
A TA TD D 3. I met with my mentor on a regular basis.

:3% $2%
A TA TD D 4. Remaining afterschool was worth my time.

63% $7%
A TA TD D 5. The Mentor Program helped me turn in my homework

aseignments.4:7% ZZZ ‘
A TA TD D :. Being in the program helped me to work better withteachers.

· 7:% 24%
A TA TD D 7. The group guidance study skills sessions were useful.

31% 19%
A TA TD D 3. The once a month Mentor—Mentee days afterschool weregood.

75% 25%
A TA TD D 9. I liked having a mentor.

75% 25%
A TA TD D IO. I would agree to be in the Mentor Program again if I

needed the support.

Please answer the following by completing the sentences:

A. what I liked best about the program was....

B. what I liked least about the program was....
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Mentor Program Student Evaluation

Responses to open—ended questions:

QUESTION A: what I liked best about the program was....

...having refreshments and working with my mentor.

...when I needed help I got it

...meeting with my teacher on a daily basis.

...the help I received.

...I had a great mentor and she helped me a lot.

...the fun and extra help.

...the food.

...having a mentor.

...everything I guess.

...seeing movies on how to study.

...softbal1 game against the teachers.

...that I got out of class a lot.

...getting food.

...I brought up my math grades.

...It’$ Fun.

...that we got out of class.

...I liked keeping my grades up, that’s what I liked best.

...baseball game.

...the softball game.

...I don’t know.

...I think I learned a lot.

...It helped me.‘

...It helps me and my grades too. It helps me to get to know
my mentor. .

...that I get help from my teacher.

...my mentor.

...that it encouraged me to improve more.

...my mentor!

...when we found out what study method we used.

...the games and parties we had together.

...the softball game.

...It "kinda" helped me. _

...you get to know people better and it feels nice having a
person to help.

...that it helped me with my grades and attitude.

...the people who helped me.

...the food.

...I don’t know.

...my mentor was there when I needed help.

...It helped me bring some grades up, but not all.

...softball game.

...getting together with other students.

...when we had the meetings.

...the softball game.

.. ufun.

...the games against the teachers. .
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...Mentor—Mentee day!

...that it helped me out in my grades and had me turn in all
of my work.

...when we met once for one month.

...that it helped me with my work and get along with people.

...getting the extra help that I needed to help my grades.

...my mentor. ·

...I really didn’t participate very much but I liked the
"cookys."

...everything.

...the help I got, and the fun activities.

...the drinks and cookies.

...the things we did when we stayed after school.

...the after school things once a month.

...games.

...the food.

...what I liked best about the program was the “bat—ball"
game.
...that I had time to know things that I didn’t know about me.
...I liked having someone in my corner.
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QUESTION B: what I liked least about the program was ....

...workinq all the time.

...spending time out of class.

...nothing. (tota1=20>

...that I couldn’t stay for help somedays.

...staying after.

...not staying for help.

...having to stay after school.

...staying after school.

...nothing

...my mentor didn’t give me the help I needed.

...I had to stay after school every week!

...It’s not fun.

...that I didn’t get as much help as I needed.

...there was nothing.

...that it was with one of my teachers.

...staying after.

...I don’t know.

...none.

...sometimes I wanted to go home.

...I had to stay after.

...none

...nothing really.

...did not use my mentor. Ü

...they take you out of your favorite classes to
_ attend a mentee session.
...problems I had with other kids.
...after school.
...the pressure people were putting on me.
...studying.
...staying after! .
...You should stay after when you need it!
...staying after school.
...sessions.
...stayinq after school.
...having to stay after school. why couldn’t we
do it in school like out of a class or something?
...work.
...when I couldn’t get a teacher when I wanted
...I didn’t get a lot of help.
...I didn’t stay after as often as 1 should.
...that I worked too much.
...the sessions every week.
...nothing really.
...that I couldn’t stay after everyday and
that my mentor couldn’t either.
...my mentor.
...I didn’t come a lot.
...I liked everything.
...I liked everything about the program.
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HENIDI PROGBAH EVALUATION

l. What do you think were the strengths of the progrni

2. What do you think were the weaknesses of the progrnt

3. What aspects of the progran do you think should be changed or aodifledf

4. What, if anything, should be added to the prograa?

S. Do you feel that you were given enough lnfornation on esntorlng?

If not, what kinds of support can we give you!

6. What was your blggest frustration?

7. What kinds of activities or strategies would be helpful to strengthen the

nentorlng relationship?

52
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Mentoring Progran Evaluation · continued ..2-

8. In order to update the Mentor Guide we need to know what parts of the
guide were beneflclal to you. Please check where appropriate.

Helgful Somwhat Helpful Not Helpful

Rationale/Background ‘

Phase I — Getting Started

Phase II - Monitoring Activities

Phase III - Ooununicatlon

Phase IV — Evaluation

Phase V - Research

What should be added to the Guide to help you?

'9. How adequete was the cuuunication between guidance and feculty regarding

the nentor progran? (Explain)

IO. A nentoting relationship is a partnership between nentor and nentee · what
did you galn, if anything, fron that relationship?

Other thoughts:

Thank you
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?‘ÄT°2A·'T€€‘ß.L' Evaluation

Reoomendations

I. Social Luncheon with awards.
”

2. Give eachl teacher a list ot all nentees and nentors.

-
3. Calendar witn all datas tor all form and neatlnqs. etc.

4. "Rap" sessions tor mntors.

5. Wlntar volleyball qam.

6. Add to Mentor Guide - llst ot suooesstul stratoqies tried by nentors
in previous years.

7. Tzytopalrupacadunlcvaakrxassaaulthtaadxarot thatsubjact.

8. Have each teacher provida lists ot test dates asn type ot assiqnnant
snaat Used. etc., tor nantor's use.

9. Creata 'Buq Roll' - Ilka homr roll • (maybe dltt. nam). BIG mans
Brlnq Up Grada (at least ona qrsda, without ona qrada dropplnql .

10. ln—s¤¤ol actlvlty period. _

1.1. laxtorlhntaa day attarschool vadily.
A

12. brtuuhd lhuom.

— 13. 'rrymt topull Fllltclusaa thatuaataas ara having troublawlth.

14. Barock Qatar.

15. Conat asus; laztor-auxtaa tan!.

16. caqalnq ¤••l¤•¤d.

17. Pornr•gardlng¤••tl¤;ssl¤uldu¤l¤ada¤¤¤r•tru¤ju•ta:taract·noo1 naotlngs.

18. Ratlna unhraelllavar datlnltlcn un cribarla.

19.Mo:•oo¤su.t¤ant¢r¤a¤•nt•••¤¤>laln1adato¤»ts•totp¤¤¤!¥•¤• '
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IV-4

PARENT EVALUATIION

(Pre)

l. Which type(s) of communication from your chi1d's mentor would work_ ~ best for you? (check all that apply)

_§_phone call from the mentor
\
Äletter from the mentor

_iLweekly checklist from the mentor

lhome visit by the mentor

lconference at school by the mentor

2. In what way(s) would you like to bc involved in the mentortng program?Check all that appeal to you.

_L5_helping my child with his/her homework

l3_asking my child if he/she has completed his/her homework

__;j_contactlng my child's mentor if I have any concerns or if there'sa problem at home that the mentor should know

lassigning my child at least one household chore (ex: making bed,
setting table, taking out the trash)

lmaking sure my child has a study area and a study tina

lattendlng parent/mentor meetings in the evening ·

Ähelp to coordinate a social activity for parents, mentors and-students

_L_spendlng some time each day conunicating with my child with nodlstractlons

3. What do you expect from the mentor program?
‘

open ended question
·

53
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(HH:) Mentor Program Parent Evaluggiqn
For each question below, circle the most appropriate answer.

TA- Tend to agree
An Agree
D- Dlsagree

TD- Tend to dtsagree
Percentases
19 461. I heard fron ny chi.ld'e mentor on a regular basis. TA A

gz Tbl

2. Host of the feedback I received about my child 665 63 ,1,63was positive.

3. Havtng the support of a mentor helped me to work 6 66 6 6with my child at home. TA A L TD

4. I found the matled parent information and/or 36 7 _
parent meetinge to be useful. A D TD

5. Hy child feels better about hin/hereelf as a 66 61 66 TJlearner since the beginning of the year. A A

6. The type of nentor/parent cammicatton that 6-6 48 61 H7worked best for ne wee a phone call. A A

7. I felt cufortable about calling ny chtld'e
mentor at school. 21% Si bo TI]

8. I would recnend the mentor progrn to another · ·parent,. ZA st D8 TÜ

9. I feel thnt my child benefitejl fron the nentor 24 62 60 6P 8*

10. I wish that I had heard nore often fron my 12 67 15 6chlld's nentor. TA A D TD
ll. The type of nentor/parent cnunlcatlon that 15 gg Zg 17worked beat for ne wae a weekly checkup eheet. TA A D TD
12. The type of nentor/parent cousunlcatton that 6 3b 7_ worked best for ne was a conference. ETA A b lll?

9
13. I attended at least one nentor/parent meeting. 11% ai bz T!]

14. Infomatlon about etudy skills helped me to bemore effective in assteting ny child with 16 58 0hanework. TA A b Tl?
1S. I underetand the "underachleving student"

better aa a result of ny lnvolvusent tn the 6 7 6mentor progrq. ITIA
2 b TD ·

16. The nentorprogrn net my expectations. ZA 32

bs17.My expectatione nay have ben unrealistic. 11%
gl bz

T5
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v•s• 2

18. I runlnded my child to remeln efter echool with hie/her 14 62 21 9
mentor weekly. TA A D TD

19. As e reeult of the mentor program, I wee better 4
'

3 4lnformed about my chlld'• gredee end progresu
)°I§A

K I TD
29 43 28 -20. I met with my ch1ld'e mentor. TA A D TD

ue-A-s-11··n·n.4-•

How cen we improve the program?

Open ended question

What dtd you llke beet ebout the progrnf

Open ended question
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PARTICIPATION LEVEL

PERCENTAGE OF MENTEES REMAINING AFTER SCHOOL
BY QUARTER (N=1•I¤0>

SECOND OUARTER THIRD QUARTER FOURTH QUARTER OVERALL RATE

— 43.6% 47.53% 39.41% 43.53%
(6 NO REPORTS) (6 NO REPORTS) (14 NO REPORTS)

Note. "NO REPORTS“ means not submitted by mentor.
A total of 14 mentors did not turn in reports.
Movers were not dropped, but handled as zeros.
A total of 784 hours of after school meetings for the
total population were recorded.
These percentages do not include in school contacts, meetings.
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Underachieving Students

Underachieving students are students who have not experienced successwith Program of Studies learning objectives. The Falrfax County Public_ Schools grading scale is used in gradlng underachleving students;_ teaching strategies are adapted to neet the needs of these students.

1. Learning Characteristics of the Underachiever
•

Perforn below expected ability level on standardited tests in
reading, mathematits, and language arts.

Further, these students may evidence unsatlsfactory perforsance
in one or nore subjects in relation to their ability to achieve.

· Denonstrate poor work habits; lack confldence to succeed, lack
lncentlve to learn. '

These students find school unlnterastlng, often unpleaaant, and
usually unrelated to their llves. Frustration with school is
based on a record of having done poorly over a period of tlae.
Because they are detlclt in reading, writing, and verbal skills,
these students have trouble expressing thesselvea. Orten they de
not ask questions aa alda to learning and frequently say, "I
don't know" rather than rlsk being wrong. -

· Denonatrate patterns of behavior such as being either aggressive
and dlsruptlve or withdrawn and tuned out.

These students say dlarupt classes and antagonlse school
personnel. On the other hand, soss say withdraw, e.g., have a
high absentee rate, arrtve late to school, forget aateriala and
assignaents, and/or fall to participate ln classrooa discussions.

- Possess ability and potential to perfors at a higher level.

These students can learn. When exposed to syqathetlc and
relevant teaching techniques, varied naterlals, and caring
teachers, atudents' aelf··estee• and sense of worth lsprove.
School perforsance lqrovea correapondlngly.

»
59

From Intermediate and Secondary Teacher's Guide
Grading and Reporting to Patents, Fairfax County Public
Schools, August, 1987, pp. 21-22.
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SCAMIN INSTRUMENT
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SECONDARY FORM

III! SH!-COIICEPI III MOIIVAIIOI IIIVEIIOIY:

VIII] FACE WOIIID YOII WH!}

Manual •I IlIr•¢ti•¤s

bv
I•m•¤ 1. Milch:u G•••g• A. hm!

- ud _· _ Williu Rail:
PEHSUII-U-IHETHIIIS, IHC.

Copyright Q 1968 Parson-o-utrics, Inc. A11 rights r•s•rv•d. Thin _
matarial or parts

th•r•o£, may not bs raproducad in any ton without
th• psrnission ot th• publishor.

R•P!‘¤d¤¢•d vd-th p•r¤i¤81on fron th•
author, January 26, 198g,
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What face would you feel like wearing inside if each of the
following real and imaginary situations were to happen to you?
Mark how you would feel . . . (Preface each question: HOH HOULO
YOU FEEL . . . )

l. . . . if you were carrying on an informed discussion on politics
„ · with your parents and their adult friends?

2. . . . if your parents were openly pleased with your schoolwork?

· 3. . . . if a teacher noticed that you had improved your grades?

4. . . . if a teacher picked you to lead a discussion group?

5. . . . if everyone knew that you had won a prize in a writing con- ·
test, but none of your friends even congratulated you?

6. . . . if your favorite teacher was warning the class about the
dangers of being a drop-out, and he or she looked straight at

· you? ‘

7. . . . if after several tries, you still could not learn to memor-
ize a list of dates for a history class?

8. . . . if you had the responsibility to turn in a project on the
last day of school and you forgot all about it?

9. . . . if you knew you could earn yourself a place on a school team
if you practiced daily? A

10. . . . if ten years from now, you were seeing a movie of yourself asyou are now? _
ll. . . . if a counselor helped you to discover things that you did not

_ know about yourself?

12. . . . if a respected adult friend asked you if you had considered
going into his line of work?

’
_ 13. . . . if you were trying hard to stay awake to finish some useless

looking homework exercises?

. 14. . . . if you were trying to doua fairly hard·to-understand puzzle
· . in mathematics?

15. . . . if you had a chance to argue a classmate out of quittingschool? ~
16. . . . if you had to think up a short clever speech for a group of

new students to the school? .
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE

· Copyright I 1968 Person-é•m•tx·d.e•, Inc. °
Reprodueed with perniuion Üßl th• tuthor, Jlmßry Z6, 198%
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What Face Would You Wear?
Fam! •••Iy. noch •h• ban ogg

«h• I•••••

AII W0\lld foo} molghlng how you would |•e|.D•n•H•H•h••|.
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_* or the other.
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ZS 1 II 5]
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1A,-\_ Ill ZI ~ II SI
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Il
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9
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SCAMIN ·· Secondary Form

WHAT FACE WOULD-YOU WEAR?
E

. nxxectxons: You will need a dark lead pencil and an eraser. Nopens. No stray marks. Listen to special instructions, if any.Turn the response sheet on its side, and follow the directions inthe name box. Print and then darken in the letters of your lastname, as much of your first name as will. fit, and your middle ini-tial (HI).

Next, blacken the box for your grade; the month and year of yourbirthdate; your sex; and if your school issues then, your studentnumber. Blacken each matching numeral box, and a·lso blacken the
‘

· box which underlines the semester.

Introduction: Probably'no one can really know how you feel aboutmost Fhlngs. Since ue often wear a "stone·face‘° or try to laughoff some of the things that happen to us, few people see the facethat you would really feel like wear1ng.. This questionnaire is giv·en to better see how you and other teenagers feel about things inour school. To do this, you will be asked how you would feel inside· if a list of imaginary situations happened to you.
_ Which of the faces on the left of your response sheetwou you feel like wearing inside, if a teacher told u that hethought that the legal age for drlving a car säuld be ralsä By a- ar ny m t ee resent u or sappo nt n t e teac er s· oplnlon and would pick A ('I would feel about as unhappy as I could')or A ('I would feel somewhat unhappy"). Some would answer Face C('I wouldn‘t feel one way or the other'). A few might agree with theconment and feel like Face A ('I would feel somewhat happy°°) or even ,

‘
Face A ('I would feel as happy and proud as I could').

äe Eutin um In the saqle question box at the start areve answer spaces ·· A, A, A, A, and E ·· which match the faces andfeelings. Now blacken in the space under the letter you would chooseif a teacher told you he thought the legal_dr1v·lng age should belowered one year. Whatever you have answered is nelther right norwrong as far as the questionnaire is concerned; your answers are yourfeelings. . ·

sten: Listen carefully, and I°ll read quickly. Each it must beanswered only once. Erase thoroughly, and do not skip any questions.‘
Nov v•'.l1 etaze.

Copyright O 1968 Pä1°l0l‘I•0•Kt!'Ä.¢I• ·Ino•

gqpgaugq ngt); pe:-neaien teen the author, Jamnry 26, 1%$•
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TABLE 4.1

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE POSTNEEDS
VARIABLE OF SCAMIN
ON JACKSON AND KEY

Source of
Variation SS DF MS F Sig of F

BETWEEN CELLS 462.23 1 462.23 8.99 .004*

WITHIN CELLS 3651.85 71 51.43

TOTAL 4114.08 72 57.14

Note. *g¢.O5.
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TABLE 5.1

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE POSTINVESTMENT
VARIABLE OF SCAMIN
ON JACKSON AND KEY

Source of
Variation SS DF MS F Sig of F

BETWEEN CELLS 116.42 1 116.42 1.51 .224*

WITHIN CELLS 5491.50 71 77.35

TOTAL 5607.92 72 77.89

Note. *g>.O5.
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TABLE 6. l

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE POSTROLE EXPECTATIONS
VARIABLE OF SCAMIN
ON JACKSON AND KEY

Source of
Variation SS DF MS F Sig of F

BETWEEN CELLS 182.50 1 182.50 4.41 .039*

WITHIN CELLS 2940.52 71 41.42

TOTAL 3123.01 72 43.38

Note. *R<.05.
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TABLE 7.1

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE PRESELF-ADEQUACY
VARIABLE OF SCAMIN

Source of
‘

Variation SS DF MS F Sig of F

BETWEEN CELLS 225.90 1 225.90 4.93 .029*

WITHIN CELLS 4215.34 92 45.82

TOTAL 4441.24 93 47.76

Note. *Q<.05.
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TABLE 7.2

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE PRESELF-ADEQUACY
VARIABLE OF SCAMIN‘ ON JACKSON AND KEY

Source of
Variation SS DF MS F Sig of F

BETWEEN CELLS 408.73 1 408.73 10.83 .002*

WITHIN CELLS 2813.44 71 39.63

TOTAL 3222.16 72 44.75

Note. *g<.05.
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TABLE 8.1

T-TEST COMPARISON BETWEEN GROUPS ON SELF-CONCEPT AND
MOTIVATION INVENTORY (SCAMIN) PRE-TEST

PRE
VARIABLE GROUP N MEAN SD t DF p

ACHIEVEMENT NEEDS 0.83 92 0.408

EXPERIMENTAL 55 63.07 6.540

CONTROL 39 61.79 8.358

ACHIEVEMENT INVESTMENT -0.46 92 0.646

EXPERIMENTAL 55 60.27

7.248CONTROL39 61.05 9.093

ROLE EXPECTATIONS 1.29 92 0.201

EXPERIMENTAL 55 56.91 6.144

CONTROL 39 55.31 5.634

SELF ADEQUACY 2.22 92 0.029*

EXPERIMENTAL 55 52.02 6.983

CONTROL 39 48.87 6.453

Note. *g< . 05 .
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TABLE 8.2

T—TEST FOR PRE AND POST COMPARISON ON SELF-CONCEPT
. AND MOTIVATION INVENTORY (SCAMINQ

FOR EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

VARIABLE GROUP N MEAN SD t DF p

ACHIEVEMENT NEEDS 1.43 108 0.155

PRE TEST 55 63.07 6.540

POST TEST 61.13 7.650
A

ACHIEVEMENT INVESTMENT 2.42 108 0.017*

PRE TEST 55 60.27 7.248

POST TEST 55 57.13 6.331

ROLE EXPECTATIONS 2.07 108 0.041*
L

PRE TEST 55 56.91 6.144
”

POST TEST 55 54.53 5.903

SELF ADEQUACY 1.09 108 0.278

1
PRE TEST 55 52.02 6.983

POST TEST 55 50.62 6.488

Note. *g<.O5.
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TABLE 8 . 3

T—TEST FOR PRE AND POST COMPARISON ON SELF-CONCEPT
AND MOTIVATION INVENTORY QSCAMIN)

FOR CONTROL GROUP

VARIABLE GROUP N MEAN SD t DF p

ACHIEVEMENT NEEDS 2.06 76 0.043*

PRE TEST 39 61.79 8.358

· POST TEST 39 58.10 7.419

ACHIEVEMENT INVESTMENT 1.21 76 0.230

PRE TEST 39 61.05 9.093

POST TEST 39 58.62 8.686

ROLE EXPECTATIONS 1.44 76 0.155

PRE TEST 39 55.31 5.634

POST TEST 39 53.15 7.475

SELF ADEQUACY 1.12 76 0.267

PRE TEST 39 48.87 6.453

POST TEST 39 47.26 6.307

Ncte. *p<.O5.
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TABLE 10.1

CROSSTABULATION OF NUMBFAIL BY METHOD

COUNT
EXP VAL
ROW PCT
COL PCT METHOD

ROW
EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL

NUMBFAIL 1 13 8
10.2 10.8 21
61.9% 38.1% 53.8%
68.4% 40.0%
33.3% 20.5%

2 3 9 12
5.8 6.2 30.8%

25.0% 75.0%
15.8% 45.0%

7.7% 23.1%

3 3 0 3
1.5 1.5 7.7%

100.0% .0%
15.8% .0%

7.7% .0%

5 0 2 2
1.0 1.0 5.1%

.0% 100.0% '

.0% 10.0%

.0% 5.1%

6 0 1 1
.5 .5 2.6%
.0% 100.0%
.0% 5.0%
.0% 2.6%

·

COLUMN 19 20 39

TOTAL 48.7% 51.3% 100.0%
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TABLE 10.2

CHI-SQUARE TABLE OF RESULTS ON NUMBER OF STUDENTS FAILING
ONE TO SIX CLASSES (NUMBFAIL]

VARIABLES CHI—SQUARE DF Q—VALUE
l

STUDENT/CLASS FAILURE 10.17152 4 0.0376*

Note. *g< .05.

NUMBER OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS = 58

CELLS WITH E.F.<5

6 or 10 (60%)
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TABLE 12.1

T·TEST COMPARISON BETWEEM GROUPS FOR NUMBER OF STUDENTS
FAILING ANY CLASS: JACKSON AND KEY

VARIABLE GROUP N MEAN SD t DF p

NUMBFAIL 2.42 24.91 0.023*

GROUP 2 20 2.1000 1.483

_ GROUP 3 9 1.222 0.441

Note. *g<.05
U ‘
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TABLE 13.1

CANONICAL CORRELATION ANALYSIS OF THREE SCHOOLS TO EXPLAIN
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PREDICTOR CRITERION A

VARIABLE SETS

LIKELIHOOD
RATIO APPROX F NUM DF DEN DF PR > F

1. 0.5629 2.1985 12 108.767 0.0164*

2. 0.8682 1.0251 6 84 0.4148

3. 0.9655 0.7660 2 43 0.4711

Note. *p<.05.

The asterick indicates the p—value of .0164 is below the .05
level of significance. Therefore, one canonical correlation
is significant and can explain the relationship between
variable sets. The first canonical correlation explains 54%
(eigenvalue 0.5423) of the variance between the X set A
(predictor/independent measure) and the Y set (criterion/
dependent measure). The first canonical correlation
explains with statistical significance the relationship
between the two variable sets (p=.0164), while the other
canonical correlations do not explain with statistical
significance the relationship between the two variable sets.
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TABLE 14.1

CANONICAL STRUCTURE ON THREE SCHOOLS:
GLASGOW, JACKSON AND KEY

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE "VAR" (CRITERION) VARIABLES
AND THEIR CANONICAL VARIABLES

CC1 CC2 CC3

. POST 0.9265* -0.1284 0.3537
FAIL -0.0187 -0.7179** 0.6959***
NUMBFAIL -0.6342* 0.7662** 0.1037

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE "WITH" (PREDICTOR) VARIABLES
AND THEIR CANONICAL VARIABLES

W1 W2 W3

METHOD 0.3759 . 0.5768** -0.1111
EAS 0.3609 0.8179** 0.0096
GSV 0.6659* 0.5023** 0.4243***
PRE 0.8272* -0.0856 0.5420***

Note. Descriptively, the correlations indicate the °

following:

*CCl: Overall, the higher the GSV (composite) score and
the pre GPA score, the higher the post GPA and the
fewer number of classes failed. This relationship is
explained at the .05 level of significance (p=.0164)

**CC2: Students from Jackson Intermediate who had high
EAS (ability) scores and moderately high GSV
(composite) scores failed more classes and failed a
greater number of classes. Compare this with the
finding in CC3 of Table 14: Students with lower EAS
(ability) scores and lower GSV (composite) scores did
not fail classes.

***CC3: Overall, students with lower GSV scores and
moderately high pre GPA scores failed fewer classes.

Canonical redundancy analysis indicates that the criterion
variables cannot be predicted by the predictor variables.
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TABLE 14.2

CANONICAL STRUCTURE ON TWO SCHOOLS:
JACKSON AND KEY

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE "VAR" (CRITERION) VARIABLES
AND THEIR CANONICAL VARIABLES

CC1 CC2 CC3

POST 0.8519* 0.3778 0.3627
FAIL 0.0087 0.9974** -0.0720
NUMBFAIL -0.8236* -0.3537 0.4433***

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE "WITH" (PREDICTOR) VARIABLES
AND THEIR CANONICAL VARIABLES

W1 W2 W3

METHOD 0.4291* -0.2328 -0.8345***
EAS 0.2602 -0.4763** 0.5991***

V GSV 0.6238* -0.6036** 0.4206***
PRE 0.6779* 0.7076 0.1819

Note. No canonical correlation explained with statistical
significance (Q;.O637). However, all three canonical
correlations can be used to explain the relationships.
Descriptively, the correlations indicate the following:

*CCl: Key students with higher GSV (composite) scores
and pre GPA scores and failed fewer classes.

**CC2: Overall, students who had lower EAS (ability)
scores and GSV (composite) scores did not fail classes.
compare this with CC3 of Table 14 (a similar finding).

***CC3: Jackson students who had moderately high EAS
(ability) and GSV (composite) scores failed a greater
number of classes. (Similar finding reported in tables
14 and 14.1 for CC2).

Canonical redundancy analysis indicates that the criterion
variables cannot be predicted by the predictor variables.










